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Benefit
Heidelberger Druckmaschinen AG aims at estab-

lishing a close partnership with its suppliers. The 

cooperation is centered on the following objectives:

Continuous increase of customer satisfaction•	

Continuous shortening of market launch periods•	

Targeted improvement of the product and  •	

process quality

Reduction of development and manufacturing •	

costs

Heidelberger Druckmaschinen AG wants to be the 

preferred partner for printers around the world. 

With their products, Heidelberg suppliers play an 

important part in achieving this objective. 

One of the main factors in reaching this goal is 

the quality Heidelberg demands of itself, its pro-

ducts, services, and business processes. To meet 

this quality standard, all Heidelberg products 

must undergo a clearly defined qualification pro-

cess before they are launched or when they are 

changed. The same applies to supplier products. 

Suppliers are responsible for the products they 

supply and for their qualification process.  

The purpose of the new edition of the Guidelines  

for Cooperation with Suppliers (GCS) of June 

2002 was to communicate the expectations of 

Heidelberger Druckmaschinen AG regarding the 

product and process qualification to suppliers. 

For this purpose, the 06/2002 edition of the guide- 

lines illustrated the overall process and defined 

the operational subprocesses involved in the  

cooperation as well as the generally valid product 

requirements. At the same time, the process  

description revealed how closely the supplier  

processes are linked to the internal Heidelberg 

processes. 

The edition of January 2008 maintains this prov-

en tripartition. The main part of the GCS, part 

two (Auxiliary Process Steps), still describes the 

process steps and responsibilities at the interface 

to suppliers, whereas part three (Heidelberg Pro-

duct Requirements) details generally valid product 

requirements.

Part one of the GCS (Process Overview) was adopted 

nearly without changes into the 01/2008 version. 

In part two of the GCS (Auxiliary Process Steps) 

new processes or subprocess steps have been inclu-

ded. Process steps have been completed with new 

elements, and their descriptions have been updated 

and reworded where necessary to make them even 

clearer. Part three of the GCS (Heidelberg Product 

Requirements) has been restructured. The product 

requirements have been specified more accurately, 

updated, and supplemented, and particularities 

of individual Heidelberg product groups have 

been illustrated. Part four of the GCS (Appendix) 

has also been revised. If a document is changed 

frequently and/or is not generally valid, but refers 

only to specific cases, it is not included in the 

printed version of the GCS as an appendix. Al-

though these topics or documents are not includ-

ed in the printed version, the GCS still refers to 

them: Appendices marked as “Appendix nn_INT” 

are available as pdf-downloads on the Internet 

(www.heidelberg.com) and can also be ordered as 

individual documents from Heidelberg Procure-

ment. 

Moreover, the foreword and introduction of ver-

sion 01/2008 outline a number of organizational 

changes within Heidelberger Druckmaschinen AG. 

The obligatory character of requirements has 

been defined more accurately, and rules of con-

duct as well as notes on information security have 

been added. The description of the Heidelberg 

Production System (HPS) is new. Changes to inter-

nal production processes that already affect the 

Heidelberg/supplier interface are included in part 

two of the GCS (Auxiliary Process Steps).

The purpose of the guideline is still to increase  

efficiency and quality assurance through trans-

parency and commitment.

The advantages of this approach are seen every 

day, since

standardized procedures at the interface to sup-•	

pliers and 

maximum transparency for all decision-makers •	

involved is a 

contribution to risk management and permits•	

the customization of particular supplier needs •	

and project-specific requirements without for-

saking the guideline’s transparent and binding 

character.

Foreword 
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With this in mind, we hope the guideline will con-

tinue to be accepted and consistently implemented 

by suppliers, for the benefit of the quality of the 

products and cooperation. 

Definitions
To simplify matters, the GCS uses terms that sum-

marize circumstances in a GCS-specific way or that 

stand for certain facts. They are defined as follows:

product • In the GCS, the expression “product” 

stands for deliverables. 

A product may be material or immaterial, e.g.  

mechanical components, a development service, 

hardware, software, process engineering pro-

ducts, or a combination of these. In the fields of 

mechanics, electromechanics, and hardware, the 

expression often stands for a component part,  

a subassembly, or a system (Appendix 1). They, in 

turn, are described in the respective sourcing 

groups (Appendix 2_INT).

A product can be incorporated in a superordinate 

Heidelberg product in the Heidelberg manufac-

turing process, or it can be used in the Heidelberg 

service process as a “service part”.  

supplier • The term “supplier” refers to all external 

suppliers that supply a product to Heidelberg,  

irrespective of the nature of the supply relation-

ship, which, in turn, is determined by the complex-

ity of the product and the scope of deliver ab les. 

It also corresponds with the supplier’s develop-

ment level according to the supplier rating. Supply 

relationships or suppliers can be categorized as 

follows: 

Parts supplier•	

Module supplier •	

System supplier•	

These categories define the scope of the supplier’s 

responsibility in terms of the complexity and 

scope of his deliverables/product and processes.

heidelberg • In the following, the term “Heidel-

berg“ refers to Heidelberger Druckmaschinen AG. 

The organization includes various organizational 

units, e.g. purchasing, development, quality man-

agement, or quality assurance departments. All 

persons involved at all Heidelberg locations apply 

the same procedures and methods, regardless of 

the organizational unit to which they belong. 

Thus, it is ensured that Heidelberg suppliers can 

adhere to the GCS, even if they deal with different 

contacts in their day-to-day business.

In the following, the key term:

heidelberg development • stands for the devel-

opment and design departments at the individual 

locations of Heidelberger Druckmaschinen AG. 

For issues relating to mechanics, Technology Con-

sulting is often the primary contact in Heidelberg 

and Wiesloch.

heidelberg procurement • stands for the purchas - 

ing and disposition departments at the individual 

locations of Heidelberger Druckmaschinen AG.

heidelberg quality • stands for the quality  

management or quality assurance departments  

at the individual locations of Heidelberger  

Druckmaschinen AG.

heidelberg documentation • stands for the cus-

tomer documentation divisions at the individual 

locations of Heidelberger Druckmaschinen AG.

heidelberg service • stands for the central ser-

vice division of Heidelberger Druckmaschinen AG 

in Heidelberg as well as the individual service  

divisions of the sales branches of Heidelberger 

Druckmaschinen AG.

Normally, the supplier will be given the names of 

the contacts in the responsible divisions or the 

project contacts at the beginning of the coopera-

tion or project.

Application
The GCS is divided into four topical parts to  

make its application and use easier and to simplify 

business processes and specifications. 

Part 1 “Process Overview”

Part 2 “Auxiliary Process Steps”

Part 3 “Heidelberg Product Requirements”

Part 4 “Appendix”
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Validity
The GCS is valid as of its date of publication, and 

its validity is documented.

Agreements and contracts signed prior to the 

publication of version 01/2008 of the GCS are not 

affected. Previous versions of the GCS remain  

valid for products that were first ordered at the 

time these versions were in effect. All agreements 

regarding product orders from now on are sub-

ject to version 01/2008 of the GCS.

The processes reflect the status at Heidelberg at 

the time the GCS was published. They are contin-

uously optimized. Product requirements apply to 

the entire service life of the product. It should  

be noted that, in individual cases or in general, it 

may be necessary to adapt processes over the 

course of a supply relationship or to change pro-

duct requirements during the service life of a pro-

duct. This means that process adaptations and  

design changes may become necessary during the 

life cycle of a product due to subsequent adjust-

ments of rules. Adaptations must always be docu-

mented in writing. Generally valid changes will 

be documented in the next version of the GCS. 

The GCS regulations are valid for all locations and 

for the entire range of Heidelberg products. The 

process owner and primary contact for the GCS is 

Heidelberg Procurement in Wiesloch.

Adaptations to location-specific circumstances 

must be agreed on in writing with the responsible 

Heidelberg Procurement representative.

The GCS regulations are applicable to all supply 

relationships and supplier products, regardless  

of the final Heidelberg product in which they are 

incorporated. 

Presses•	

Prepress and Postpress systems•	

Software products•	

Services•	

Where appropriate, the GCS regulations are  

specified to the properties of the final product 

marketed by Heidelberg. 

Commitment
The GCS describes the current Heidelberg pro-

cesses and product requirements in connection 

with the procurement of products and the manu-

facture of Heidelberg’s own products. Heidelberg 

wants the guideline regulations to be widely im-

plemented and binding. By giving the GCS to its 

suppliers, Heidelberg expresses its expectation 

that the suppliers acknowledge the processes and 

adhere to them during their cooperation with 

Heidelberg. Heidelberg also expects its suppliers 

to incorporate the product requirements as gen-

eral specifications for each product that is devel-

oped and supplied.

The GCS regulations become binding to the extent 

they are included in a binding agreement be-

tween Heidelberg and the supplier. Such an inclu-

sion may also be limited to individual parts of the 

GCS. If special circumstances make it necessary to 

(temporarily) suspend GCS regulations over the 

course of a supply relationship, this must be ar-

ranged and agreed on in writing with Heidelberg 

Procurement.

The binding character of the terms in parts  

one and two of the GCS (Process Overview and 

Auxiliary Process Steps) is differentiated as far  

as it can be expressed by the wording. Hence,  

a distinction is generally drawn between “should” 

and “must”. “Should” and similar terms (e.g. is  

desired, etc.) are used with recommendations, 

whereas “must” and similar terms (e.g. has to, is 

obliged to, is expected to) indicate an obligation. 

Prior to the placement of an order, the supplier 

and Heidelberg must always clarify which of the 

phases and milestones in part one of the GCS 

must be undergone. 

The “Heidelberg Product Requirements” in part 

three of the GCS supplement the product-specific 

customer’s specification book or the purchased 

part specification and are obligatory for all sup-

plier products whose product specification (e.g. 

customer’s specification book, purchased part 

drawing, etc.) refers to the application of the GCS. 

Based on his expertise, the supplier must then  

select and apply the GCS product requirements that 

are relevant for the product order concerned.  

The supplier is responsible for ensuring that each 

shipment delivered meets these requirements. 
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Any deviation from the terms of the GCS must  

be documented in advance in the product specifi-

cation or purchased part specification.

The supplier is responsible for the adherence to 

and application of generally valid laws, guidelines, 

standards, and specifications. The GCS states the 

generally valid laws, guidelines, standards, and 

specifications Heidelberg considers applicable  

at the time of publication of the GCS (Appendix 

3_INT). It is the supplier’s responsibility to take 

note of updates and supplements to the body of 

rules in general and in the special fields described 

in the CGS in particular, and to coordinate their 

application with Heidelberg Procurement in case 

of doubt. 

The GCS also lists significant Heidelberg factory 

standards (SN standards) which the supplier must 

consider in manufacturing and delivering the pro-

ducts concerned. If the GCS deviates from appli-

cable standards, the GCS terms take precedence, 

provided they are stricter than the standards and 

do not contradict them. In case of doubt, the  

matter must be coordinated with Heidelberg Pro-

curement. 

The sample forms in the Appendix do not neces-

sarily have to be used. They serve as examples.

Rules of Conduct/Compliance 
Heidelberg wishes to achieve its commercial  

and strategic objectives in accord with generally  

acknowledged moral and social principles. 

Heidelberg values and a binding code of conduct 

are adopted and communicated to support this 

aim. These values and this code of conduct are 

binding for all Heidelberg employees, including 

those at the interface to suppliers; consequently, 

they become evident to suppliers in the business 

relationship in many ways. Suppliers are expected 

to adapt to them adequately in the business  

relationship. 

In particular, the following values and guiding 

principles are relevant for all Heidelberg employ-

ees in their supplier relationships:

Heidelberg strives for operationally safe, inex-•	

pensive, and environmentally sound solutions 

for its products and their manufacture.

Heidelberg makes the company structure and •	

processes (even at the interface to the supplier) 

transparent and efficient.

Heidelberg builds long-term and trusting rela-•	

tionships with its business partners.

Heidelberg observes the applicable legal provi-•	

sions and keeps to internationally acknowledged 

rules of good management.

Heidelberg employees shall not influence a  •	

customer, supplier, or competitor directly or  

indirectly (e.g. by an own contractual relation-

ship, a private consulting activity, or in the 

form of a financial investment). Neither should 

they expose themselves to such an influence.  

Exceptions from these principles can only be 

granted if they do not go against Heidelberg’s 

legitimate business or competition interests.

The conduct of Heidelberg employees towards •	

business partners and third parties is character-

ized by friendliness, openness, the ability to 

take criticism, fairness, and respect.

We also expect our employees to represent the •	

interests of Heidelberg, and to act professionally 

and with integrity when doing so.

In their contacts with customers, suppliers, •	

competitors, or other interested third parties, 

Heidelberg employees shall refrain from any  

action that might be construed as an arrange-

ment or agreement of an anticompetitive,  

discriminating, unfair or otherwise inadmissible 

nature.

Any biased preferential treatment or unjustified •	

unfavorable treatment of a business partner 

must be avoided. This is ensured by means of  

a transparent and complete written documen-

tation of the business process or transaction.

Documents or other information on internal •	

Heidelberg processes must be treated confiden-

tially, may not be passed on or made accessible 

to third parties, and must be protected from  

unauthorized access. This applies to operational 

and commercial secrets of Heidelberg, to infor-

mation subject to data protection, and to docu-

ments and information entrusted to us by third 

parties as per agreement.

Heidelberg employees will not grant business •	

partners or third parties any unjustified addi-

tional advantages or profits from a transaction 

effected for Heidelberg. Nor do they derive any 

advantages or profits for themselves from such 

transactions.
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This applies in particular to all punishable forms •	

of personal gain, bribery, corruptibility, or other 

corruption offences. Except for minor items 

worth less than EUR 50 or cases explicitly per-

mitted by the management, Heidelberg employ-

ees will neither demand nor accept any money, 

gifts, or favors, nor will they promise or grant 

them to third parties. 

Approved by

Manfred Jurkewitz

Michael Zirm

Heidelberg/Wiesloch, January 2008
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Introduction

Objective
Heidelberg aims at a close partnership with its supp-

liers. When developing joint processes, it is therefore 

important

to work together with a high level of effectiveness  •	

and efficiency and to draw up clearly defined arrange- 

ments and agreements to help ensure high quality.

 

This is only possible if the following major require-

ments are met: 

The scope and sequence of the product formation •	

and delivery process must be transparent

The process steps between Heidelberg and its •	

suppliers

must be disclosed by both sides•	

can be adjusted to the requirements as needed•	

must be specifically agreed on and implemented•	

The terms and conditions of the supplier relation-•	

ship must be known

It must be clear which demands our customers •	

make on the product and how they can be consid-

ered in the development and manufacture of the 

supplier product

Only together with its suppliers can Heidelberg meet 

future market demands and thus create the required 

conditions for the economic success of both parties. 

That requires a successful cooperation. From  

Heidelberg’s point of view, such cooperation includes 

the supplier acknowledging his responsibility for  •	

the product;

a high degree of supplier autonomy in all process •	

steps;

the supplier’s contribution to risk management;•	

a structured product development as well as •	

product and process qualification managed by the 

supplier in arrangement with Heidelberg; and

open communication across department and •	

company borders.

The GCS is the basis for a successful cooperation.  

Its purpose is to support both sides in planning and 

implementing all process steps. This guideline is  

a tool that is continuously adjusted to the needs of 

Heidelberg and its suppliers. This requires the input 

of suppliers, based on their knowledge and require-

ments.

Quality, Process, and Environmental  
Management
As a leading company in the printing press industry, 

Heidelberger Druckmaschinen AG is considered a 

trendsetter in the fields of quality and environmental 

protection. This orientation manifests itself in the 

Heidelberg Quality Standard (Appendix 4) as well as the 

Environmental Policy Guidelines (www.heidelberg.com). 

It is based on consistent, clear process manag  ement 

and the systematic application of methods. This  

orientation and position must constantly be maintained 

and extended, for the benefit of all Heidelberg  

customers. 

Management systems, process models, and methods 

that support these requirements are needed to imple-

ment them in a targeted and effective manner. The 

design of processes and application of methods is not 

limited to Heidelberg alone; the company continuous-

ly strives to incorporate upstream suppliers as well. 

Interfaces to suppliers are mainly defined by the pro-

cess steps and methods applied in the course of 

product development and manufacture (part 2, illus. 

3) at Heidelberg. The Heidelberg Production System 

(Appendix 5_INT) makes the product manufacturing 

objectives and methods transparent.

quality management • The economic success of a 

company depends largely on the quality of its goods 

and services. Quality is achieved by the employees as 

well as the technological and organizational back-

ground. The purpose of a company’s quality manage-

ment system is to describe these factors.

Quality management should be state of the art and as 

effective as possible. This means that all elements  

of a quality management system and all quality assur-

ance measures must be planned systematically.

Heidelberg expects its suppliers to use an adequate, 

documented quality management system to meet the 

quality demands regarding the supplier products. This 

system should at least meet the requirements of DIN 

EN ISO 9000:2000 ff. A certification is not obligatory, 

but desired.

For more information on quality management tools, 

see Appendix 6_INT which refers to common quality 

management tools like: “Basic Quality Management 

Tools”, “Failure Mode and Effects Analyses (FMEA)”, 

and “Systematic Problem Solving Process”, or “Risk 
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Analysis with the RiskMan Method”. Quality manage-

ment issues are referred to in connection with the 

processes described in the GCS.

process management and method application 

in production • The “Heidelberg Production System 

(HPS)” combines the large variety of Heidelberg pro-

duction processes and methods at the locations 

Heidelberg/Wiesloch, Amstetten, and Brandenburg 

into a comprehensive system and thereby continuously 

adjusts the production structures and processes to 

the high market demands. Achieved improvements 

are stabilized, and best solutions are implemented 

company-wide. In doing so, we position ourselves 

properly and create a basis for our continued success 

on the competitive global market. The Heidelberg Pro-

duction System keeps us from developing the same 

good approaches in different company and supplier 

divisions, so unnecessary expenses are avoided.  

To successfully implement the Heidelberg Production 

System, the contents must be understood, and the  

resulting requirements, including those for suppliers, 

must be incorporated. That is why we would like you 

to give the Heidelberg Production System your special 

attention. A description of the Heidelberg Production 

System (Appendix 5_INT) is available as a printed  

brochure from Heidelberg Procurement on request. 

environmental management • To continuously 

improve environmental protection, Heidelberger 

Druckmaschinen AG plans to develop an environmental 

management system in accordance with ISO 14001  

at all its production and development locations and  

to have this system certified. 

This objective is based on our values, principles, and 

environmental protection guidelines which define  

how we strive for environmentally sound product and 

manufacturing solutions. We involve suppliers and 

contractual partners in this objective, e.g. by sending 

environment questionnaires to suppliers to gain and 

rate information on their environmental management 

systems and the environmental impact of the supplied 

products. Many legal requirements also require 

Heidelberg and its suppliers to exchange information 

freely and openly, e.g. RoHS and REACH. The environ-

ment is therefore one of many aspects that determine 

the cooperation with suppliers.

Further environmental information by Heidelberger 

Druckmaschinen AG is provided in brochures which 

can either be ordered from Heidelberg Procurement or 

downloaded from our website at www.heidelberg.com 

in the section “About us” or at the Download Center.

Information Security
Information should always be protected appropriately 

in a business relationship by both partners to uphold 

business processes, prevent economic harm, maintain 

the market position of the business partners, and  

ensure economic success. 

In a business relationship, all kinds of information – 

be it oral, written or printed on paper, in electronic 

form, as film material, or in other forms – are frequent-

ly processed, transmitted, or stored. It is essential to 

ensure the protection of information at all times,  

especially when data are transmitted electronically  

via the Internet.

Confidential, protected, or non-public information 

from Heidelberg may not be transmitted via the Inter-

net unless it is encoded by approved procedures. When 

exchanging data, Heidelberg recommends encoding 

safetyrelevant information in accordance with its safety 

level by appropriate and recognized procedures. 

Moreover, all data connected to the business relation-

ship or data needed to uphold the business processes 

must be protected against loss and unauthorized  

access in the best possible manner. Heidelberg expects 

the relevant infrastructure and protective measures to 

be state of the-art, information security to be taken 

into account in the operational processes, and employ-

ers to be aware of the importance of information secu-

rity. Heidelberg reserves the right to audit these points, 

in arrangement with the supplier.

Further information and terms for dealing with safety-

relevant data, exchanging data safely, and protecting 

and securing data can be found in Appendix 7_INT. 

Topical Parts of the GCS
part 1 – process overview • Part 1, “Process Over-

view”, structures the overall process and defines  

the contents of all phases and milestones. It assigns 

responsibilities and illustrates the sequence of  

process steps. By describing the product life cycle on 

the basis of individual phases and milestones, the  

formation of the supplier product can be compared 
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with the Heidelberg product formation process.  

The contents, scope, and handling of the individual 

phases and milestones which the supplier and  

Heidelberg must jointly undergo over the course of  

the product life cycle must be agreed on with regard 

to the specific project. The process required to pro-

vide a product based on a standard specification or a 

purchased part specification is quite different from 

the process sequence used to develop and supply a 

system. Illustration 1 shows the maximum scope of 

the process.

part 2 – auxiliary process steps • The part  

“Auxiliary Process Steps” refers to the cooperation of 

the divisions on the operative level. Here, process 

steps are assigned to their specific fields. This assign-

ment should be as generally valid as possible for  

the heterogeneous field of Heidelberg suppliers. That 

is why it follows the primary business processes of 

Heidelberg suppliers.

part 3 – heidelberg product requirements • 

The part “Heidelberg Product Requirements“ describes 

basic, generally valid requirements for supplier pro-

ducts that result from the special Heidelberg quality  

requirements or from our customers’ application.  

If the requirements are product-specific, the supplier  

is requested to assign them on the basis of his  

expertise. 

part 4 – appendix • The appendix includes examples 

and sample forms and refers to similar aids that are 

useful in implementing the process steps. Appendices 

that are not included in the printed version can be 

downloaded from our website www.heidelberg.com or 

at the Download Center.
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The Overall Process with its Phases  
and Milestones
Part 1, “Process Overview” (illus. 1), divides the overall 

process into manageable sections or phases and sets 

process milestones. It defines the contents of all phases 

and milestones, assigns responsibilities, and illustrates 

the sequence of process steps. This clear structure 

makes it possible to systematically examine the suppli-

er’s product formation and process development. For 

that purpose, the supplier documents his plans in flow-

charts (e.g. Project Plan – Development, Appendix 8) 

and controls their implementation accordingly. The 

flowcharts include all important operations, measures, 

milestones, and responsibilities. The tasks must be  

GCS Part 1 – Process Overview 

described, and the information flow as well as inter-

faces of the processes must be defined. 

The contents and sequence of the process steps with 

the supplier follow Heidelberg’s processes for product 

formation. The supplier’s product formation process 

must be aligned with or integrated in Heidelberg’s 

product formation process by means of clearly defined 

phases. This is facilitated by a consistent use of mile-

stones. To move from one phase to the next, a mile-

stone must normally be passed and the results docu-

mented. This ensures that the conditions for starting 

the next phase are met and the contents and schedule 

of the supplier process correspond with those of the 

Heidelberg process. 
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Milestones make it possible to modify or even termi-

nate a project. In view of the importance of the deci-

sion, they must always be passed in coordination with 

Heidelberg. The point of entry into the sequence  

and the phases to be undergone must be determined 

according to the specific project. 

The process sequence for developing and supplying a 

system (illus. 1), for instance, is quite different from 

the sequence used to supply a component part based 

on a standard or purchased part specification (illus. 2). 

Illustration 1 shows the maximum number of phases 

and milestones, in their chronological sequence – 

these are applicable to the development of a system. 

Illustration 2 gives an example of the sequence for 

supplying a component part on the basis of a pur-

chased part specification; in this case, the component 

part is designed and qualified entirely by Heidelberg. 

On the following pages, the phases are defined, the 

contents are explained, and the Heidelberg process 

requirements are communicated to the supplier. On 

account of their importance, milestones such as the 

“supplier approval”, the “design approval”, the “initial 

sample approval”, and the “supply approval” are 

highlighted. They are prerequisite to the delivery of 

the product to Heidelberg. 
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1 Request

definition • A request is the official means of 

establishing the contact between Heidelberg 

Procurement and the sales department of  

the supplier regarding the product order. The  

request names and specifies important data 

regarding the deliverables, including initial in-

formation on commercial and product require-

ments. In doing so, it might refer to already  

existing documents, e.g. drafts of customer’s 

specification books or drafts of purchased part 

specifications.

Product requests by Heidelberg can be divided into 

three categories:

Requests regarding the delivery of products for a •	

future launch.

The objective is to integrate the supplier in the pro- •	

duct formation process as early as possible, regard- 

less of whether the performance agreement includes 

a development service.

Requests regarding the delivery of products that are •	

already being produced in series. 

In this case, the aim is to enhance the quality,  

service, and competitiveness of the serial products.

Requests regarding products for test purposes only •	

(for the time being). 

Here, the objective is to be able to achieve the 

desired functionality as soon as possible through a 

high level of flexibility.

Requests can be sent to new or existing Heidelberg 

suppliers. If Heidelberg plans to send a request to a 

new supplier, a supplier selection process is initiated 

before or at the same time as the request (part 2, 2.2.1). 

When a request is sent to existing Heidelberg suppli-

ers, it is determined which measures of the supplier 

selection process or supplier rating (part 2, 2.2.2), if 

any, must be initiated. If the supplier already belongs 

to the Heidelberg supplier base, he is responsible  

for estimating the further development of the process  

on the basis of the GCS, e.g. by means of the order 

classification (Appendix 1). With the request, Heidelberg 

initiates all internal process steps for the external  

procurement. 

By sending the request, Heidelberg invites the supplier 

to submit an offer (part 2, 2.1) in accordance with the 

Heidelberg request. The request is made in writing by 

Heidelberg Procurement. 

2 2 Supplier approval

definition • The supplier approval confirms 

that the supplier fulfills certain basic conditions 

for the placement of an order. This means 

that, prior to placing an order, Heidelberg 

makes sure the supplier’s main business pro-

cesses (product development, product manu-

facture, order processing, service, and quality 

assurance) meet certain minimum require-

ments.

The supplier approval is prerequisite to placing a 

product order. The approval is issued by Heidelberg 

Procurement, Heidelberg Development (in matters  

relating to mechanics often represented by Heidelberg 

Technology Consulting), and Heidelberg Quality. 

Whether a supplier is eligible for receiving an order 

depends on 

the examination of the supplier’s master data in the •	

Heidelberg supplier base;

the result of the supplier selection process (part 2, •	

2.2.1) that is triggered by the request e.g. in case of 

new suppliers or requests regarding a new sourcing 

group (Appendix 2_INT); or

a preliminary decision that is made by Heidelberg •	

Procurement, Heidelberg Development, and 

Heidelberg Quality and must be confirmed by the 

supplier selection process. 

As soon as the supplier has been approved, Heidelberg 

Procurement initiates the product order, taking into 

account the sourcing group (Appendix 2_INT) and the 

classification of the product order (Appendix 1).
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3 Product order

definition • The product order must clearly 

state and comprehensively describe the deliver- 

ables. The product order specifies all commer-

cial requirements, e.g. price, availability, scope 

and schedule of the delivery, and refers to  

pertinent contracts (part 2, 2.4), if applicable. 

It also includes all documents that describe 

the product requirements, e.g. the customer’s 

specification book or purchased part specifica-

tion, or documents that define the develop-

ment service, e.g. the development contract. 

The product order is placed by means of a purchase 

order (part 2, 4.2). By placing the written purchase  

order, Heidelberg Procurement authorizes the supplier 

to carry out the product order with the relevant pro-

cessing equipment. That means the order is approved 

upon receipt of the purchase order (see illus. 1).

4 Concept development 

definition • When he develops or adopts a 

concept, the supplier proves that several new/ 

alternative solution concepts have been devel-

oped and rated on the basis of the customer’s 

specification book. The process whereby the 

final concept is selected is clearly demonstrat-

ed, e.g. by means of preliminary tests and 

samples.

The technical implementation of the requirements of 

the customer’s specification book is described in the 

supplier’s specification book. The supplier’s specifica-

tion book also documents all agreements and deci-

sions in the solution finding process.

The adoption of the concept is prerequisite to the  

approval of the supplier’s specification book. It is  

a milestone in the Project Plan – Development  

(Appendix 8). The adoption of the concept is executed 

and scheduled by Heidelberg Development in coordina-

tion with the supplier.

5 Prototype 

definition • Prototypes are supplier component 

parts, aggregates, or systems that are used to as-

certain to which degree the technical require-

ments in the supplier’s specification book (part 2, 

1.3.1) are met. Their functionality corresponds to 

that of the planned serial product. However, the 

prototype does not have to be manufactured with 

the same equipment and procedures or under 

the same basic conditions as the future serial 

products. 

The milestones “Begin test part order” and “Functional 

approval” are integral parts of the Project Plan –  

Development (Appendix 8).

milestone: begin of test part order

definition • Before prototypes are ordered, 

the product concept is described in detail by 

means of a draft design. Most of the functional 

parts are detailed on drawings. A draft parts 

list exists. Most questions concerning the  

concept and functions have been resolved in 

preliminary tests and/or computations. The 

target costs have been checked. A prototype 

manufacturing schedule exists.

Details on the scope of prototype procurement, the 

manufacture and testing of the prototypes, and the 

schedule are defined by Heidelberg Development in 

coordination with the supplier.

The procurement of parts and manufacture of proto-

types are approved in writing by Heidelberg Procure-

ment when the purchase order for the prototypes is 

placed. Special conditions apply to the delivery of 

prototypes (part 2, 4.3.1).
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milestone: functional approval

definition • The functional approval confirms 

that the supplier product fulfills the functions 

demanded in the customer’s/supplier’s specifi-

cation book completely and reproducibly. This 

must be proven by draft test documentation 

(measurement reports, etc.). The documentation 

also includes the final results of the functional 

tests in the overall system. These are performed 

at Heidelberg. A qualification and a quality  

assurance concept for serial production exist, 

and the feasibility (e.g. test equipment align-

ment) has been verified.  

The supplier is responsible for compliance with the 

functional and quality characteristics of the product 

requirements according to the customer’s specification 

book or the supplier’s specification book. The functio-

nality in the overall system and in practice operation 

must be taken into account. The functionality in the 

overall system or in practice operation is normally 

checked by Heidelberg Development. If required, a 

field test (part 2, 1.2.3) based on the functional proto-

types is initiated. Heidelberg Development also  

coordinates all issues towards implementation and  

responsibilities of the field test. 

The supplier has verified the feasibility of the qualifi-

cation and quality assurance concept in serial pro-

duction on the basis of the functional prototype; a 

test equipment alignment has been occured. 

On request, the supplier provides the latest version of 

the purchased part specification (part 2, 1.4.1) and the 

supplier’s specification book to Heidelberg for the 

functional approval (part 2, 1.3.1). This version must 

be archived at least until the project has been finalized. 

Heidelberg Development issues the functional approval 

by confirming these documents in writing. The func-

tional approval is prerequisite to the design approval 

and the test sample purchase order.

6 Design approval

definition • By approving the design, 

Heidelberg Development confirms to the 

supplier that the product development has 

been finalized in accordance with the  

requirements of the customer’s specification 

book. The design documents (e.g. drawing, 

layout, wiring diagram) are complete. The 

internal Heidelberg approval of the pur-

chased part drawing and the parts list has 

been granted, and the purchased part 

specification has been approved. 

The following conditions must also be fulfilled for  

design approval:

Positive prototype rating, functional approval •	

Feedback from the field test•	

The initial sample rating process has started, with •	

the aim of approving the initial sample.  

The contents of the initial sample inspection  

(part 2, 3.3) have been coordinated with Heidelberg 

Quality and, if appropriate, documented by a  

test specification. The corresponding procedure has 

been agreed on, and implementation measures 

have been initiated. 

Documentation of the product design •	

All documents needed to create and test the product 

design (e.g. drawings, parts lists, setting instructions, 

assembly instructions) have been submitted and 

coordinated (if they will be included in the joint pro- 

duct documentation, e.g. as a purchased part 

specification; part 2, 1.4.1). As a quality assurance 

measure, Heidelberg Development can also request 

parts of the product design for which the supplier 

alone is responsible to be included in this arrange-

ment. This is done to ensure the compatibility of all 

system components, e.g. circuitry, with the Heidelberg 

product components by checking the structure and 

the applied component part specifications.

Draft of all important product documents  •	

(part 2, 1.4). 

In particular, an initial draft of the technical 

documentation (part 2, 1.4.3) exists, usually in 

German. The Project Plan – Documentation 

(Appendix 9) shows which draft version must  

be available at this time and which additional 
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language version (e.g. English) may have to be 

supplied. Compilation of service instruction is  

planned. The supplier must provide technical 

documentation whenever the deliverables include  

a development service.

Planning and implementation of environmental •	

management measures 

 Order-specific measures for designing the product  

 and process that result from the general environ 

 mental management requirements must be includ 

 ed in the product design; they must at least be  

 mentioned in the process design, and their imple 

 mentation must have been initiated. This must be  

 shown credibly. 

Quality planning implementation •	

The quality planning draft coordinated with 

Heidelberg Quality and Heidelberg Development 

has been submitted, and the implementation of the 

measures has largely been initiated. Verification of 

capability has been produced for important quality 

planning elements and fields, e.g. for products 

purchased from the supplier’s subcontractors.

If these conditions are fulfilled, Heidelberg Develop-

ment will approve the design. The design approval is 

part of the Project Plan – Development (Appendix 8). 

As soon as the design has been approved, Heidelberg 

Procurement will initiate all further processes that 

lead to the purchase order (part 2, 4.2) and delivery 

(part 2, 4.3).

All product and process changes (part 2, 1.6) must be 

coordinated and may lead to a new qualification prior 

to serial delivery.

7 Test sample

definition • Test samples are supplier com-

ponent parts, subassemblies, or systems that 

meet all requirements of the supplier’s specifi-

cation book and whose design is as similar as 

possible to that of the future serial product. 

Test samples must been manufactured to the 

largest possible extent with the same equipment 

and procedures and under the same basic con- 

ditions as the future serial products.

The objective of producings (a) test sample(s) is 

to test the suitability of the supplier’s quality manage-•	

ment and production tools and processes for serial 

production, i.e. the supplier proves that the required 

product specifications can be fulfilled under serial 

conditions;

to equip Heidelberg test samples with the test •	

samples the supplier delivers to Heidelberg;

to start the initial sample inspection process  •	

(part 2, 3.3) with the supplier’s test samples;

to perform a final functional test in the field (part 2, •	

1.2.3), if applicable. This can be initiated by means 

of the test samples in coordination with Heidelberg 

Development. 

A successful quality audit by Heidelberg is prerequisite 

to confirming the quality capability. Prior to the manu-

facture of the test sample batch, the functionality in 

the overall system is tested at Heidelberg, e.g. by 

means of a practical test. If the product was developed 

by the supplier, the technical documentation (part 2, 

1.4.3) must be provided in German or English at the 

time of delivery (part 2, 4.3) of the test samples. 

Heidelberg and the supplier must determine whether 

any service parts are to be kept ready (part 2, 5.3).

Heidelberg Procurement places the purchase order 

for the test samples and arranges the deadline for 

their supply. The manufacture and delivery of the test 

samples is part of the Project Plan – Production  

(Appendix 10). 

8 Initial sample approval

definition • By approving the initial sample, 

Heidelberg confirms to the supplier that the 

sample meets the product specifications. With 

the initial sample, the supplier proves that the 

supplier product and its production process 

are suitable for serial production. The measur-

ing equipment and methods are compared 

during the supplier’s initial sample inspection 

and the subsequent control test at Heidelberg. 
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the initial sample

definition • Initial samples are supplier com-

ponent parts, aggregates, or systems that are 

manufactured entirely and exclusively under the 

basic conditions of serial production. These 

basic conditions are reproducible and have the 

same impact on the dimensional, material, 

and functional characteristics of the sample as 

on the serial product later on.

The supplier must provide an inspected initial  

sample (see part 2, 3.3 Initial sample inspection)  

to Heidelberg in the following cases: 

For component parts, subassemblies, or systems •	

that are to be produced in series for the first time 

(products with a new Heidelberg part number,  

see part 3, 15)

If a change subject to approval has been made to •	

the product or process. 

The initial samples are supplied as early as possible in 

the test sample phase; they must be taken from a serial 

batch of the supplier’s. If the provided initial sample  

differs from the future serial products, the differences 

must be documented upon delivery (part 2, 4.3). A fully 

compliant sample (see part 2, 3.3 Initial sample  

inspection) is then supplied at a later point in time, 

but before the supply approval (part 1, 10). If the pro-

duct and process specifications are changed, they are 

subjected to a new serial delivery qualification process.

The following conditions are prerequisite to initial 

sample approval:  

The initial sample inspection report (Appendix 11_INT) •	

has been submitted by the supplier and confirmed 

by Heidelberg Quality (incoming goods inspection). 

The supplier has tested all quality characteristics of •	

the initial samples; the test criteria can be coordi-

nated with Heidelberg at the supplier’s request.

The complete technical documentation (part 2, 1.4.3) •	

is available in one language, usually German, and 

has been approved by Heidelberg Documentation. 

It must be provided by the supplier whenever the 

deliverables include a development service.

If these conditions are fulfilled, Heidelberg Quality will 

approve the initial sample by confirming the initial 

sample inspection report in writing. The initial sample 

approval is prerequisite to the supply approval  

and is a milestone in the Project Plan – Production  

(Appendix 10).

Heidelberg Procurement coordinates the deadline and 

purchase order for the supply of initial samples  

with Heidelberg Quality. The purchase order for initial 

samples does not represent a supply approval (part 1, 

10). Special conditions apply to the delivery of initial 

samples (part 2, 4.3.1).

9 Order coordination

definition • All commercial details and  

dispositions concerning the delivery that were 

specified when the product order was placed 

(part 1, 3), are checked and finalized during 

the order coordination. The purchase order or 

any existing contracts and agreements may 

have to be updated for this purpose. If new 

details are stipulated, agreements and contracts 

may have to be revised. 

The following terms are checked by both parties  

during the order coordination, and agreements are  

revised and documents updated where needed:

The delivery schedule, in case of a blanket purchase •	

order (part 2, 4.2)

The agreed deadline and quantity, in case of an •	

individual purchase order (part 2, 4.2)

The implementation of specific dispositions, e.g. •	

transport and packaging details 

The agreed deadline and quantity regarding the •	

technical documentation

The commercial details, e.g. price or availability•	

Heidelberg Procurement is responsible for all matters 

of order coordination. The order coordination is con-

cluded by the supply approval. 
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10 Supply approval

definition • By approving the supply,  

Heidelberg Procurement confirms to the supplier 

that the product and production qualification 

process for serial delivery has been concluded. 

The order coordination has been com pleted, i.e. 

all commercial details and dispositions have 

been agreed on. The purchased part specifica-

tion has been completed, if applicable.

Heidelberg Procurement approves the supply if  

the characteristics required in the specific case are 

fulfilled, including e.g.:

The initial sample evaluation has been completed, •	

and the initial sample has been approved (part 1, 8). 

The inspection of incoming goods at Heidelberg has 

verified that the initial sample fulfills the quality 

characteristics specified in quality planning. 

Internal Heidelberg test plans and equipment have 

been approved.

All quality planning measures have been completed. •	

The supplier has demonstrated to Heidelberg Quality 

that all agreed measures are ensured in accordance 

with quality planning. All test documents have been 

submitted. Verification of capability has been 

produced with regard to the process and measuring 

equipment as well as the machines.

The implementation of environmental management •	

measures has been completed. 

Order-specific measures for product and process 

design that result from the general environmental 

management requirements have been implemented 

in the product design and in the process design. 

This must be shown credibly by the supplier. 

The results of a final field test (part 2, 1.2.3) based  •	

on the test samples have been submitted, Heidelberg 

Development has completed the evaluation.

The deadlines and quantities have been coordinated •	

by Heidelberg Procurement (see purchase orders). 

The supplier has received a blanket purchase order 

and a delivery schedule, for instance.

The product documentation is complete and has •	

been approved by Heidelberg:

The Heidelberg purchased part specification  •	

(part 2, 1.4.1) has been approved by Heidelberg 

Development.

Technical documentation (part 2, 1.4.3). •	

The supplier must provide technical documentation 

whenever the deliverables include a development 

service. At this point in time, the documentation 

must be available in all required languages and 

have been approved by Heidelberg Documentation. 

All service part specifications of subassemblies •	

and systems have been approved by Heidelberg 

Development.

Heidelberg Procurement approves the supply by con-

firming the purchase order or sending a written call 

for delivery to the supplier. The supply approval is 

part of the Project Plan – Production (Appendix 10). 

All product and process changes (part 2, 1.6) are  

subject to change management, agreement, and a 

new supply approval.

11 Delivery

definition • The delivery refers to the supply 

of the deliverables at the agreed Heidelberg 

point of delivery. The supplier is responsible 

for the delivery, which may include serial prod-

ucts or prototypes, for instance. The delivery is 

completed as soon as Heidelberg accepts the 

deliverables, e.g. by means of an inspection of 

incoming goods.

A delivery to Heidelberg may include

the continuous supply of deliverables as specified in •	

a blanket purchase order (part 2, 4.2) and requested 

by calls for delivery;

the one-time supply of a deliverable as specified by •	

an individual purchase order (part 2, 4.2). This may 

be 

a development service;•	

the delivery of a serial product in accordance •	

with the purchased part specification;

the supply of special-purpose products as defined •	

by the GCS, e.g. prototypes;

the repair of serial products;•	

the repair of rotables; or•	

the delivery of service parts.•	
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If a delivery does not comply with the order, the sup-

plier is notified in writing with reference to the delivery 

note. Heidelberg Quality is responsible for all mea-

sures and arrangements regarding faults (part 2, 4.5) 

in this context. The primary contact for arranging  

corrective commercial and administrative measures  

is Heidelberg Procurement. Further delivery process 

steps and their conditions are described in the chapter 

Process steps for order processing (part 2, 4).

12 Product discontinuation

definition • The term “product discontinua-

tion” encompasses all measures and agree-

ments required to discontinue the serial  

production of a product and, if applicable, to 

plan the simultaneous transfer to a follow-up 

product as early as possible and implement 

the transfer smoothly. The time of product  

discontinuation is usually defined as the last 

time that Heidelberg accepts deliverables  

from an ordered serial supply.

To ensure an orderly product discontinuation,  

agreements must be reached 

on the reduction of the serial production;•	

on the dismantling of production equipment;•	

on the availability of services and service parts  •	

supplies after the discontinuation of the series. 

This means that Heidelberg agrees with the supplier on  

how the supplier can implement the discontinuation •	

or replacement strategy planned by Heidelberg. 

This includes  

 determining the demand prior to the  •	

discontinuation; and

 agreeing on the termination or change of •	

production.

how and for which period of time service shall be •	

assured. This means that agreements must be 

reached on how long the supplier must keep service 

parts available (part 2, 5.3).

Before the supplier terminates a product or before 

Heidelberg cancels the use of a product, the respon-

sible party must take all measures to ensure an orderly 

product discontinuation and see to their implementa-

tion. If Heidelberg is the responsible party, this is done 

by Heidelberg Procurement.

The reasons for discontinuing a product or replacing it 

with a new product may be

the scope of required technical changes;•	

the product strategy of Heidelberg or the supplier. •	

The supplied product is not to be used any longer 

because, e.g.

it is no longer profitable enough and is therefore •	

to be taken from the market; or

the product requirements have changed •	

substantially.

availability of the product and/or process  •	

technology:  

The supplier can no longer provide his product  

or its components.

discontinuation of a supplier product,  

initiated by heidelberg • Heidelberg undertakes 

to inform its suppliers about a product discontinua-

tion as soon as the discontinuation is foreseeable or 

becomes known. This is ensured as follows:

The product strategy of supplier systems is usually •	

checked once a year in cooperation with the 

supplier

The supplier is involved as early as the planning •	

phase

The supplier is informed of product changes as •	

soon as Heidelberg has specified them

discontinuation of a supplier product,  

initiated by the supplier • The supplier is obliged 

to notify Heidelberg of the termination of a supplier 

product, i.e. especially of systems, subassemblies, 

or component parts, at least one year in advance. At 

the same time, alternatives must be offered. A writ-

ten notice of termination must be sent to Heidelberg 

Procurement. 
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Illus. 3: GCS – Primary business processes in the cooperation

Part 2 of the GCS, “Auxiliary Process Steps”, deals with 

the cooperation on the operative level of the divisions 

and areas. Here, process steps are assigned to their 

specific fields. This assignment should be as generally 

GCS Part 2 – Auxiliary Process Steps

Areas concerned at the supplier’sSupplier outputPrimary business processes in the cooperation Heidelberg input

Development, sales,  
production, quality

Purchased part  
specification

Product development supplier / Heidelberg product development
Idea, customer‘s 
spec. book

Sales, development,  
production, quality

Supply contractSales supplier / Procurement HeidelbergRequest

Quality, production,  
development, sales

ProductProduct manufacture supplier / Quality assurance Heidelberg
Purchased part 
specification

Sales, logistics, financeLot sizeOrder processing supplier / Heidelberg logistics
Delivery order, 
returns

Customer service,  
development, quality, production, 
logistics, service part sales

Service part supply,  
problem resolution

Service supplier / Service Heidelberg
Service part 
purchase order, 
complaints

valid as possible for the heterogeneous field of  

Heidelberg suppliers. That is why it follows the primary 

business processes of Heidelberg suppliers. Illustra-

tion 3 provides an overview. 
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Areas concerned at the supplier’s

process steps:

Project Plan – Development•	

Project Plan – Quality•	

Quality planing •	

Product qualification •	

•	Functional	test 

•	Service	life	verification 

•	Field	test

Illus. 4: GCS – Process steps for quality assurance in product development

Heidelberg input Supplier outputPrimary business processes in the cooperation

Product development supplier / Heidelberg product development
Idea, customer‘s 
spec. book

Purchased part  
specification

Development, sales,  
production, quality

System software qualification•	

Product development documents •	

Product documentation•	

Product labeling•	

Product and process changes •	

•	Notifiable	changes 

•	Changes	subject	to	approval

Life cycle management – system software•	

On the basis of simultaneous engineering, Heidelberg 

keeps refining existing products in many projects 

while at the same time implementing new ideas to 

develop successful products for its customers. Suppli-

ers contribute their expertise through the joint imple-

mentation of existing concepts and through their own 

product concepts. Heidelberg manages the complexity 

of planning the overall project by planning and con-

trolling the individual projects in a structured manner 

and by continuous project controlling measures. The 

joint product development with the supplier must follow 

and be integrated into this planning process as soon 

and as comprehensively as possible. In this context,  

it is important to 

meet the high process and product quality •	

requirements;

have a clear understanding of the complex product •	

requirements;

ensure a high degree of flexibility, e.g. to be able to •	

coordinate and implement changes resulting from 

the continuous fine-tuning of the product 

requirements;

ensure the required integration into the simultane-•	

ous development of the overall product at 

Heidelberg;

plan development resources and costs and adhere •	

to the planning; and

be in control of the many interfaces.•	

From Heidelberg’s point of view, this requires

creating a Project Plan – Development (Appendix 8) •	

in line with agreed development steps and contents;

checking the contents and timeliness of these  •	

development steps by means of milestones;

using project management methods with•	

a defined project organization; and•	

a clear assignment of responsibilities at the  •	

supplier’s through the appointment of a project 

manager for the development project; and

creating and revising documentation parallel to the •	

development, based on the customer’s specification 

book.

The Heidelberg development guidelines can be of as-

sistance in using proven project management methods. 

If required, the application of this document is to  

be arranged with the Heidelberg employee in charge 

of the project.

1.1 Quality planning
The purpose of quality planning is to ensure adher-

ence to the product specifications, a smooth product 

launch, and a reproducible production process, as 

well as to stipulate requalification measures. For this 

purpose, the product and process qualification steps 

(see part 2, 1.2 Product qualification) are determined 

and structured, their implementation is planned,  

1 Process steps for product development • Process steps for efficiency control and quality  
assurance in product development.
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and the degree of their fulfillment is demonstrated to 

Heidelberg. The supplier must determine and document 

the steps and measures taken to achieve this  

goal on his own authority. The Project Plan – Quality  

(Appendix 12) serves as documentation.

From Heidelberg’s point of view, quality planning  

includes at least the following steps. Their implemen-

tation should be clearly demonstrated:

Planning/determining design and control measures,•	

Planning and determining product qualification •	

measures,

Planning and qualifying production equipment and •	

processes,

Planning and qualifying assembly equipment and •	

processes,

Planning and developing test plans,•	

Planning, selecting, and qualifying test methods,•	

Planning, selecting, and qualifying test tools,•	

Planning and performing quality ratings,•	

Determining and updating the assignment of •	

responsibilities throughout all product formation 

phases,

Determining preventive quality measures by the •	

supplier/subcontractor.

Important quality planning process steps are described 

in the following chapters:

Product qualification (part 2, 1.2)•	

Production planning (part 2, 3.1)•	

Test planning (part 2, 3.2)•	

Initial sample inspection (part 2, 3.3)•	

Important elements for documenting quality planning 

are described in the following chapters: 

Product development documents (part 2, 1.3)•	

Product documentation (part 2, 1.4)•	

Quality records (part 2, 1.1.1)•	

A number of commonly used quality tools recom-

mended by Heidelberg are described in part 4 of the 

GCS (Appendix 6_INT). They can be used for quality 

assurance in product development inter alia.

1.1.1 Quality records
The purpose of quality records is to verify that the 

quality demands are met and a functioning quality 

management system is being applied. Important  

quality records include

the supplier’s specification book;•	

schedules with milestones;•	

design review records;•	

test reports;•	

measurement reports;•	

initial sample inspection report; and•	

product audit reports.•	

Quality records must be evaluable and permit a clear 

assignment to a product, production location, and 

production date. They must be stored safely and be 

easy to retrieve.

On request, the records must be made available to 

Heidelberg for an agreed period of time. The individual 

quality records must be kept for ten years.

1.2 Product qualification
The purpose of product qualification is to assure the 

fulfillment of the product specification in accordance 

with the specification and supplier’s specification 

book (part 2, 1.3). 

For product qualification purposes, the supplier  

selects qualification measures, plans their implemen-

tation, and demonstrates their fulfillment to Heidelberg. 

The product qualification may include the following 

procedures, among others: 

Functional test•	

Service life test•	

Reliability test (system test)•	

Practical test and/or•	

Field test•	

System software test (simulation). •	

Heidelberg reserves the right to demand further tests 

in special cases over the course of the project. 

The type and scope of the qualification measures as 

well as the responsibility for them must be agreed on 

in each case. The supplier documents the time and 

sequence of all qualification measures in the Project 

Plan – Quality (Appendix 12). Prior to its implemen-

tation, this plan is confirmed in writing by Heidelberg 

Development and Heidelberg Quality. The Project  

Plan – Quality describes not only the product qualifi-

cation measures, but also all process qualification 

measures (part 2, 3.1). 
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The results of all qualification measures must be doc-

umented and are available to both partners. Product 

qualification is completed prior to the supply approval 

(part 1, 10) by qualification tests on parts manufactured 

in or close to serial production. Whenever a change  

is made that is subject to approval (part 2, 1.6.2), a 

new product qualification is required. The scope can 

be reduced to one that permits a comparison of the 

results with those of the initial product qualification.

Moreover, the supplier is expected to assure the serial 

quality over the entire duration of the contract and to 

monitor quality, for instance by means of requalifica-

tion measures.

1.2.1 Functional test
The purpose of the functional test is to verify that the 

supplier product meets the requirements agreed on 

with Heidelberg Development in accordance with the 

supplier’s specification book and/or the purchased 

part specifications. 

The supplier must prove the products functional  

reliability by

producing credible verification that the supplier •	

product meets the requirements agreed on with 

Heidelberg Development in accordance with  

the supplier’s specification book and/or the 

purchased part specifications; and

integrating the supplier product in the overall system •	

at Heidelberg for functional testing.  

This is necessary whenever individual or all func-

tional requirements can only be verified by integrat-

ing the product in the overall system. This must be 

arranged with Heidelberg Development for each 

project. Depending on the project, the functional test 

is then performed jointly at Heidelberg, with the test 

being entirely or partly the supplier’s responsibility. 

Alternatively, Heidelberg Development may perform 

the functional test in whole or in part, on behalf of 

the supplier.

1.2.2 Service life verification
A product and its components are subject to wear 

and tear during their time in operation. Wear and tear 

is not only determined by factors such as the environ-

ment and climate, but also by the number of mechan-

ical load changes or the operating hours (part 3, 1). 

The service life must be verified in consideration of 

statistical aspects. 

To ensure that no increased failure rate must be  

expected during the required service life, the supplier 

must verify the required service life or at least make  

a statement on the expected service life. This can be 

based on

computations;•	

measurement reports and/or manufacturer •	

certificates;

experiences with identical parts; or•	

endurance test results•	

Verifications are part of the product documentation 

and must be provided to Heidelberg no later than at 

the time of the initial sample inspection (part 2, 3.3). 

The documents must be sent to Heidelberg Develop-

ment by mail/e-mail (part 2, 1.4.2), separate from the 

initial sample. 

endurance test • If the supplier performs an endur-

ance test for verification purposes, he must document 

the results. 

The endurance test conditions must reflect the real 

ambient conditions of the product, e.g. the press and 

especially the printing units. If the supplier does not 

have the means to perform such an endurance test, 

arrangements can be made for the supplier product 

to be qualified at Heidelberg. Appendix 13 gives an  

example of the procedure applicable if the supplier 

integrates Heidelberg in the development of the test.

The required service life depends on the type of sup-

plier product and on its application in the overall  

system. Specific data on the service life requirements 

of the overall system are stated in part three of the 

GCS. Additional specific requirements for the supplier 

product are described in the respective purchased 

part specification (part 2, 1.4.1). If these documents 

do not include the necessary characteristic values 

such as 

required service life;•	

survival probability;•	

reliability of the statements; or•	

 number of parts to be tested (at least five),  •	

these characteristic values must be coordinated with 

Heidelberg Development prior to the endurance test. 
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1.2.3 Field test
In the field test, the supplier product is tested under 

realistic conditions. The purpose of the test is to  

confirm that the tested part works in conjunction with 

the overall system and to provide initial information 

on the expected service life.

The scope and duration, and the responsibility for the 

performance and supervision of the field tests must 

be arranged with Heidelberg Development for each 

project. The supplier provides prototypes or test sam-

ples (part 1, 5 and 7) for the field test to Heidelberg, 

as per arrangement. Heidelberg then integrates the 

supplier product into the overall system. Suitability for 

serial production may finally or in addition be proven 

with a field test using test samples.

A functional approval (part 1, 5) is prerequisite to 

starting the field test. The start of the field test is part 

of the Project Plan – Development (Appendix 8). The 

field test results are prerequisite to the design approval 

(part 1, 6). If a final field test is performed with (a) 

test sample(s) to verify the product’s suitability for  

serial production, the test results are prerequisite to 

the supply approval (part 1, 10).

1.2.4 System software qualification
If a complex supplier product is designed as a mecha-

tronic system, the product and/or its components  

include independent system software as well as con-

trol hardware. The control software may have to  

communicate with the overall system control, e.g. the 

press, via a data interface. The supplier must qualify, 

approve, and document all system software included 

in a mechatronic supplier product by means of ade-

quate processes and methods (part 2, 1.7). Moreover, 

all system software and every software version must  

undergo a design approval (part 1, 6), irrespective of 

which Heidelberg system it belongs to. This means 

that the supplier must qualify the system software,  

including the exchange of data with the overall system 

control, prior to the internal Heidelberg approval. In 

the course of product development, the system soft-

ware approval is prerequisite to the product design 

approval and is therefore part of the initial sample  

inspection of the product. Or it can undergo the  

approval process independently as part of the soft-

ware life-cycle management. 

1.3 Product development documents
The main document for the development of the prod-

uct is the customer’s specification book. The document 

that continuously accompanies the product develop-

ment from Heidelberg’s point of view and comprehen-

sively describes the objectives, specified details, and 

results of the development process is the supplier’s 

specification book. It is also useful for structuring the 

activities, and it comprehensively documents the  

decision-making processes.

1.3.1 Customer’s specification book
The customer’s specification book describes  

Heidelberg’s requirements for the product to be sup-

plied. They should be as quantifiable and verifiable  

as possible. The customer’s specification book defines 

the tasks to be solved. However, it does not specify 

how to technically implement functions. 

The customer’s specification book is created by 

Heidelberg. Changes to the requirements of the speci-

fication book will result in the creation of a new cus-

tomer’s specification book and the placement of a 

new order. The customer’s specification book serves 

as a basis for the supplier to draw up the supplier’s 

specification book.

1.3.2 Supplier’s specification book
The supplier’s specification book translates the  

requirements of the customer’s specification book 

into technical solutions. The supplier’s specification 

book must describe how and to which extent these 

requirements are realized. It continuously details the 

requirements of the customer’s specification book.  

It also documents responsibilities for individual sub-

tasks that Heidelberg and the supplier may agree on. 

Depending on the classification of the product order 

(Appendix 1), the supplier’s specification book is creat-

ed by the supplier in coordination with Heidelberg.  

It usually serves as a basis for the offer and the con-

tract, along with the customer’s specification book.

Heidelberg regards the supplier’s specification book 

as the up-to-date document that accompanies the  

development and translates the requirements of the 

customer’s specification book into a structured list  

of requirements. 
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The supplier’s specification book approved by  

Heidelberg Development is a binding agreement on 

the contents and responsibilities needed to realize  

and execute the project, including serial delivery. 

However, it is continuously modified over the course 

of the project, by mutual arrangement. In it, the  

supplier continuously documents all decisions, e.g.  

on content details or responsibilities. The supplier’s 

specification book is the basis for all approvals over 

the course of the agreed process steps, and updated 

versions must always be approved in writing by 

Heidelberg Development. In case of products that 

have their own system software and a communication 

interface to the control system of the superordinate 

Heidelberg product, the supplier’s specification book 

also includes an interface specification (part 2, 1.7)  

developed by Heidelberg Development. 

Additional information on the customer’s specification 

book/supplier’s specification book can be found in 

guideline VDI/VDE 3694.

1.4 Product documentation
The supplier must record the product development  

results in standard, mandatory, or individual  

documents. The product documentation includes  

all documents 

required for manufacturing, testing, applying the •	

product, and for placing it into circulation;

by which the supplier verifies the application of •	

relevant laws and guidelines; and

which are agreed on to demonstrate specific develop- •	

ment results and product requirements. 

From Heidelberg’s point of view, the following docu-

ments are mandatory and must be archived for  

at least 10 years after discontinuation of the series: 

Purchased part specification (1.4.1),•	

Declaration of conformity or manufacturer’s •	

declaration (1.4.2) and, if applicable, further 

verification required by law.

Technical documentation (1.4.3).•	

The product documentation must be provided to 

Heidelberg without prompting in accordance with pro-

ject planning, usually in a written and/or electronic 

form. An up-to-date and complete version must be at 

Heidelberg’s disposal no later than for the supply  

approval (part 1, 10). 

1.4.1 Purchased part specification
The purpose of the purchased part specification is to 

describe the technical properties of the supplier  

product clearly and comprehensively, including the 

material and functional design and the corresponding 

technical data. It comprises all documents 

that permit a reliable installation and operation of •	

the product in the overall system;

that are required for clear, reliable and reproducible •	

manufacturing and testing of the product in 

accordance with quality planning;

that permit a clear identification of the product’s •	

version at all times; and

that demonstrate that relevant standards, guide-•	

lines, and laws have been adhered to.

The documentation may be provided in the form of 

the purchased part drawing, for instance. The pur-

chased part drawing must include at least the follow-

ing details:

Name and Heidelberg part number, including an •	

index (part 3, 15) for identifying the drawing and its 

current version

Date of the last change•	

The agreed component part/system dimensions •	

and installation dimensions including tolerances

Information on the material, including tolerances •	

and source materials, if applicable

Functional, adjustment, and connection dimensions •	

or values, including tolerances

Applied or generally applicable technical standards•	

Valid SN standards of Heidelberger Druckmaschinen •	

AG (Appendix 3_INT).

The purchased part drawing should meet the following 

requirements so that data can be exchanged easily and 

reliably. The CAD software tool Heidelberg uses for 

drawings is the 3D design system by Unigraphics. 

Therefore, purchased part drawings should preferably 

be supplied as 2D models in that format. The 2D draw-

ing model should be derived from the 3D model. If  

other systems are used, the 2D drawing model derived 

from the 3D model can also be provided as a PDF file. 

Normally, a 3D contour model of the product must be 

provided to Heidelberg, e.g. for installation tests. The 

data should then preferably be exchanged as a solid-

model file in the above format or in a STEP exchange 

format. Alternatively, a parasolid model can be used. 
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The documents must also contain the following infor-

mation: 

List of all applied guidelines and standards•	

Information on properties and specifications that go •	

beyond applicable guidelines and standards

Special individual product requirements, e.g. •	

agreed performance data, characteristic curves

Generally valid test methods and test tools as well •	

as ones specifically agreed on with Heidelberg

All notifiable critical substances contained in the •	

product (Appendix 14_INT)

In case of service parts, the product properties that •	

support the marketing of the product in the service 

process

Additional documents must also bear the name and 

Heidelberg part number as well as an index for identi-

fying their version and the date of their last change. 

The identification features of the purchased part draw-

ing are also stated for reference. 

Specific Heidelberg documents required for creating 

the specifications, e.g. SN standards (Appendix 3_INT), 

can be requested from Heidelberg Procurement.

Heidelberg Development issues a written approval of 

all internal and external documents that may be  

included in the product’s purchased part specification. 

The documents are prerequisite to the design approval 

(part 1, 6). A list of these documents, and the docu-

ments themselves, are filed in the Heidelberg documen-

tation system for the design approval. Subsequent 

changes are subject to the change documentation.

The approved purchased part specification is prerequi-

site to manufacturing the test sample or initial sample. 

Moreover, it is the basis for the purchase order (part 2, 

4.2) and all inspections, e.g. the initial sample inspec-

tion (part 2, 3.3).

1.4.2 Declarations, verification
declaration on conformity assessment, manu-

facturer’s declaration • By issuing a declaration 

of conformity for his product or by subjecting his 

product or manufacturing process to a conformity  

assessment process, a manufacturer declares that the 

product and/or process meet(s) specific requirements 

of nationally or internationally applicable bodies of 

standards and/or rules. He documents the body of 

rules used for the assessment in an informal declara-

tion of conformity (Appendix 15). Often, a conformity 

assessment is prerequisite to a certification, e.g. the 

CE marking, or admission to certain markets (e.g. the 

U.S. and Canadian market).

Before a product is marketed, i.e. prior to delivering it 

to Heidelberg, the manufacturer/supplier must decide 

whether a conformity assessment is needed for the 

product (see part 3, 8). If a declaration is required, it 

must be provided to Heidelberg Procurement as an 

archivable document no later than at the time the 

first product suitable for serial production is delivered 

(usually the initial sample delivery, part 2, 4.3.1). But 

first, a sample manufacturer’s declaration or declaration 

of conformity must be sent to Heidelberg Procure-

ment to be checked by the responsible Heidelberg  

departments.

specific verification • Depending on the product 

and/or country, and in addition to the declaration  

or conformity or manufacturer’s declaration, further 

verification may be required by law (e.g. ATM declara-

tion [authorization to market], EMC test report (see 

part 3, 8) or have to be shown credibly, or Heidelberg 

may demand verification, e.g. that specific require-

ments (such as a test report, FMEA verification, service 

life verification (see part 3, 1), reliability reports) have 

been met. 

Legally required or agreed declarations and verification 

must be provided or their successful adoption must 

be shown credibly as a prerequisite to the design  

approval (part 1, 6). The corresponding documents 

must be provided in independent, archivable, written 

form to Heidelberg Procurement without prompting, 

no later than at the time of the initial sample inspection 

(part 2, 3.3). The documents must be sent to Heidelberg 

Procurement by mail/e-mail, separate from the initial 

sample. By means of the identification features of the 

Heidelberg purchase order (Heidelberg purchase order 

number and Heidelberg part number including index), 

the documents can be assigned to the product ship-

ment, the product itself, and the product version.

1.4.3 Technical documentation
The technical documentation describes all important 

product characteristics that enable the user to safely 

operate the product, maintain it, and eliminate basic 

faults. It also includes instructions for the service staff 

on how to eliminate technical faults and serves as 
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training document for the service staff. The technical 

documentation of a supplier product consists of an 

operating manual (Appendix 16_INT) and a service 

manual (Appendix 17_INT).

User-friendly technical documentation is prerequisite 

to a trouble-free operation, professional service, and 

a clear history of supplier subassemblies and sys-

tems. The technical documentation must meet high 

demands, because Heidelberg products are used 

worldwide and Heidelberg demands high quality. That 

is why Heidelberg has developed a documentation 

standard that goes beyond the requirements of other 

applicable standards. 

In the absence of special arrangements, the supplier 

is obliged to develop and provide the technical docu-

mentation. Such documentation is required whenever 

the deliverables include a development service. The 

technical documentation of supplier products must 

match the ‘general Heidelberg documentation’. There-

fore, Heidelberg expects its suppliers to supply ade-

quate input and to adhere to the appropriate specifi-

cations when creating documentation. 

The Heidelberg standard requires the supplier to  

adhere to the following technical and textual specifica- 

tions and to consider the following recommendations 

in drawing up technical documentation:

tools • The technical documentation should be  

created with a common publishing tool to ensure an 

efficient and compatible data exchange. Heidelberg 

recommends the publishing tools “QuickSilver”, 

“FrameMaker”, “InDesign”, or “Word” for Windows.

configuration of the print media • Heidelberg 

only publishes technical documentation in the form of 

loose-leaf folders. This configuration should also be 

used by the supplier.

The folders should be structured and divided by •	

registers with a clear indication of languages.  

The language code of DIN 2335 or ISO 639-1 (code 

for the representation of language names) must be 

used to identify languages.

The Heidelberg part number and the type of •	

documentation, the type of product, and the 

document edition must be written on each folder.

archiving • All archivable documents provided to 

Heidelberg must be in PDF format on a CD-ROM/

DVD. If required by Heidelberg, the formats HTML, 

SGML, XML, or Word must also be provided. 

page layout • The documentation must be user-

friendly and suitable for the target group. The layout 

details are up to the supplier. The basic typographical 

and visual conditions stipulated by Heidelberg include

a two-columned type area;•	

direct matching of illustrations and text; and•	

chapters structured in up to three levels.•	

language variants • The technical documentation 

must be drawn up and delivered in the 21 presently 

stipulated EC languages in accordance with the  

EC Machinery Directive. The following variants of this  

requirement are possible:

Customer-relevant part of the operating manual in •	

21 languages (German, English, French, Spanish, 

Italian, Dutch, Danish, Portuguese, Greek, Swedish, 

Finnish, Latvian, Estonian, Lithuanian, Slovak, 

Slovene, Czech, Polish, Hungarian, Romanian, 

Bulgarian)

Service-relevant part of the operation manual in •	

four languages (German, English, French, Spanish)

Service manual in four languages (German, English, •	

French, Spanish)

safety system • The basic standards, guidelines, 

and accident prevention regulations must be observed 

in creating technical documentation. The safety system 

specified by Heidelberg (safety information in docu-

ments) must be used. This system is divided into  

various information categories following DIN EN ISO 

12100-1/12100-2, BGV A3, and ANSI Z535.6.

maintenance • Maintenance specifications for  

supplier products are included in Heidelberg’s own 

manuals “Maintenance Service” and “Customer  

Maintenance”. These manuals describe the complete 

scope of maintenance for a press and its peripheral 

devices in tabular form, suitable for the target group. 

The supplier should provide the scope of maintenance 

for the supplier products to Heidelberg in tabular 

form (contents: see Appendices 16_INT and 17_INT). 

The maintenance intervals stipulated by Heidelberg 

must be observed. Detailed information on the indivi-

dual maintenance items, perhaps with illustrations  

and diagrams, must be documented separately. 
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The following rules regarding the organization of tech-

nical documentation, i.e. the creation of the initial 

documentation with advance versions, change ap-

provals, supply at the beginning of serial production, 

and availability after the discontinuation of a product 

(part 1, 12) must be observed in coordination with 

Heidelberg Documentation: 

identification • Each technical documentation 

must bear a Heidelberg part number (part 3, 15) and 

an index. The part number is assigned by Heidelberg 

Documentation.

changes to documentation • Changes require an 

index update. New versions of the technical documen-

tation, e.g. resulting from product changes or updates, 

must be marked through the index, and communi- 

cated and made available to Heidelberg without delay. 

All approved versions must be archived by the supplier. 

scheduling • Depending on the scope of a product 

change or a technical documentation change, the 

deadline for the supply of the documentation or parts 

of it may require a Project Plan – Documentation  

(Appendix 9). In this plan, the supplier must indicate 

the various deadlines for submitting publications  

(e.g. 1st draft version, 2nd draft version, serial version). 

If scheduling is limited to the information signalized 

by Heidelberg Procurement with the request (part 2, 1.6) 

for a product change or defined in the course of 

agreements on a change of supplier, the availability 

depends on the time at which the change is imple-

mented at Heidelberg. Heidelberg Procurement will 

communicate the time of the planned supply approval 

(part 1, 10) in writing. 

provision • The deadlines for the provision of docu-

mentation in printed form as well as in PDF/Word/

HTML format on CD-ROM/DVD are determined by the 

Project Plan or the time at which changes are to be 

implemented. 

The supplier must submit the documentation to 

Heidelberg in archived form for the first time when the 

supply approval (part 1, 10) is granted for a product  

or a product change. At that time, the documentation 

must also be available in all language variants (see 

above). Exceptions are only possible if arranged with 

Heidelberg Procurement, whereas the main markets 

have priority.

The required quantity to be delivered for serial pro-

duction is agreed on with Heidelberg Procurement. If 

no instructions to the contrary are given, the technical 

documentation must be delivered to Heidelberg Druck- 

schriftenlager (Heidelberg publications warehouse).

retention • In case of an agreed discontinuation of 

a supplier product (part 1, 12), the supplier must retain 

the technical documentation of the product for at 

least ten years (EC Machinery Directive 2006/42/EC) 

after the last delivery.

The technical documentation must be drawn up in 

close cooperation with Heidelberg Documentation. 

Further information and explanations or samples of 

the cited specifications and recommendations are 

also available from Heidelberg Documentation. Each 

document is approved in writing by Heidelberg Docu-

mentation. The delivery of the documentation is  

triggered by the supply approval (part 1, 10) or the 

product purchase order (part 2, 4.2) placed by  

Heidelberg Procurement.

1.5 Product labeling
Product labeling

makes it possible to clearly refer to the product in •	

all forms of communication and assign logistic 

processes to the product throughout its service life;

is derived from legal requirements; and•	

makes it possible to trace important aspects of •	

product formation. 

Therefore, Heidelberg strives for permanent, clear, 

and complete labeling on all supplier products, and – 

in case of subassemblies and systems – on the  

major components. Specific requirements for this are 

described in part 3, 15 of the GCS.

1.6 Product and process changes
When the design is approved (part 1, 6), the functional 

test and qualification of the product have been com-

pleted to an extent that the production of the  

deliverables by means of serial production tools can 

be ordered and the supplier can start implementing 

the serial processes. The qualification of the product 

or processes under serial conditions is completed 

with the control test of the initial sample (part 2, 3.3). 
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All product and process changes after these milestones 

are subject to serial change management and must 

be requalified by the supplier. The supplier is respon-

sible for verifying the effects of all product and pro-

cess changes on the agreed product properties and 

for demonstrating the qualification of the products in 

a suitable manner. The requalification process is  

normally finalized by the initial sample inspection. 

Notwithstanding his general responsibility for the 

product properties and processes as well as the reli-

ability of the product and processes, the supplier 

must give Heidelberg advance written notice of all 

planned changes. The information must be provided 

as soon as possible and long enough in advance to 

make sure that Heidelberg can evaluate the effects of 

the planned change prior to its implementation and 

the procedure can be coordinated with Heidelberg. 

For this purpose, at least the process steps shown in 

the flowchart “Supply Approval” (Appendix 18), must 

be taken in the course of the change management. 

A planned change must be announced in writing.  

The change notice must include at least the following 

information:

Part number•	

Change number, if applicable•	

Types concerned, with reference to the Heidelberg •	

part number

Description of and reason for the change•	

Change date or schedule•	

Reasons for a product or process change may be

changes of the technical conditions of use  •	

(initiated by Heidelberg);

changes of the technical conditions in production •	

(initiated by the supplier);

quality defects in production;•	

complaints concerning insufficient fulfillment of •	

functions;

changes for economic reasons;•	

changes in the production and assembly process; or•	

a new subcontractor  •	

(i.e. a contractor of the Heidelberg supplier).

The supplier is responsible for suggesting a classifica-

tion of changes as either notifiable or subject to  

approval. This classification is to facilitate the pro-

cessing of planned changes.

As soon as the change notice has been received, the 

details are arranged with the respective Heidelberg 

division, normally Heidelberg Development. At this 

time, the suggested classification is confirmed. If the 

supplier can assign the issue to a specific Heidelberg 

department, he will address that department directly, 

but also inform Heidelberg Procurement. This means 

that both parties must communicate with two con-

tacts to be on the safe side. 

1.6.1 Notifiable changes
Notifiable changes are product or process changes 

that do not affect the function and quality of the pro-

duct or process in a negative or positive way. The 

changes must not contradict the requirements in the 

purchased part specification; in particular, they must 

not affect the functionality of the product. 

Notifiable product changes may be

the replacement of a standard part;•	

material changes; or•	

minor design changes.•	

Notifiable changes to the manufacturing and assembly 

process may be

the introduction of automated steps;•	

the use of new tools and devices;•	

changed devices or tools;•	

changed manufacturing or assembly processes; or•	

changed production process parameters.•	

A written notice must always be sent to Heidelberg 

Procurement as well as directly to the responsible 

Heidelberg department, if applicable. Heidelberg nor-

mally answers change requests within 30 working 

days after they are sent and reserves the right to object 

to the change within this period. If the supplier does 

not receive a reply within this period, no further  

arrangements are necessary, and the supplier can im-

plement the planned change.  

Heidelberg’s approval of a change or failure to react 

to a change notice does not release the supplier  

from his general responsibility for the properties and 

reliability of the product and processes. Neither  

does it release the supplier from the warranty rights 

and obligations (part 2, 4.5.1) stipulated in the sales 

contract.
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1.6.2 Changes subject to approval
As a rule, the following changes are subject to  

approval:  

Changes that concern the agreed product and  •	

process specifications

Changes that might affect the function and •	

reliability

Changes that concern the details of quality and •	

production planning (e.g. process and technology 

changes)

Changes that directly affect the manufacture and •	

qualification of the product

Other examples of changes that are subject to  

approval are 

a new subcontractor (Heidelberg point of view);•	

transfer of production to another location;•	

changes to the control hardware and/or control •	

software of the product or its components;

circuit changes that affect the interface; or•	

changes to molding tools.•	

The supplier must request changes that are subject  

to approval at least six months prior to their planned 

implementation in his process from Heidelberg Pro-

curement or directly from the responsible Heidelberg  

department in coordination with Heidelberg Procure-

ment. Effects on the product and process qualification 

must be discussed with the responsible Heidelberg  

divisions, usually with Heidelberg Quality. The con-

tents and scope of existing approvals, e.g. the design 

and initial sample approval (part 1, 6; 8), must be  

revised and the approvals reissued. Heidelberg Devel-

opment may issue approvals orally in advance, but 

they must subsequently be documented. The documen-

tation of changes subject to approval must at least  

include 

a description of the change;•	

an update of the product or process documentation; •	

and

an update of the product labeling, i.e. the Heidelberg •	

part number (part 3, 15) is given a new change 

index.

Again, Heidelberg’s approval does not release the 

supplier from his general responsibility for the proper-

ties and reliability of the product and processes.  

Neither does it affect the warranty rights and obliga-

tions (part 2, 4.5.1) stipulated in the sales contract.

1.7 Life cycle management – system software
Many complex electromechanical or mechatronic 

products, such as the peripheral equipment of a press, 

have a system software. Frequently, data must be  

exchanged with the overall system control via a com-

munication interface. 

A high degree of product reliability, smooth integra-

tion into the overall system, traceability in the version 

management, safety in the qualification process, and 

the handling of the service process require clear sti-

pulations regarding the creation, qualification, approv-

al, and documentation of system software, including  

its communication with the overall system control 

(Appendix 19_INT) via the interface (e.g. CANopen). 

The steps and milestones for creating and qualifying 

the system software are part of the Project Plan –  

Development and Project Plan – Quality (appendices  

8 and 12).

interface specification • If data must be exchanged 

with the overall system control, e.g. the press, the 

customer’s specification book for the product also in-

cludes requirements for the communication interface. 

Based on these requirements, an interface specification 

is elaborated in the course of drawing up the supplier’s 

specification book. In this specification, Heidelberg 

Development stipulates the content and structure of 

the data communication, e.g. with the press control 

system. The interface specification is approved when 

the supplier’s specification book is adopted. From  

this time onward, the interface specification is subject 

to a release cycle. It is independent of the release  

cycle of the application software of the overall system 

control, e.g. of the press. 

software development and approval process •

Requirements for the system and software functions 

are stipulated in the customer’s specification book for 

the product. The device functions to be provided by 

the system control are further specified and detailed 

in the supplier’s specification book. It may be necessary 

to develop a separate document for documentation 

purposes. This document is then kept as a supple-

ment to the supplier’s specification book and adopted 

along with it. Finally, when the design is approved, 

this documentation of the control functionality can 

become part of the product documentation (part 2, 1.4) 

(e.g. as a functional description or device specification). 
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When developing the software or in the course of  

the life-cycle management for system software, the 

supplier must also observe the following:

The supplier must always coordinate development/•	

release cycles with Heidelberg Development well in 

advance. 

The system software must be compatible. •	

Any hardware incompatibility must be communi-•	

cated directly to Heidelberg Development by a 

written notice or the supplier’s specification book.

Any hardware incompatibility must be described in •	

terms of content by the supplier and clearly 

documented in regard to traceability. 

Heidelberg assigns a Heidelberg part number  •	

(part 3, 15) to each system software. 

Each software version/release is subject to an •	

internal Heidelberg approval process and therefore 

to a design approval (part 1, 6), irrespective of the 

product hardware.

Heidelberg Development documents each software •	

release by an index change to the Heidelberg part 

number or by a new part number. 

Each bug fix version is given a new version name.•	

When the next bug fix release is approved, the •	

previous version is banned.

In order for Heidelberg to approve the software design, 

the supplier provides a software version he has already 

qualified to Heidelberg Development as a file (.exe). 

The supplier must show credibly that the software,  

including the communication via the interface, has 

been qualified. The supplier can prove the qualification 

of the system software by

supporting the software design by a description of •	

the software functions;

creating a test specification;•	

keeping a test plan; and•	

performing module tests.•	

All qualification measures taken by the supplier must 

be documented, and they must be demonstrated  

and provided to Heidelberg on request. The supplier 

must qualify the communication interface by means 

of a simulation tool, the “manual device control”.  

The manual control for the device is provided by 

Heidelberg Development. The supplier must develop 

suitable test cases for the communication interface  

(Appendix 19_INT).

The supplier must provide clear and unambiguous  

information on the version status, e.g. by means of a 

supplier part number with an index or a release iden-

tification including a version number. Moreover, the  

following must be observed to make the identification 

and handling of the device and the system software 

reliable:

It must be easy to recognize the software version of •	

each functional component of the product or device 

(indication of the release date/software version 

number on the display of the device; provision at 

the communication interface).

A device may only be delivered with an approved •	

software version. As an exception the delivery of a 

device with an unapproved software version is 

permitted under special circumstances (e.g. part 2, 

4.3.1); in this case, the device must be marked 

accordingly. 

A software update on site/on the customer’s •	

premises must always be arranged with Heidelberg 

Service.

documentation of system software, version 

management of the supplier • The supplier must 

maintain a suitable document and version manage-

ment, including the possibility of backing up all  

approved software versions. The supplier should also 

maintain a document and version management for 

built-in components. He must be able to submit this 

verification to Heidelberg Quality at all times. 

The supplier’s documentation of an approved  

system software/software version includes at least 

the following:

The interface specification approved when the  •	

supplier’s specification book was drawn up or the 

valid release version;

The functional description or device specification.•	

The functional description illustrates the implemen- 

tation of the requirements of the customer’s specifi-

cation book in the control technology. For this 

purpose, it comprehensively and understandably 

details the device functions represented in the 

system control. Thus, the contents of the functional 

description go beyond the description of the 

functions in the operating manual and the technical 

documentation. For instance, they include a brief 

description of the system functionality and all 

control processes, functions, and commands, a list 

of error messages and resolutions (if applicable),  

a graphical function plan, etc..
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The documentation on hardware incompatibilities•	

The assignment/definition of the software version •	

and device, and in case of a release or bug-fix version 

also 

	 •	a	description	of	changes	(Appendix	19_INT),	with

   an explanation of the change.

For the design approval (part 1, 6), the functional  

description and the description of changes, including 

the documentation on hardware incompatibilities, 

must be provided to Heidelberg Development without 

prompting, together with the software file, as separate 

PDF documents. 
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Heidelberg offers its customers high-quality products 

throughout their value chain. Qualified supplier pro-

ducts are used in all important process steps of the 

value chain.

All procurement activities are managed by the pro-

curement department at the respective location. Deci-

sions on order placement are coordinated with the 

development, production, quality, and order processing 

divisions. Heidelberg Procurement plays an important 

role as an interface between these divisions internally, 

and between the divisions and the suppliers. As a  

link to the internal customer, it consolidates these 

contacts and is ultimately responsible for the efficiency 

of the processes and the quality of the supplier  

products. 

As the division responsible for the supplier manage-

ment, Heidelberg Procurement aims at 

creating full market transparency;•	

supplying sophisticated, innovative approaches to •	

solutions;

ensuring that the Heidelberg quality requirements •	

are met;

ensuring the cost efficiency of the supplier prod-•	

ucts; and

qualifying and developing the supplier market.•	

Heidelberg is always looking for capable suppliers. 

Access to Heidelberg is normally gained through  

a request (part 1, 1) made by Heidelberg Procurement. 

Alternatively, the supplier can take the initiative. An 

existing supply relationship can be extended as need-

ed by means of the supplier rating (part 2, 2.2.2), in 

accordance with the Heidelberg supplier strategy. If a 

decision to cooperate has been made, it is the aim of 

Heidelberg Procurement to integrate the supplier as 

far as possible into the relevant Heidelberg processes 

and to clarify and agree on the interfaces.

2.1 Offer/Supplier information
If a supplier receives a request (part 1, 1), he should 

immediately submit a corresponding offer to Heidelberg 

Procurement. In drawing up the offer, the supplier 

must refer to the Heidelberg request and therefore  

include at least the following information:

Number of the Heidelberg request•	

Price•	

Availability•	

Delivery lot size•	

Packaging/shipping containers•	

Terms of payment and delivery (Incoterms)•	

References to deviations from the request,  •	

e.g. technical changes, if applicable

To facilitate the identification of the product in the  

offer, the following information must also be included: 

Supplier identification or article number•	

Description (e.g. filter, line, valve)•	

Areas concerned at  
the supplier’s

process steps:

Project Plan – Production•	

Project Plan – Documentation•	

Offer / Supplier information•	

Supplier selection and development •	

•	Supplier	selection	and	rating 

•	Supplier	rating	and	development

Illus. 5: GCS – Process steps for quality assurance in ordering

Input Heidelberg Supplier outputPrimary business processes in the cooperation

Request Supply contractSales supplier / Procurement Heidelberg
Sales, development,  
production, quality

Classification of product orders •	

•	Supply	of	component	parts 

•	Supply	of	subassemblies 

•	Supply	of	systems

Contracts and agreements•	

2 Process steps for procurement • Efficiency control and quality assurance in procurement.
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  Heidelberg part number (if known)•	

Serial number (if applicable)•	

Prior to sending the request or along with the request, 

Heidelberg Procurement asks new suppliers to pro-

vide information on themselves. The “Heidelberg  

Supplier Questionnaire” is used for this purpose. This 

disclosure of information marks the beginning of the 

supplier selection process (part 2, 2.2.1) and concerns 

the following supplier details:

Range of products•	

Sales figures and number of employees•	

Production locations•	

Reference customers•	

Quality management system•	

Heidelberg uses this questionnaire to add to/complete 

its supplier database. These data permit an initial  

rating of new suppliers. Without these data, Heidelberg 

cannot send a request to or accept an offer from a 

new supplier. 

The written offer and the supplier information must 

be addressed to Heidelberg Procurement.

2.2 Supplier selection and development
The Heidelberg supplier base must be as compact as 

possible to permit an efficient supplier management. 

The aim is to concentrate on strategic, preferred sup-

pliers and secure their continuous qualification and 

development. With this in mind, Heidelberg has 

developed the supplier selection process (2.2.1), •	

aimed at integrating the supplier into the Heidelberg 

supplier base as an Approved Supplier; and

installed the supplier rating process (2.2.2), aimed •	

at continuously and systematically developing its 

current suppliers. 

Heidelberg Procurement is responsible for the supplier 

management and is the main contact for questions 

concerning the supplier management. 

2.2.1 Supplier selection and rating
The supplier selection process consists of several 

steps. It leads to the approval of a supplier for a pro-

duct order. This is equivalent to the approval for the 

sourcing group concerned and the inclusion of the 

supplier in the Heidelberg supplier base as an Approved 

Supplier. The product order referred to in the request 

can be placed with the supplier, and afterwards  

the supplier is available for new product orders in  

this sourcing group as an Approved Supplier. 

The aim of the process steps taken here is to 

systematically start the supplier relationship;•	

keep the approval process reproducible and •	

supplier-independent; and 

place orders or cooperate only with Approved •	

Suppliers.

Therefore, all potential or actual Heidelberg suppliers 

must undergo this selection and rating process. The 

successful conclusion of this process is prerequisite 

to the order-related supplier approval.

In addition to the disclosure of supplier information, 

the supplier selection process includes further steps 

for expanding the database and rating the supplier. 

The data are collected and rated on the basis of the 

Heidelberg supplier standard rating (Appendix 20_INT). 

They include information on 

company-specific key data, e.g. sales figures or •	

R&D expenditure;

quality management, e.g. certifications or quality •	

assurance agreements;

communication, e.g. long-distance data transmission •	

and CAD;

technology, e.g. development partnerships or patents; •	

and

environmental management, e.g. certifications.•	

The supplier is requested to provide the additional in-

formation to Heidelberg. The data are collected in two 

steps by means of a pre-audit questionnaire and an 

audit carried out by a team of Heidelberg experts, 

usually consisting of representatives of Heidelberg 

Quality, Heidelberg Procurement, Heidelberg Develop-

ment (in matters relating to mechanics represented 

by Technology Consulting), and Heidelberg Environ-

mental Management.

By rating the data, Heidelberg Procurement, Develop-

ment (in matters relating to mechanics represented 

by Technology Consulting), and Quality determine 

whether the supplier is approved as a Heidelberg sup-

plier with respect to the product order and sourcing 

group concerned. Product requests (part 1, 1) concern-

ing a new sourcing group usually require a new rating.
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If a supplier is included in the Heidelberg supplier  

database, his master data are continuously updated. 

An update and new rating, e.g. when a new order is 

to be placed, are based on an annual supplier review 

performed by Heidelberg or at the supplier’s request. 

All Heidelberg Procurement employees have access to 

the master data, so the supplier is given preferential 

treatment when product orders are placed. 

Heidelberg Procurement is responsible for transmitting 

the approval decision and updating the suppliers’ 

master data. Within the framework of the continued 

development of Heidelberg suppliers, Heidelberg Pro-

curement decides whether a current supplier is to  

be included in the more comprehensive supplier rating 

and development process (part 2, 2.2.2). 

2.2.2 Supplier rating and development
The supplier rating and development process (Appen-

dix 20_INT) is divided into various steps of data collec-

tion and rating. Its aim is to develop a comprehensive, 

integral picture of the current Heidelberg suppliers  

on the basis of the supplier selection process (part 2, 

2.2.1) in order to derive supplier development goals. 

This means that the topics referred to and rated in 

the supplier selection process are extended and sup-

plemented by additional aspects. 

In addition to the traditional quality and reliability  

rating, the following aspects of the supplier are rated 

by means of the Heidelberg Preferred Supplier Base 

(PSB system): 

Collaboration•	

Innovation•	

Cooperation•	

Price•	

Reliability•	

Quality•	

Environmental protection•	

The main goals of the PSB system are to

systematically rate, structure, and reduce the •	

supplier base across all locations;

make the supplier rating homogenous (One Face to •	

the Supplier), transparent, and comprehensible;

preferably cooperate with strategically important •	

“best performers” in the future;

develop joint suppliers across locations;•	

reduce the risk of excessive supplier dependence; •	

and

determine the product and process improvement •	

potential on both sides and initiate its exploitation.

The PSB system is divided into three supplier  

development steps (Appendix 20_INT); these are,  

in ascending order:

Approved Supplier•	

Advanced Supplier•	

Preferred Supplier•	

The advantages of a Preferred Supplier are

sales assurance and sales growth;•	

the possibility of long-term business and investment •	

planning;

the initiation of targeted supplier development •	

measures, e.g. as defined in the Target Agreement; 

and

Heidelberg as a reference customer and a better •	

reputation on the market.

The advantages for Heidelberg are

easier and transparent order placement;•	

targeted, systematic, and efficient supplier •	

development;

more efficient exploitation of supplier know-how;•	

exploitation of pooling effects; and•	

a larger supplier market and joint access to  •	

previously local supplier market know-how.

The data are collected annually by a team of Heidelberg 

experts, based on the PSB system. The supplier is 

again requested to make comprehensive data trans-

parent for Heidelberg and provide them in a conclu-

sive form. The audit team consists of representatives 

of Heidelberg Procurement, including Order Process-

ing, Development (in matters relating to mechanics 

represented by Technology Consulting), Quality, and 

representatives of Heidelberg Environmental Manage-

ment. Here, too, the decision whether the supplier 

shall remain in the Heidelberg supplier database is 

closely coordinated with the Procurement, Develop-

ment, and Quality divisions. Heidelberg Procurement 

initiates this audit and transmits the result.

2.3 Classification of product orders
In the course of the supplier rating, Heidelberg assigns 

deliverables to the supplier for which the supplier  

has produced verification or for which he has proven 

capable in the past. The deliverables are divided into 
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three categories (classification characteristics, see 

Appendix 1): 

Supply of component parts (2.3.1)•	

Supply of subassemblies (2.3.2)•	

Supply of systems (2.3.3)•	

Heidelberg bases its decision regarding the placement 

of product orders in part on these classification  

characteristics. The classification of the product order 

by the supplier allows him to estimate the scope and 

application depth of the process steps with reference 

to the product order. The classification is meant to 

put the design and process input into perspective. The 

classification does not draw strict lines; the borders are 

fluid. The fine adjustment of details is coordinated 

with Heidelberg Procurement. It facilitates and accel-

erates the supplier rating process.

2.3.1 Supply of component parts
If the product order includes catalog parts, standard 

parts, standardized component parts, or component 

parts based on drawings, they determine the assign-

ment to a component part delivery. Component parts 

must be accurately described in the request (part 1, 

1), based on the purchased part specification. If ap-

plicable, the supplier renders a development service 

due to his manufacturing know-how. Orders for the 

delivery of component parts are often not linked to 

special supplier know-how, resulting in a high avail-

ability of suppliers.

2.3.2 Supply of subassemblies
If a subassembly is to be supplied, the supplier puts 

the subassembly together in close coordination with 

Heidelberg, and in accordance with the requirements 

of the customer’s specification book that have been 

specified to a large extent by Heidelberg in the sup-

plier’s specification book (part 2, 1.3). This book in-

cludes specifications for the application of component 

parts and the potential subcontractors. The develop-

ment service for a subassembly order is usually limited 

to putting the individual components together. More-

over, the delivery includes putting together (assembling) 

some of the component parts to form a subassembly 

or components. Usually, the functionality of the sub-

assembly in the overall system is tested at Heidelberg, 

but on the supplier’s responsibility. In coordination 

with Heidelberg, the supplier performs active product 

management and assumes responsibility for the pro-

ducts and quality of his subcontractors.

2.3.3 Supply of systems
In this case, the supplier develops the system on his 

own authority according to the customer’s specifica-

tion book. To this end, he converts the customer’s 

specification book (part 2, 1.3.1) into a supplier’s 

specification book (part 2, 1.3.2). He determines the 

design and manufacturing methods and qualifies the 

product and manufacturing process on his own  

authority, in accordance with the product specification. 

The delivery also includes the assembly of the com-

ponent parts and subassemblies into a functioning 

system and the creation of the product documentation, 

especially the technical documentation (part 2, 1.4.3). 

Usually, the functionality of the system in the overall 

system is tested at Heidelberg, but on the supplier’s 

responsibility. In coordination with Heidelberg, the 

system supplier performs active product management 

and assumes responsibility for the products and  

quality of his subcontractors.

2.4 Contracts and agreements
If the supplier and Heidelberg enter into a business 

relationship, contractual arrangements are required. 

The scope of the contracts and agreements depends 

on the scope of the business relationship. This, in 

turn, is determined by the sales and by the depth of 

the joint development tasks.

The following are standard contracts and agreements 

(Appendix 21) that are used by Heidelberg and can  

affect all suppliers:

The purchase order •	

With this agreement, a supply or service is ordered 

(part 2, 4.2).

The Framework Contract on Supplies and Services •	

for Production Material 

This agreement determines basic procedures and 

terms of cooperation.

The Quality Management Agreement •	

This agreement determines basic quality manage-

ment terms.

The Target Agreement •	

This agreement (Appendix 22) determines objec-

tives for improvement, e.g. of the cooperation, the 

quality management, the product quality and/or the 

logistics. It should tie in with the Preferred Supplier 

Card (Appendix 20_INT), if such a card exists.
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The Confidentiality Agreement •	

If Heidelberg contacts a supplier to determine 

whether cooperation is possible, or if Heidelberg 

orders a supplier to supply goods or services,  

and if the supplier gains access to business and 

operational secrets in the course of this coopera-

tion, the Confidentiality Agreement on page 1 of 

Appendix 23_INT must be signed. 

If a development service must be rendered,  

Heidelberg also uses the following standard contracts 

and agreements:

The Development Contract •	

If Heidelberg orders the supplier to render develop-

ment services, a contract that accurately specifies 

these services must be signed.

The Confidentiality Agreement •	

If Heidelberg contacts a supplier to determine 

whether a development cooperation is possible,  

or if Heidelberg orders a development service from 

the supplier, an agreement regarding “confidential 

information” must be signed (Appendix 23_INT, 

pages 2 and 3). In addition or alternatively, it may 

be necessary to sign the Confidentiality Agreement 

on page 1 of Appendix 23_INT. 

Moreover, Heidelberg reserves the right to demand 

further contractual commitments, e.g. tool supply 

contracts, contracts on the assurance of production 

equipment, production documents, and software.  

The primary contact for contracts and agreements  

is Heidelberg Procurement. 
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Areas concerned at  
the supplier’s

process steps::

Project Plan – Production•	

Project Plan – Documentation•	

Production planning •	

Test planning  •	

•	Measuring	equipment	 

•	Production-integrated	testing	 

•	Final	inspection

Illus. 6: GCS – Process steps for quality assurance in the manufacturing process

Input Heidelberg Supplier outputPrimary business processes in the cooperation

Purchased part 
specification

ProductProduct manufacture supplier / Quality assurance Heidelberg
Quality, production,  
development, sales

Quality assurance for subcontractors’ •	

products

Initial sample inspection •	

Process assurance / Continuous quality •	

improvement 

3 Process steps for product manufacture • Efficiency control and quality assurance in the  
production process during product launch and during serial delivery.

The results of product development determine the 

function and quality of the supplier product. The 

transformation of these results into the final product 

must ensure that the function and quality of the pro-

duct are preserved and may be reproduced. In order 

to accomplish this, the production process must be 

prepared accordingly and remain reproducible at all 

times. The process steps involved in this endeavor are 

shown in the Project Plan – Production (Appendix 10). 

Also, a comprehensive quality management system 

must be installed that covers the entire production 

process. The appropriate measures are determined in 

the course of quality planning (part 2, 1.1). The Project 

Plan – Quality (Appendix 12) provides information on 

the chronological implementation of these measures. 

The quality policies and rules used may be examined 

by Heidelberg, e.g. during a system, process or pro-

duct audit before order placement or during serial  

delivery. However, the goal of meeting the customer’s 

high process quality requirements hinges mainly on 

whether the supplier draws up and enforces agreed-

on quality policies and rules. Such policies and rules 

must be enforced both during product launch and 

during the time of delivery. A comparison of quality 

policies and rules also permits us to assess and  

evaluate the production process and the products  

according to the same criteria.

3.1 Production planning 
The purpose of production planning is to describe and 

structure the production process and its qualification. 

As part of quality planning (part 2, 1.1), this process 

step is usually the supplier’s responsibility. The supplier 

must determine and document the steps and mea-

sures taken to achieve this goal. The production steps 

are documented in the Project Plan – Production  

(Appendix 10). 

From Heidelberg’s standpoint, the planning of the 

production process encompasses at least the following 

steps, whose implementation should be clearly out-

lined and traceable documentated:

Planning and defining the production flow •	

Planning and defining the material flow•	

Planning and defining the production and test •	

methods

Planning and determining the production equipment, •	

test equipment and test stations

This presupposes/means that 

machines, processes and measuring equipment •	

must be tested for capability;

employees must have the required qualifications;•	

the supplier has produced, measured and evaluated •	

samples;
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the supplier has drawn up work instructions and •	

documents; and

the supplier has drawn up operation charts.•	

The results of production planning are largely docu-

mented in an operation chart. This chart must be 

identifiable by a part number with index and must in-

dicate the product to which it applies, e.g. by means  

of its name and the statement of the Heidelberg part 

number with index. The chart describes the sequence 

of all production and testing operations leading to the 

finished product. Moreover, it documents the content 

and chronological order of the operations, specifies 

the production equipment and includes references to 

testing and the requirement for documentation.

Production equipment and production methods must 

be selected according to process and equipment ca-

pability in terms of their effect on the product’s qual-

ity characteristics. This selection has a great impact 

on the amount of testing required (see part 2, 3.2 Test 

planning). Heidelberg expects its suppliers to have  

ascertained their process, measuring system and 

equipment capabilities by the time the supply approval 

(part 1, 10) is issued, e.g. by performing capability 

tests on their measuring systems (test equipment 

analysis). Failing that, the supplier must perform rou-

tine tests. To ensure an efficient and fault-free pro-

duction process, Heidelberg recommends performing  

a process FMEA (Appendix 6_INT).

All changes to the production process (part 2, 1.6) 

must be coordinated in the run up to transformation 

with Heidelberg, in place usually with Heidelberg 

Quality. 

3.2 Test planning
The purpose of test planning is to structure, define 

and document the qualification of test equipment, 

test methods and measures for ensuring process reli-

ability. The thereto required steps are exemplarily  

outlined in the checklist in Appendix 24. The process 

step of test planning is part of production planning 

(part 2, 3.1).

Major process steps that must be elaborated and  

documented for test planning are the

selection and qualification of the measuring  •	

equipment (3.2.1);

setup of production-integrated testing (3.2.2);•	

implementation of a final inspection (3.2.3);•	

quality assurance for subcontractors‘ products  •	

(part 2, 3.2.4); and

selection and application of methods for process •	

assurance (part 2, 3.3).

That is why, from Heidelberg’s standpoint, test plan-

ning should incorporate at least the planning and im-

plementation of the following operations. These may 

be documented in writing with a test agreement/a 

master test plan (Appendix 25). The transformation  

of these operations should be clearly outlined and 

traceable documentated by the supplier:

Planning and definition of suitable test methods•	

Planning and definition of suitable measuring •	

equipment (3.2.1)

Definition of the scope and frequency of tests•	

Definition of the test results that are to be docu-•	

mented to verify the required quality

This presupposes/means that 

the functions and properties of the product and  •	

the production process that are to be tested must 

be analyzed;

test criteria must be defined (e.g. by means of •	

boundary samples) for the product supplied to 

Heidelberg and for the products of subcontractors;

the capability of measuring equipment is tested; •	

monitoring systems are installed for test and •	

measuring equipment;

employees have the required qualifications;•	

samples are measured and evaluated;•	

test criteria and quality data are collected and •	

documented;

the supplier draws up test instructions; and•	

the supplier draws up test plans.•	

The type and frequency of testing must be documented 

in the test plan. The frequency of tests usually depends 

on the following factors:

Safety relevance of the part•	

Function of the part in the application•	

Manufacturing process (process capability)•	

The details of test planning are documented in the 

test plan. The plan lists the test criteria, specifies the 

content and chronological order of testing operations, 

provides information on the test equipment used,  

refers to the requirement for documentation etc. The 

test plan must be identifiable by a part number with 

index and must indicate the product/production plan 
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to which it applies, e.g. by means of its name and the 

indication of the Heidelberg part number with index. 

The production plan (part 2, 3.1) documents the inte-

gration of the test plans in the work sequence for pro-

duction. Heidelberg recommends a joint administration 

and management of both plans. As a rule, the defined 

test criteria should cover all manufacturing and func-

tional criteria.

All documents and records on test planning must be 

made accessible to Heidelberg on request and may 

need to be coordinated with Heidelberg.

3.2.1 Measuring equipment
The selection and qualification of measuring equipment 

is an important aspect of quality assurance. Heidelberg 

expects from its suppliers that

the inaccuracy of measuring equipment not exceed •	

10 % of the tolerance;

the serviceability and accuracy of measuring  •	

equipment be assured at all times; and

the capability of measuring equipment be demon-•	

strated to Heidelberg in special cases.

To ensure measuring equipment capability at all 

times, please observe the following: 

The measuring accuracy must not be impaired, e.g. •	

by ambient conditions, handling or storage.

The measuring software must be protected against •	

unauthorized access and inadvertent deletion (data 

backup).

Heidelberg expects its suppliers to perform a capability 

test of their measuring systems, among others (test 

equipment analysis) before the supply approval (part 

1, 10). Supporting documents, as a result, must be 

sent to Heidelberg Quality. Failing that, the supplier 

must perform routine tests.

3.2.2 Production-integrated testing
The purpose of production-integrated testing is to  

detect faults before they become defects and to take 

early corrective action in the production process. 

Such testing may consist in examining individual 

properties during production. Production-integrated 

testing also includes process monitoring and control. 

Measures and methods that may be used for process 

assurance are discussed in part 2, 3.3. Changes  

and corrective measures in the manufacturing pro-

cess resulting from such testing must be documented 

to make them easily identifiable and traceable.

3.2.3 Final inspection
The final inspection on the supplier’s premises is the 

last process step and prevents defective parts from 

being delivered to the customer. The inspection may 

be conducted using samples; the inspection criteria 

must be specified in the test plan (part 2, 3.2).

The implementation of the final inspection includes 

the following important operations:

Planning of the operations involved in the final •	

inspection 

Drawing up of written specifications for the final •	

inspection 

Examination of the criteria specified in the course •	

of test planning

Assurance that all required incoming and produc-•	

tion-integrated inspections and tests have been 

performed

Documentation of the inspection results•	

Assurance of the completeness and accuracy of  •	

the required inspection certificates

Approval of product shipping•	

Incoming inspections at Heidelberg are also conduct-

ed by means of samples. Usual fixed samples are 1:0; 

5:0; 20:0 or AQL according to DIN ISO 2859 (formerly 

DIN 40080); the acceptance number at Heidelberg is 

always “zero”.

3.2.4 Quality assurance for subcontractors‘ 
products
The supplier must ensure that he uses only products 

of acceptable quality from his subcontractors in his 

manufacturing process. This may be done by means 

of an incoming goods inspection. Heidelberg expects 

its suppliers to integrate their subcontractors in 

Heidelberg’s quality requirements in order to ensure 

the quality of the supplier’s own products. Moreover, 

Heidelberg must be given the possibility to ascertain, 

together with the supplier, if the subcontractor meets 

the relevant quality requirements, and to conduct  

audits after giving suitable notice and making an  

appointment.
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3.3 Initial sample inspection
For reasons of quality and economic efficiency, the 

launch of new products and the implementation of 

product and process changes (part 2, 1.6) must be as 

smooth as possible. The purpose of an initial sample 

inspection by the supplier, using a product out of the 

serial production, is to

ensure that the product specifications and quality •	

requirements specified by Heidelberg are complete-

ly met in serial production;

examine the product’s properties using product and •	

qualification characteristics that are documented in 

the purchased part specification and may be 

described in more detail in test specifications;

to ensure that the product has the required func-•	

tional, dimensional and material properties, 

examinating the characteristics that are relevant for 

testing;

indirectly compare measuring equipment and •	

methods;

furnish verification of systematic defects;•	

perform an additional functional test of subassem-•	

blies and systems in accordance with product 

specifications; and 

make the status and suitability of the serial process •	

– including that of the subcontractor – transparent.

That is why the supplier must conduct an initial  

sample inspection on his own authority before serial 

production of a product is launched or product and 

process changes are implemented. The results of the 

initial sample inspection must be documented in an 

initial sample inspection report (Appendix 11_INT), and 

the samples incl. the report must be submitted to 

Heidelberg Quality for a control test (see part 2, 4.3.1 

Supply of special-purpose products). As an alterna-

tive, the parties may agree to follow the product and 

production approval procedure developed by the as-

sociation of the German automotive industry (VDA). 

In the course of the initial sample inspection process 

(see part 1, 8), the supplier must make an inspected 

initial sample available to Heidelberg in the following 

cases: 

For component parts, subassemblies or systems •	

that are to be produced in series for the first time 

(products with a new Heidelberg part number, see 

part 3, 15).

If a product change that is subject to approval has •	

been implemented (part 2, 1.6). 

This results in a change of the index in the 

Heidelberg part number. In this case, only the 

changed properties have to be examined. As a 

prerequisite, the supplier must document all 

changes in the description of changes.

If a process change that is subject to approval has •	

been implemented (part 2, 1.6), such as 

the use of a new tool;•	

the use of a new technology;•	

the change of a molding tool;•	

a change of suppliers; or •	

a change of location. •	

 Process changes may also result in a change of  

 the index in the Heidelberg part number.

The supplier must always subject at least one product 

to an initial sample inspection and make it available 

to Heidelberg Quality. In the case of electromechanical 

systems especially, the supplier and Heidelberg Quality 

may agree on an inspection and approval based on 

variant samples. “Variant samples“ means that one 

product variant from a product line with high variation 

is subjected to an initial sample inspection in lieu of 

the entire product line. 

If the product is manufactured with several identical 

tools or with multiple-cavity molds, the initial sample 

inspection is performed on products from each tool 

and each cavity of the mold.

An initial sample inspection is also required for pro-

ducts assembled from standard parts or catalog parts. 

In individual cases, this requirement may be waived 

upon consultation with Heidelberg Quality. 

The following items are required for initial sample  

inspections of plastic products:

For thermoplastic products, an inspection certificate •	

3.1 B in accordance with DIN EN 10204 for the 

granulated plastic material 

For elastomers, a test specimen according to  •	

DIN 53505. 

These items must be made available to  

Heidelberg at the time of the delivery of initial  

samples (part 3, 4.3.1). 

Unless otherwise agreed with Heidelberg Quality, an 

initial sample is not required for 

standard and catalog parts and for •	

service parts, if they •	
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are part of a subassembly being produced in •	

series by Heidelberg (e.g. service parts in electro-

mechanical systems);

are no longer part of the serial production at •	

Heidelberg; or

are only needed from time to time and are •	

subject to a final inspection in case of a change 

of supplier, location or technology.

For the initial sample inspection, the supplier must 

use test equipment that allows him to test the product 

for compliance with the test characteristics specified  

in test planning (part 2, 3.2)/with the product specifi-

cations. The supplier may need to draw on external 

services for this purpose.

If the supplier removes specified test characteristics 

from the agreed-on scope of the inspection, e.g.  

because these characteristics cannot be tested reliably, 

he must first consult with Heidelberg Quality and  

document this change in the initial sample inspection 

report. If the supplier changes an agreed-on measuring 

method, this change must also be communicated,  

coordinated and documented in the initial sample  

inspection report. 

The initial sample inspection report consists of

at least one measurement report; •	

test reports on materials and/or functions; and, •	

where applicable,

inspection certificates and verification, such as •	

verification of approval, service life verification etc.

The report lists

all specified properties and compares their reference •	

values and actual values;

all specified properties that were removed from the •	

scope of inspection;

notices on changes in the measuring method made •	

by the supplier; and

notices on special approval (part 2, 4.5.3) for a •	

inspection criterion.

The supplier may use his own forms, forms based on 

the Heidelberg sample form or commercially available 

forms (e.g. by the VDA) for the initial sample inspec-

tion report.

The provision of initial samples in due time incl. the 

initial sample inspection report in accordance with 

the Project Plan – Production (Appendix 10) is the 

supplier’s responsibility. Heidelberg Procurement will 

issue an order for delivery of initial samples (part 2, 

4.2). The delivery date specified in the order usually 

allows for the lead times required for the receipt, in-

spection and internal transport of the parts. Times for 

repeat inspections and replacement of initial samples 

are not considered and will lead to undesired supply 

bottlenecks if goods are defective.

Heidelberg reserves the right to perform a control 

testing of the initial sample upon delivery (part 2, 4.3) 

of the sample in the incoming goods department and 

when the sample inspection report is submitted. The 

purpose of such a control testing is to 

make the status and suitability of the supplier’s  •	

serial processes more transparent;

maintain the consistency of initial sample inspection •	

(e.g. for products from subcontractors as well);

ensure continued adherence to product specifica-•	

tions; and 

obtain a comparison between the agreed-on  •	

measuring systems and methods.

The control testing may

include a measurement of the relevant product •	

characteristics as defined in the testing specification; 

include the measurement of all characteristics •	

defined in the purchased part specification and/or 

the purchased part drawing. 

Values in brackets are viewed as approximate •	

dimensions, and deviations usually do not lead to a 

rejection of the part.

go beyond the inspection criterion of the supplier. •	

The results of this testing determine the type of  

approval, documented in the intial sample report: 

Use (VE)•	

Conditional (UV)•	

Rejects, invoiced (AB) – new initial sample necessary•	

Heidelberg Quality will notify the supplier in writing of 

their decision by means of the Heidelberg initial sam-

ple inspection report (Appendix 11_INT). This decision 

is prerequisite to the initial sample approval (part 1, 8).

Heidelberg will not perform an initial sample inspec-

tion if the supplier does not provide an initial sample 

inspection report. In such cases, the sample is rejected. 

The supplier must provide a new initial sample and 
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the required initial sample inspection report. In case 

of a repeat sample inspection, the report need only 

describe the faulty characteristics.

If a failure to meet specifications results in a second 

repeat sample inspection, the supplier will be charged 

for all costs incurred by Heidelberg. This does not  

apply to cases in which a product change instigated 

by Heidelberg was implemented between the initial 

sample inspection and the second repeat sample  

inspection.

3.4 Process assurance/Continuous quality 
improvement
The Heidelberg quality standard requires suppliers to 

use measures and methods that will contribute to a 

continuous improvement of quality and a high level of 

process reliability. Heidelberg recommends

using systematic problem solving methods; •	

targeted monitoring and control of the manufacturing •	

process; and

employing statistical methods for process monitoring •	

and fault evaluation.

This approach will also keep expenditures for quality 

assurance at a reasonable level.

systematic problem solving • Heidelberg believes 

that the following methods are suitable for systematic 

problem solving in case of deviations from product 

and process properties: 

A systematic problem solving process (SPP) •	

Pareto analysis •	

Process FMEA •	

System FMEA •	

Brainstorming.•	

monitoring and control of the manufacturing 

process • To monitor and control the manufacturing 

process, Heidelberg recommends the usual quality 

assurance tools, such as: 

Fault record•	

Histogram•	

Scatterplot•	

Control charts•	

Pareto diagram•	

process assurance  • Statistical methods that may 

be used to assure the quality of the product and pro-

cess properties in the production process include the 

following: 

Process capability analysis •	

Statistical process control (SPC) •	

Sampling systems •	

Reliability calculation•	

Appendix 6_INT in part 4 of the GCS describes  

several standard methods and tools recommended  

by Heidelberg for process assurance, among other 

things.

Heidelberg proposes the following approach:

Select and define systematic problem solving •	

methods and statistical methods in conjunction 

with Heidelberg

Define the test criteria to which these methods are •	

to be applied

Define the evaluation and presentation of results•	

Agree on methods with your subcontractors•	

Within the framework of continuous product monitor-

ing, Heidelberg also expects its suppliers to continu-

ously perform, evaluate and – on request – compare 

with Heidelberg the following analyses:

Analysis of complaints by Heidelberg•	

Analysis of objections relating to the manufacturing •	

process

Analysis of product failures within 5 years of use.•	

From these analyses, and within the greater frame-

work of continuous improvement, the supplier must 

continuously derive and implement suitable measures 

for improving quality. 
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Areas concerned at the supplier’s

process steps::

Project Plan – Production•	

Communication / EDI•	

Purchase order / Order confirmation •	

•	Types	of	purchase	orders

Delivery / Acceptance of goods •	

•	Supply	of	special-purpose	products

Packaging, storage and transport•	

Illus. 7: GCS – Process steps for quality assurance in order processing 

 Heidelberg input Supplier outputPrimary business processes in the cooperation

Delivery order, 
returns

Lot sizeOrder processing supplier / Heidelberg logistics Sales, logistics, finance

Faults and complaints •	

•	Warranty	/	Liability	for	material	defects 

•	Supplier’s	statement	on	complaints 

•	Special	approval

Returns •	

•	Returns	for	maintenance,	repair	or	rework 

•	Rotables	repair	process 

•	Disposal

Auxiliary products•	

4 Process steps for order processing • Efficiency control and quality assurance in order  
coordination and delivery 
 

The aim of order processing is to supply Heidelberg’s 

production facilities with qualified products in a con-

tinuous and timely manner, and to design efficient 

processes for this purpose. That is why the processes 

defined in this chapter are focused on

ensuring optimum communication and smooth data •	

exchange; 

clear order placement and invoicing;•	

optimum coordination of all goods movements; and•	

ensuring adequate packaging and transport •	

logistics.

 

4.1 Communication/EDI
Heidelberg has a strong interest in handling a maximum 

number of order placement and order processing 

transactions with its suppliers by electronic data inter- 

change (EDI). Our aim is to minimize the cost, time 

and risk involved in handling calls for delivery and 

shipping and invoicing data for both parties by means 

of an efficient data exchange. The advantages of this 

approach are 

improved process and data quality due to a higher •	

degree of automation; 

no costly, manual data collection that is prone to •	

errors;

direct communication between application systems; •	

time savings due to high-speed communication; •	

significant cost reduction per transaction; and•	

assurance of a defined safety standard in communi-•	

cation (Appendix 7_INT). 

Heidelberg offers several solutions for electronic  

data interchange with suppliers. We recommend the 

following: 

for suppliers with a large number of  

transactions:

A point-to-point connection following the VDA  •	

standard, in accordance with EDIFACT or XML.

for suppliers who do not wish a direct  

connection to their own system:

Heidelberg’s WEB-EDI solution.  •	

Web-EDI combines the advantages of EDI with the 

flexibility of the Internet. Data are input in a 

standardized mask and exchanged via the Internet. 

Suppliers can transmit and receive data electronically 

(automatic interface on the part of Heidelberg). 

WEB-EDI is an attractive solution for medium-sized 

suppliers, as well. There are no investments required 

on the supplier’s part. Heidelberg assumes the cost  

of implementing the solution, while the supplier pays 
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a user fee. The technical requirements on the supplier’s 

side are limited to an Internet connection.

for suppliers interested in an online  

collaboration: 

Web-based collaboration via SAP Collaboration •	

Folders (cFolders).  

This application enables all participants – who may 

be scattered across a wide geographical area – to 

work together in virtual teams. Critical data in the 

request process can be exchanged in a quick, safe 

and structured manner, and processed jointly. 

Any Approved Supplier may take advantage of the 

web-based collaboration via SAP Collaboration Folders 

(cFolders). In order to use the application, the supplier 

requires access to a protected part of the Heidelberg 

network. The technical requirements on the supplier’s 

part are

an Internet connection, or at least an ISDN •	

connection; 

Internet Explorer 6.0 or higher; •	

active JAVA script, JAVA applets and Active-X; and•	

JAVA runtime higher than 1.4.•	

For more information on the possibilities of electronic 

data interchange, please visit www.heidelberg.com 

and go to the “Procurement” section. Please address 

any questions or comments on EDI, communication 

and matters of information security (Appendix 7_INT) 

to Heidelberg Procurement.

4.2 Purchase order/Order confirmation
purchase order • The purchase order includes a 

comprehensive and clear definition of the product order 

(part 1, 3) and its delivery. It names and includes  

all required documents, with pre-existing documents  

being attached to the purchase order in their most  

recent version. A Heidelberg purchase order includes 

at least the following: 

Purchase order number•	

Designation of the deliverable/the product•	

Heidelberg part number incl. index •	

Designation of document(s) included as purchase •	

order documents 

Purchase order documents•	

The quantity of goods to be delivered•	

Delivery date•	

Delivery address•	

Price•	

Packaging•	

Terms of payment and delivery (Incoterms)•	

Terms of purchase•	

Each purchase order, and any attached documents, 

are identified uniquely by the Heidelberg order number. 

This number must be stated for all transactions relat-

ing to order processing, as it permits a clear assignment 

of each inquiry and each transaction. 

The purchase order specifies the version of the prod-

uct by means of the part number index. A product 

change subject to approval (index change, part 2, 1.6) 

leads to a new purchase order; the purchase order 

with the old index becomes void. A change of other 

data, such as the price or quantity of the ordered 

goods leads to an update of the purchase order, not 

to a new order. 

The delivery to the supplier of a written purchase order 

from Heidelberg Procurement constitutes a binding 

obligation to supply the ordered goods. 

order confirmation • The supplier must confirm 

all purchase orders/product orders on Heidelberg‘s 

pre-printed order confirmation form. The confirmation 

must be dispatched immediately, i.e. usually within 

one business day, to Heidelberg Procurement. In case 

of blanket purchase orders (part 2, 4.2), the supplier 

need only send confirmations for altered shipments if 

he cannot meet/accept the new delivery schedule.

With the order confirmation, the supplier undertakes 

to provide the deliverables as specified in the order. 

The supplier then takes all required measures to supply 

the deliverables, i.e. to ensure the delivery (part 2, 4.2) 

of a product to Heidelberg as specified in the order.

Detailed terms and conditions that enter into effect 

with the dispatch of the order confirmation can be 

found in the following documents:

The Framework Contract on Supplies and Services •	

(Appendix 21). 

This contract specifies terms that are negotiated 

individually with each supplier. The contract is sent 

to the supplier upon the conclusion of the contract.

Heidelberg’s Shipping Regulations (Appendix 26_INT). •	

These are given to the supplier when he is first 

approved by Heidelberg, and then provided in the 

most recent version on subsequent occasions
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Heidelberg’s Terms of Purchase.  •	

These are the general terms of business that apply 

to orders and deliveries. The Terms of Purchase are 

sent to the supplier with each order.

Any deviation from these terms must be discussed  

before the order is confirmed, and agreed on in writing 

with Heidelberg Procurement.

4.2.1 Types of purchase orders
Heidelberg distinguishes between two types of purchase 

orders:

blanket purchase order with delivery schedule  

This purchase order defines the continuous supply of a 

product in terms of predicted shipments. The delivery 

schedule shows the size and time of delivery of the  

individual shipments. The blanket purchase order is 

transmitted to the supplier once by Heidelberg Pro-

curement. 

The scheduler at Heidelberg creates the calls for  

delivery and thereby determines the delivery order and 

the lot size. This means that, with the receipt of the 

call for delivery, the supplier is told at which time  

a product must be delivered that corresponds to the 

version specified with the index of the Heidelberg  

part number. In case of a serial delivery, for instance, 

the series scheduler is responsible for the delivery 

schedule from the time of the delivery approval  

(part 1, 10). On the purchase order, the scheduler is 

listed in the header of the delivery schedule. 

The first lot of a blanket purchase order may not be 

delivered until the order coordination (part 1, 9)  

has been concluded after the initial sample approval 

(part 1, 8) and until the first call for delivery has  

been received (Appendix 18).

individual purchase order • With the issuing of an 

individual purchase order, Heidelberg may commission 

the performance of a development service. •	

The type and scope of this service are defined as 

comprehensively and clearly as possible in the 

documents accompanying the purchase order, such 

as the development contract and/or the product 

specification. 

the delivery of an individual shipment of a serial •	

product.  

With the receipt of the purchase order, the supplier 

is told at which time he must deliver the shipment 

of products that correspond to the version specified 

with the index of the Heidelberg part number. These 

terms are confirmed in the course of order coordina-

tion (part 1, 9). If the product or the product version 

corresponding to the index is delivered for the first 

time, the initial sample approval must have been 

issued prior to delivery (Appendix 18). 

the delivery of special-purpose products as described •	

by the GCS, such as prototypes, test samples and 

initial samples.  

Individual orders for these products are issued by 

Heidelberg Procurement at the appropriate times 

during a project or at the stipulated time of a 

product change.

the repair of serial products. •	

This order is issued in case of a return of products 

for repair or rework (part 2, 4.6.1) or in case of  

reverse credit entries due to an unjustified complaint.

the repair of rotables.  •	

This order is issued when supplier products are 

returned for repair within the framework of the 

rotables repair process (part 2, 4.6.2).

the delivery of service part components or service •	

parts.  

This order is used to request supplier products  

or components that Heidelberg needs to repair  

supplier products or Heidelberg products.

4.3 Delivery/Acceptance of goods
The supplier concludes his performance with the  

delivery of the supplier product to the point of delivery 

specified by Heidelberg. Upon delivery, Heidelberg 

posts the product in its incoming goods department, 

conducts an inspection if necessary and, on presen-

tation of the invoice, transfers the amount in question 

to the supplier’s bank account. 

For each delivery, the supplier must take note of the 

following points to ensure a smooth acceptance of 

goods and payment by Heidelberg:

purchase order • The delivery of a product is always 

initiated by a purchase order (part 2, 4.2).
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delivery receipt • Each delivery must be accom- 

panied by a delivery receipt. This receipt must include 

an explicit reference to a Heidelberg purchase order, 

and it must describe the type and scope of the delivery. 

The following information is mandatory: 

The number of the Heidelberg purchase order.•	

Without this identification feature, a delivery cannot 

be assigned/accepted and will be rejected.

The Heidelberg part number(s) incl. index, as  •	

specified in the purchase order.  

Without the part number, the delivery cannot be 

compared with the purchase order, and the products 

cannot be identified. In this case the delivery cannot 

be posted and will be rejected (see Specification  

of the drawing version).

The delivery receipt should also include information •	

on related documents, e.g. an initial sample 

inspection report (part 2, 3.3). 

specification of the drawing version • If a  

delivered product deviates from the drawing version 

that is applicable at the time of delivery, this fact 

must be noted on the delivery receipt and the devia-

tions must be listed completely and/or identified 

clearly. Delivery of products that deviate from the valid 

drawing version is only permitted in exceptional cases 

and must be arranged in advance with the Heidelberg 

department concerned. An example for such an  

exception is if the drawing index could not be changed 

in time at Heidelberg because the product was deliv-

ered very quickly. Such special arrangements must  

be made in advance with Heidelberg Development.

payment • Payment for deliveries by Heidelberg sup-

pliers can only be made properly if Heidelberg receives 

an invoice that includes the identification features of 

the Heidelberg purchase order (purchase order number 

and Heidelberg part number). This applies to both indi-

vidual purchase orders and blanket purchase orders.

delivery logistics • The smooth handling of  

deliveries is prerequisite to an efficient business  

operation. Heidelberg demands that goods be  

delivered on the specified day and reserves the right  

to reject early deliveries. Untimely deliveries will  

be noted in the supplier rating (part 2.2.2).

Heidelberg Procurement aims at continuously optimiz-

ing logistic processes by cooperating closely with  

suppliers and forwarders. It is the main contact for  

all questions regarding logistics. 

Other general terms and conditions, e.g. regarding  

the basics of deliveries, the acceptance of goods  

and logistics processes, are described in the following 

documents:

The Heidelberg Shipping Regulations  •	

(Appendix 26_INT). 

These are given to the supplier when he is first 

approved by Heidelberg, and then provided in the 

most recent version on subsequent occasions.

The Framework Contract on Supplies and Services •	

for Production Material (Appendix 21). 

This contract specifies terms that are negotiated 

individually with each supplier, e.g. for order pro- 

cessing. This means the contract also deals with 

questions of logistics; it is sent to the supplier upon 

conclusion of the contract.

The Terms of Purchase  •	

These are the general terms of business that apply 

to orders and deliveries. The Terms of Purchase are 

sent to the supplier with each order.

Any deviation from these terms must be coordinated 

and agreed on in writing with Heidelberg Procurement.

4.3.1 Supply of special-purpose products
The guideline defines supplier products with special 

features and special purposes (prototypes, test samples 

and initial samples [part 1, 5, 7 and 8]). The following 

additional terms apply to these products, hereafter 

called product samples: 

delivery receipt • The delivery receipt must clearly 

indicate the type of product sample, e.g. initial sample.

initial sample inspection report incl. inspec-

tion certificate and test specimen for plastic 

parts/test sample inspection report • These 

items are sent separately (by mail) to Heidelberg 

Quality. The documents/test specimens are identified 

by the Heidelberg purchase order number and part 

number, which serve as reference to the product deliv-

ery; they can also be assigned to the respective product 

by means of appropriate identification/consecutive 

numbering. The inspection reports carry the explicit 

annotation “initial sample” or “test sample”.

declaration of conformity and manufacturer’s 

declaration, verification • Declarations and verifi-

cation on conformity assessments (part 3, 8) are  

sent separately (by mail or e-mail) to Heidelberg  
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Procurement at the time of product delivery. Due to 

the identification features of the Heidelberg purchase  

order (Heidelberg purchase order number and part 

number), the documents can be assigned to the  

delivered product.

other documents • The delivery of other documents 

in addition to the ones already mentioned must be 

coordinated with Heidelberg Development.

4.4 Packaging, storage and transport 
Heidelberg and its suppliers aim for minimum lead 

times and handling steps in the packaging and trans-

port of goods. This is achieved through delivering 

goods in packaging and/or means of transport that 

are suitable for the intended use of the goods. Waste 

management goals of environmental legislation, such 

as the

prevention, •	

reduction, •	

recycling and •	

return of packaging material  •	

must be observed, in the order listed.

The supplier must provide packaging and transport 

protection that is suitable to the product and applica-

tion and appropriate in terms of logistics, quality  

assurance, environmental compatibility and cost  

effectiveness. This means that the supplier must plan 

and implement the packaging and transport protec-

tion based on his special knowledge of the product, 

taking into account the relevant logistic chain. He may 

have to consider the entire logistic chain extending to 

the end customer, e.g. in the case of service parts. 

To be able to meet the requirements of internal 

Heidelberg logistics processes and of the processes 

extending to the end customer, Heidelberg expects 

suppliers to observe certain packaging specifications. 

These specifications are explained in more detail  

in part 3, 16 of the GCS. Agreements on this matter 

are facilitated by Heidelberg Procurement, which  

will establish the contact with the appropriate depart-

ment at Heidelberg. The “Heidelberg Guidelines for 

Packaging of Service Parts” also provide information 

on appropriate packaging. The guideline brochure can  

be requested from Heidelberg Procurement.

If there are special points to consider in the handling, 

storage and transport of supplier products, they must 

be suitably documented on the product and/or on the 

packaging, and the products must be named explicitly 

on the delivery receipt (part 2, 4.3).

4.5 Faults and complaints
A fault is defined as the nonconformance of the sup-

plier’s product to legal requirements and to the proper-

ties required by the purchased part specification.

notification and documentation • Faults that 

are detected by Heidelberg or communicated by 

Heidelberg customers are documented by Heidelberg. 

Heidelberg Quality issues a complaint by sending the 

supplier an inspection report (Appendix 27_INT). The 

supplier must notify Heidelberg Quality immediately if 

he discovers any faults prior to the delivery of his 

products. In this case, Heidelberg may decide to issue 

a special approval (part 2, 4.5.3).

If Heidelberg has been notified of a fault, Heidelberg 

Quality will decide on one of the following options, 

depending on the availability of materials:

Immediate return of the entire shipment  •	

(Returns, part 2, 4.6)

Selection and reworking of the faulty products on •	

site by the supplier

Selection and/or reworking of the faulty products •	

on site by Heidelberg, at a charge.

acceptance decision and charges • For every 

complaint, Heidelberg Quality will make a decision  

regarding acceptance of the goods; depending on this 

decision, the department will debit the supplier’s  

account. The supplier is notified of Heidelberg’s deci-

sion immediately by means of the inspection report:

UV •	 ➔ The goods are used by Heidelberg with 

reservation

NB •	 ➔ The goods are reworked at a charge

debit) if the supplier agrees•	

AB •	 ➔ The goods are scrapped at a charge (debit) if 

the supplier does not wish them to be returned

RL •	 ➔ The goods are returned to the supplier and 

charged

NU •	 ➔ The goods are returned to the supplier for 

reworking, at Heidelberg’s charge.  

This means that instead of an inspection report, the 

supplier receives a repair order from Heidelberg 

(see below). A preliminary inspection report is 

enclosed with the goods. 
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fault analysis and supplier’s statement • 

The supplier is obliged to perform a fault analysis for 

each complaint and to report the results to Heidelberg 

Quality in a written statement (part 2, 4.5.2) no later 

than 6 weeks from the date of the inspection report. 

If the fault analysis takes longer than that, the supplier 

must issue an interim report. A failure to meet dead-

lines will be noted in the supplier rating. Heidelberg 

Quality will perform a plausibility check based on this 

statement. If Heidelberg Quality does not contact the 

author of the statement within 20 working days of  

the receipt of the statement, the statement has been 

accepted and the supplier need no longer hold the 

faulty products ready.

redelivery and repair order • If the complaint is 

unjustified, the redelivery of these products must be 

handled within the framework of the calls for delivery 

of serial products or service parts; the goods must not 

be delivered in a special shipment. The specified lot 

size must not be exceeded as a result of the redelivery.

If a repair is required, Heidelberg will issue a repair 

order (part 2, 4.2). The supplier can then deliver  

the repaired products and settle repair costs with 

Heidelberg Procurement according to the agreed-on 

terms. The redelivered products must be in the same 

condition as new products. 

rate of complaints and supplier rating •  

All products that were the object of a complaint by 

Heidelberg have an impact on the supplier rating;  

this impact depends on the acceptance decision in 

each case. In this context, Heidelberg also determines 

the rate of complaints (in parts per million). This  

rate describes the ratio between the total number of 

pro-ducts delivered by a supplier and all justified 

complaints regarding these products. The faults of  

the products are not weighted.

Products that were the object of a complaint by 

Heidelberg influence the ppm evaluation as follows: 

The supplier notifies Heidelberg of the fault, and •	

the parts are still in stock at Heidelberg:  

➔  Inspection report without impact on the  

ppm rate.

The supplier notifies Heidelberg of the fault, and •	

the parts are in assembly without value added by 

Heidelberg:  

➔  Inspection report without impact on the  

ppm rate.

The supplier notifies Heidelberg of the fault, and •	

the parts are in assembly with value added by 

Heidelberg:  

➔ Inspection report with impact on the ppm rate.

The fault is detected in Heidelberg’s incoming •	

goods department 

in the course of a sampling inspection or •	

in the course of a 100 % inspection •	

an appropriate complaint is issued whereas the •	

data are extrapolated to the entire lot size: 

➔ The actual number of faulty goods can be deter-

mined by sorting on-site or at the supplier’s after 

the return of the goods; this number can then be 

specified in the supplier’s statement.

The fault is detected in the course of the initial •	

sample inspection at Heidelberg:

Urgently required lot (e.g. changes subject to a •	

deadline, immediate measure):  

➔ Only the quantity objected to by Heidelberg  

in the inspection report (usually 1–3 parts) is 

considered in the ppm evaluation.

For every other delivery of initial samples:  •	

➔ The fault is judged in the same manner as 

during a sampling inspection in Heidelberg‘s 

incoming goods department.

The fault is detected in the field or during assembly •	

after value has been added by Heidelberg: 

➔ No impact on the ppm rate.

The rate of complaints is analyzed during a regular 

status discussion between Heidelberg and its suppliers. 

The rate of complaints and the measures derived  

from its analysis are also used to define objectives 

which Heidelberg may then specify in Target Agree-

ments (Appendix 22) with its suppliers.

The organizational process in case of complaints is 

shown in the flowchart “Warranty” (Appendix 28). 

The procedure shown in the flowchart “Repair”  

(Appendix 29) must be taken into account as well. If  

an on-site service visit is required, the rules of  

conduct issued by the Heidelberg plant security office 

must be observed. 

4.5.1 Warranty/Liability for material defects
If the end customer or Heidelberg detects faults in a 

product within the agreed-on term of liability for  

defects, Heidelberg will initiate an inspection in accor-

dance with the supplier’s warranty/liability for material 

defects. The product is returned (part 2, 4.6) to the 
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supplier by Heidelberg Quality. The supplier receives 

the product in question along with the inspection  

report. Heidelberg Procurement debits the supplier’s 

account. 

If both parties agree that the complaint is unjustified, 

Heidelberg Procurement will generate an appropriate 

credit note and the subsequent handling of the case 

depends on the type of warranty case:

If the warranty covers products that gave rise to a •	

complaint by Heidelberg, and the complaint was 

subsequently declared to be unjustified by both 

parties, the supplier receives a repair order (part 2, 

4.2). The procedure is illustrated by the flowchart 

“Repair” (Appendix 29).

If the warranty covers products that gave rise to an •	

complaint by a Heidelberg end customer, and if the 

complaint was declared to be unjustified by both 

parties, the supplier and Heidelberg Procurement 

must decide on the future use of the product. The 

product may, for instance, be used as a recondi-

tioned rotable in the rotables repair process (part 2, 

4.6.2). See the flowchart “Repair” (Appendix 29) for 

an illustration of the major steps of the process.

4.5.2 Supplier’s statement on complaints
The supplier must notify Heidelberg Quality immediate-

ly in a written statement of the results of the fault 

analysis. Heidelberg recommends using a form (state-

ment on the inspection report) for this purpose.

The statement must contain all information that 

Heidelberg needs to assign, evaluate and close  

the case. That is why the written statement must  

include the following points:

Heidelberg test report number•	

Heidelberg part number incl. index•	

Heidelberg’s description of the fault•	

Cause of the fault•	

Potential scope of the fault•	

Immediate measure(s) to eliminate the fault•	

Planned resolution(s)•	

Implemented resolution(s)•	

Verification of the resolution(s)•	

Statement on whether the objection/complaint is •	

justified

Statement on whether the costs of reworking are •	

acknowledged.

In addition, the supplier must specify the person  

responsible at his company, and provide information 

on the time of implementation/the time frame for 

each measure on the above list.

Heidelberg Quality will examine the plausibility of the 

statement and enter the statement in the CAQ system. 

For this entry, we distinguish between five categories:

Verified and in process (V) •	

The fault analysis takes longer than stipulated.  

A reminder is suspended once.

Accepted (A) •	

The part has a reproducible fault. The fault was 

caused by the supplier.

Kindness (K)•	

– The part has a reproducible fault. The fault was 

not caused by the supplier. 

– The part has a reproducible fault. The fault was 

not caused by the supplier and the part is outside 

of warrenty.

– Product recall caused by the supplier. 

The debit for the return persists. The return oder 

is done free of charge.

Faultless (F) •	

The part does not have a reproducible fault.  

The complaint is not acknowledged.

Rejected (R) •	

The part has a reproducible fault. The fault is not 

warrentable ex post.

The consequences of this decision are shown in table 

4.5.2 (see below).

4.5.3 Special approval
If the supplier notifies Heidelberg of a fault in his 

products prior to delivery, the lot can only be used for 

its intended purpose with a special approval by 

no 
statement yet

V A K F R

Suspend reminder no temporarily yes yes yes yes

the supplier rating yes yes yes no no no

Tab. 4.5.2: Measures resulting from the evaluation of complaints
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Heidelberg. A special approval can only be given if  

the essential properties of the product, such as func-

tionality, reliability and availability, are not impaired.

Heidelberg issues a special approval only in exceptional 

cases and for temporary faults. In case of long-term 

or permanent deviations from the purchased part 

specification, Heidelberg Development must issue a 

design approval (part 1, 6).

A special approval is issued by Heidelberg if

Heidelberg has received a written request from the •	

supplier that includes the following information:

Type of defect•	

Heidelberg part number•	

Number of parts for which a special approval is •	

to be issued

Manufacturing code, serial number, lot number or •	

other special identification

Delivery receipt number, if applicable•	

Heidelberg Quality has confirmed the supplier’s •	

request in writing.

In the case of initial samples (part 1, 8), the special 

approval must be documented by the supplier in the 

initial sample inspection report (part 2, 3.3).

4.6 Returns 
Products may be returned to the supplier if

they have given rise to a complaint/are covered by •	

a warranty (part 2, 4.5.1);

Heidelberg wishes an inspection, maintenance, •	

repair, conversion or upgrade of the supplied 

product (part 2, 4.6.1);

supplier products are part of the rotables repair •	

process (part 2, 4.6.2); or

supplier products must be disposed of (part 2. 4.6.3).•	

For each of these returns (with the exception of  

warranty cases, part 2, 4.5.1), Heidelberg Procurement 

issues a repair order (part 2. 4.2).

4.6.1 Returns for maintenance,  
repair or rework
Heidelberg’s purpose in returning goods for mainte-

nance, repair or rework is to bring the product up  

to the standard of the respective purchased part speci-

fication; this is done for reasons of economy and to  

ensure a continuous supply of goods. If such mainte-

nance, repair or rework is not possible, the supplier 

must inform Heidelberg Procurement.

Heidelberg can initiate a return of goods if

an inspection has been scheduled for the product •	

or maintenance must be performed on the product;

the technical requirements for the product – which •	

has already been delivered – have changed and it 

seems possible to adapt the product; or

Heidelberg has caused damage to the supplied •	

products during transport or assembly, and a repair 

is required.

The procedure is illustrated by the flowchart “Repair” 

(Appendix 29). Heidelberg Procurement arranges for 

the return of the products to the supplier and sends 

him a repair order (part 2. 4.2).

4.6.2 Rotables repair process 
In the rotables repair process, Heidelberg sends the 

supplier a non-functional product for repair; after  

the repair, the product is used exclusively as service 

part in the Heidelberg service process (part 2, 5.3). 

Rotables in the rotables repair process must conform 

to the product requirements stated in part 3, 14 when 

they are redelivered to Heidelberg. 

Products are integrated into the rotables repair pro-

cess for economic and supply reasons, at the custom-

ers‘ request or for reasons relating to the life cycle of 

the product. In addition, the process allows Heidelberg 

to offer its customers inexpensive service parts that 

are as good as new in terms of their functionality and 

reliability. 

The following are important criteria regarding cost  

efficiency and availability: 

The product must be repairable •	

The sale/use of the product at Heidelberg is > 1 pce •	

per month

The original price of the product is > € 250•	

The flat rate for repairs is < 60 % of the product’s •	

price 

The new product can no longer be purchased in the •	

quantities required for the service.

The supplier must verify if these requirements are met 

and recommend to Heidelberg Procurement the inte-

gration of the product into the rotables repair process.
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Heidelberg uses this process to ensure that customers 

can be supplied with service parts for the longest pos-

sible time (up to 25 years). In order to ensure this  

period of guaranteed supply in accordance with the 

Heidelberg life cycle management, the supplier is 

called upon to perform a fault analysis in case of repairs 

and to ensure the supply of critical components.

Heidelberg uses products in the rotables repair process 

only as service parts. Hence, the return and redelivery 

of such products are effected within the separate  

service parts logistics system. The main steps of the 

process are illustrated by the flowchart “Repair”  

(Appendix 29). Products in the rotables repair process 

are sent to the supplier as defective parts. For each of 

these returns, Heidelberg generates a repair order 

(part 2, 4.2.1) that is identified according to type. 

Products in the rotables repair process must not be 

mixed with serial products in orders or in the material 

flow. They must be identified separately (part 3, 15) 

and packaged individually for delivery (part 3, 16). 

The supplier must ensure that there are no dismount-

ed defective parts, repair reports or other reference to 

the repair or the original use in the package.

Heidelberg aims at stipulating flat rates for repairs 

and specific lot sizes for returns with the supplier. If 

no flat rate for repairs has been agreed on, the repairs 

are ordered as needed. For this, Heidelberg expects  

a cost estimate from the supplier. This estimate must 

be in writing and addressed to Heidelberg Procurement.

Heidelberg reserves the right to claim damages for 

defects of products in the rotables repair process as 

follows:

After the repair, products in the rotables repair •	

process must conform to the product requirements 

as stated in part 3, 14. If deviations from the 

applicable specifications for new products/serial 

products are agreed on, these deviations must 

always be set down in writing with Heidelberg 

Procurement in the course of an order. 

The warranty covers the entire product, not just the •	

replaced components. The decision on which parts 

are wear parts (part 3, 1) that must be replaced is 

the supplier’s.

Otherwise, products in the rotables repair process •	

are subject to the Terms of Purchase of Heidelberger 

Druckmaschinen AG (e.g. § 7 Claims in respect of 

defects).

4.6.3 Disposal
Heidelberg returns supplier products to its suppliers 

for disposal if

the products have reached the end of their service •	

life in Heidelberg’s sphere of responsibility and 

must be returned to the supplier for proper disposal 

in accordance with legal requirements.

Products are returned in appropriate packaging  

and identified clearly by Heidelberg as goods destined  

for disposal. With the return of supplier products,  

the supplier is called upon to properly dispose of or 

recycle the products. Heidelberg will observe all  

pertinent legal requirements when returning goods  

for disposal.

4.7 Auxiliary products
Heidelberg provides auxiliary products to its suppliers 

that the suppliers deliver back to Heidelberg after 

processing and/or refinement as their own product or 

as component of a superordinate supplier product. 

This means that all products provided by Heidelberg 

as auxiliary products are the property of Heidelberg 

and are balanced accordingly by Heidelberg. 

Heidelberg provides the auxiliary products to suppliers 

in time before the delivery date of the supplier part 

specified in the purchase order (part 2, 4.2). The auxil-

iary products are listed on the purchase order/the 

calls for delivery issued on paper or by fax. 

If the auxiliary products are manufactured by Heidel-

berg (semifinished and finished products), Heidelberg 

Quality is responsible for their quality. The supplier  

is responsible for the quality of any other auxiliary 

products. This particularly includes products purchased 

and provided by Heidelberg as well as test equipment 

and tools that are the object of tool supply contracts 

(Appendix 21).

If the processing/refinement of the products at the 

supplier’s leads to rejects, this fact must be communi-

cated in writing to Heidelberg Procurement. Heidelberg 

Quality must also be informed in writing of any de- 

viations from the purchased part specification and 

any transportation damage. Stocktaking takes place 

once a year. On this occasion, all products and  

auxiliary products are to be counted, irrespective of 

their level of completion.
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Areas concerned at the supplier’s

process steps:

Service support•	

Fault elimination in the series•	

Service parts •	

•	Life	cycle	management	for	service	parts 

•	Repair	of	service	parts 

•	Service	parts	supply

Illus. 8: GCS – Process steps for the assurance of service

Heidelberg input Supplier outputPrimary business processes in the cooperation

Service part 
purchase order, 
complaints

Service part supply,  
problem resolution

Service supplier / Service Heidelberg
Customer service,  
development, quality, production, 
logistics, service part sales

5 Process steps for service • Efficiency control and quality assurance of services.

The Heidelberg Service is responsible for all Heidelberg 

products worldwide, and in particular for the following: 

Service quality,  •	

provided with the Heidelberg expertise by the 

support of the central service or the support of  

the individual regions, 

Service business,  •	

e.g. the performance of preventive service,

Service in case of complaints,  •	

e.g. with fast availability of local support functions 

Supply of service parts and logistics,  •	

e.g. with the central World Logistics Center and its 

regional branches,

Instruction, training and consulting,  •	

e.g. at the Print Media Academy

Service marketing.•	

All supplier products are included in the services that 

Heidelberg guarantees its customers for Heidelberg 

products. Heidelberg and its agencies worldwide inte-

grate the supplier’s service, especially in case of  

supplier systems, into the Heidelberg service process 

(Appendix 28_INT) as needed, if conditions on the 

supplier’s part permit it.

5.1 Service support 
Especially in case of supplier systems, Heidelberg  

requires the input of its suppliers to plan and carry 

out services. The services provided by the Heidelberg 

Service fall into three categories:

local support • These are the services performed 

on site by the service staff of the Heidelberg agencies: 

Installation•	

Commissioning•	

Maintenance and repairs.•	

central/regional support • The local services are 

supplemented by services that are organized centrally 

and/or regionally. Such services include

the Service Hotline, available 24/7. For this service, •	

it must be possible to contact the supplier’s 

customer service on short notice, e.g. using the 

supplier’s hotline.

technical support on site by service staff from •	

Heidelberg or from the region;

service part logistics with the World Logistics Center;•	

service tools and information systems;•	

instruction, training and consulting; and•	

product demonstrations.•	

central support • The central service support is  

responsible for the following functions and services:

The initiation of the complaint elimination process •	

(part 2, 5.2)

The planning and assurance of all services related •	

to product development or improvement projects. 

This presupposes that the supplier
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provides Heidelberg with information on service •	

intervals (Appendix 17_INT);

draws up service plans and transmits them to •	

Heidelberg;

draws up a list of the service parts and transmits •	

it to Heidelberg along with the service part 

specification; and

provides Heidelberg with information on the •	

service life of potential consumables or wear parts 

(part 3, 1).

The establishment and implementation of the •	

knowledge transfer to the local or regional support, 

e.g. by means of

the preparation and provision of service informa-•	

tion bulletins;

the organization and implementation of (initial) •	

training courses;

the exchange of service know-how; and•	

the provision of analysis and service tools, such •	

as remote service functions.

The definition of principles and rules for the •	

worldwide Heidelberg service process (Appendix 

30_INT) and the responsible integration of the 

supplier into this process, e.g. by

the conclusion of a service agreement  •	

(Appendix 28_INT).  

Such agreements are concluded in particular for 

complex supplier products such as peripheral 

devices for presses to ensure the required service 

between Heidelberg and the supplier. The service 

agreement is drawn up in cooperation with the 

Heidelberg Service and concluded in writing 

between the supplier and Heidelberg 

Procurement.

5.2 Fault elimination in the series 
Heidelberg places great importance on customer  

orientation; this is particularly true for the Heidelberg 

service. A key element of customer orientation is the 

Heidelberg complaint elimination process. This pro-

cess is initiated for the sustained handling of malfunc-

tions that can only be processed with the support of 

Heidelberg Development and with the central support 

functions. Heidelberg’s objective is 

to keep reaction times to customer/field complaints •	

as short as possible, i.e. reduce them continuously; 

and 

to perform the fault elimination process with the •	

aim of eliminating every customer complaint in a 

defined time period, depending on the assigned 

priority.

The supplier is included in this process by Heidelberg 

Quality if 

the analysis of the customer complaint by Heidelberg •	

shows a connection to a supplier product and the 

supplier must contribute to determining the cause 

of the problem, for instance; or if

the Heidelberg analysis has revealed the cause of •	

the fault and the supplier must take measures to 

eliminate the fault.

Heidelberg assigns a priority (A, B, C – see Appendix 

30_INT) for every customer complaint that is included 

in the complaint elimination process. This priority de-

termines the time allotted for fault elimination:  

Priority A •	 ➔ 90 working days

Priority B •	 ➔ 120 working days

Priority C •	 ➔ next revision of the subassembly. 

To effectively implement its objectives, Heidelberg  

expects its suppliers, especially those supplying entire 

systems and subassemblies, to install a fault elimina-

tion process that ensures adequate processing of 

complaints in terms of time and content. Heidelberg 

Quality will notify the supplier of the inclusion of the 

Heidelberg customer’s complaint in this process  

immediately upon making a decision to this end; the 

notification is in writing and will be sent to the supplier 

along with the complaint (part 2, 4.5) or as amend-

ment to the complaint. The supplier will also receive 

a list of Heidelberg’s objectives for a sustained elimi-

nation of the customer complaint. 

5.3 Service parts
The term “service part” describes all supplier pro-

ducts used in the Heidelberg service process. Service 

parts are components of a more complex product; 

they 

are consumed during the operation of the super-•	

ordinate product (consumables, part 3, 1); 

become unusable through wear before the end of •	

the superordinate product’s service life 

(wear parts, part 3, 1); or •	

become defective before the predicted end of the •	

service life, for instance. 

This means the Heidelberg Service uses service parts 

primarily to restore or ensure the operability of supplier 

products. In addition, Heidelberg uses the service 

process to provide its customers with consumables. 
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Service parts must conform to the respective version 

of the serial product if newer versions are not compat-

ible. Service parts are subject to the product and pro-

cess specifications agreed on in the series. They are 

also subject to the product and process specifications 

listed in the GCS. Suppliers of component parts,  

subassemblies and systems must hold service parts 

ready/make them available to Heidelberg from the 

delivery of the test sample (part 1, 7).

The selection of service parts is agreed on by the sup-

plier, Heidelberg Development and the Heidelberg 

Service. The parts are assigned a Heidelberg part 

number and are documented by the supplier in a ser-

vice part drawing (availability see part 1, 6). The  

selection is documented in the service parts list. The 

service parts list and all service part specifications 

must be available at the time of the delivery approval 

(part 1, 10). These documents must be drawn up by 

the supplier.

Service parts must be delivered to Heidelberg in proper 

packaging and with proper identification (part 3, 16). 

The meeting of Heidelberg’s requirements regarding 

service parts is a quality criterion that affects the  

supplier rating (part 2, 2.2.2). Provisions that go beyond 

the GCS are the object of the Framework Contract  

on Supplies and Services for Production Material  

(Appendix 21).

Service parts designed for Heidelberg (e.g. part 3, 14) 

may only be sold to Heidelberg. Any other business 

relationship involving such parts must be approved 

explicitly by Heidelberg. At Heidelberg’s request, sup-

pliers should disclose market potentials for service 

parts and contribute to their development. Heidelberg 

must be informed of potential competitors, substitution 

products, and catalog and street prices. By citing  

special properties, the suppliers will enhance the status 

of the service part with the Heidelberg customer. 

Such information should therefore be included in the 

purchased part specification (part 2, 1.4.1). 

The delivery of service parts is initiated by Heidelberg 

Procurement by means of a service part purchase order 

(part 2, 4.2). The pricing of service parts is also deter-

mined by Heidelberg Procurement. However, during 

the time of serial production, the series purchase price 

applies to the service part.

5.3.1 Life cycle management for service parts
The supplier undertakes to provide Heidelberg with 

service parts for the supplier product for a period of 

at least 15 years (Postpress and Press products)/7 

years (Prepress products) from the end of serial pro-

duction (part 1, 12), i.e. 15 years after the last call  

for delivery for serial products. Deviations from this 

rule due to specific product features must be arranged 

in writing on a case-by-case basis. 

The dismantling of production equipment must always 

be coordinated with Heidelberg. In particular, the 

scrapping or an incompatible conversion of product-

specific manufacturing equipment must be coordinated 

with Heidelberg Procurement and requires a written 

agreement – regardless of ownership issues. The 

same applies to all equipment that is used for pure 

service parts or for the supply of service parts after 

the end of serial production. Special arrangements 

beyond these terms must be agreed on in writing with 

Heidelberg.

The supplier must inform Heidelberg in writing one year 

in advance if he plans to discontinue production of a 

product, a product component or a component part 

(part 1, 12). This notice must include the Heidelberg 

part number as clear reference to the supplier product 

in question. With the notice of termination, the  

supplier must offer alternatives that conform to the 

applicable purchased part specification and that 

should also cover the applicable delivery specifica-

tions. The notice of termination must be addressed  

to Heidelberg Procurement.

Heidelberg Procurement discusses the range of service 

parts once a year with A- and B-suppliers (sales  

classification see Appendix 20_INT) in the course of 

supplier talks.

5.3.2 Repair of service parts
Heidelberg aims at returning non-functional, high-

quality service parts to the supplier for repairs  

(returns, part 2, 4.6) for reasons of economy and to 

ensure a continuous supply of parts. That is why  

a defined group of service parts is included in the  

rotables repair process (part 2, 4.6.2). 

In addition, products that give rise to complaints by 

Heidelberg customers during the warranty period  

(see part 2, 4.5.1 Warranty) can also be included in 

the rotables repair process upon consultation with 
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Heidelberg Procurement. In this way, such products 

are integrated in the Heidelberg service process and 

become available to Heidelberg customers as inex-

pensive service parts.

5.3.3 Service parts supply
procurement – availability • The supplier’s order 

processing department must be available for order 

taking on all working days in the supplier’s core work-

ing time and should, if possible, cover the usual  

business hours (approx. 8:00 a.m. – 6:00 p.m.). The 

supplier should also be able to ensure the year-round 

availability of parts for urgent service parts orders  

(especially during the supplier’s company holidays). 

In case of urgent service parts orders, the supplier 

must take all necessary measures to ensure the fast-

est possible supply of these parts. At Heidelberg’s  

request, the supplier must be prepared to deliver parts 

directly to Heidelberg customers (drop shipment).

service parts supply – verification • With the 

delivery approval (part 1, 10) for the service process, 

every product that is used exclusively in the service 

process must be accompanied by a declaration of 

conformity/manufacturer’s declaration in accordance 

with the relevant terms and guidelines.

Since service parts are frequently shipped abroad, 

Heidelberg must be able to submit verification of the 

service part’s origin for customs clearance. The fol-

lowing must be submitted to the customs authorities: 

A movement certificate in which the manufacturer •	

furnishes evidence of the origin of the goods; or 

Special information on the manufacturer and place •	

of origin if the products are not manufactured in 

Germany. 

The movement certificate is used to verify the prefer-

ential origin of goods. In international goods traffic, 

the country of origin must be verified if the goods are 

to benefit from reduced customs duties, for instance. 

Depending on the regulations governing the interna-

tional goods traffic, a movement certificate may 

be a certificate of origin  •	

(unilateral preferential arrangement); or

take the form of a declaration of origin  •	

(bilateral preferential arrangement)

The certificate of origin is issued by authorized bodies 

in the country of origin, in Germany by the chamber 

of industry and commerce. Usually, the country of 

destination decides if a certificate of origin is required. 

The declaration of origin may be provided by the 

manufacturer or by the consignor of the product on 

the invoice (specific wording). 

Also, special information on the manufacturer/place 

of manufacture is required for the export of products 

to certain Arabic countries (Ghofra countries) if the 

products are not manufactured in Germany. The 

name and exact address of the product’s manufactur-

er must be specified. Especially in cases where the 

manufacturer’s company headquarters are not located 

in the product’s country of origin it is not sufficient  

to state merely the country of origin and the manufac-

turer’s company headquarters. Declarations of confor-

mity and manufacturer’s declarations, e.g. for the  

purpose of the EC Machinery Directive (part 3, 8), often 

include only the supplier’s name and the country of 

origin of the product, but not the actual manufacturer 

or his address. If the required information on the 

manufacturer is included in declarations of conformity 

or manufacturer’s declarations, Heidelberg can use 

these documents for the export of goods to Ghofra 

countries.

Such information on the manufacturer must be made 

available to Heidelberg Procurement no later than at 

the time of the first delivery of the product (part 2, 4.3) 

and in a suitable manner, e.g. with the invoice. If 

Heidelberg Procurement requests information on the 

manufacturer or a movement certificate for service 

parts, this information/verification must be provided 

immediately to ensure that Heidelberg can deliver 

service parts whenever they are needed. 
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GCS Part 3 – Heidelberg Product Requirements

Part 3 of the GCS, the “Heidelberg Product Require-

ments” states requirements with a high general validity. 

These requirements are applied if 

the specification book for suppliers refers to the •	

GCS; or if

there is no explicit specification book for suppliers, •	

and the purchased part specification or the contract 

refers to the GCS. 

The product requirements are determined by the  

special quality requirements of Heidelberg, the special 

application of Heidelberg products and the special 

applications of our customers. They are the result of 

pertinent experience and based on national and inter-

national guidelines. Years of cooperation with suppliers 

and customers have shown that, beyond general 

guidelines and specific experiences, special parameters 

are required to increase the quality and safety of 

Heidelberg products and to avoid deficits in the appli-

cation of general guidelines, for instance.

It is the supplier’s task to ensure – based on his  

expertise and any product-specific features – that the 

products conform to the respective requirements. 

Heidelberg expects its suppliers to furnish credible 

verification that the following product requirements are 

met. Such an assessment may be based on experiences 

with similar products, on test etc. If tests are required 

and described in the following, they must be performed 

according to the specified parameters. This does not 

mean that a test is required for every part.

1 Stress – projected service life
Heidelberg defines the service life of a supplier product 

as the time period in which the operability of the 

product must be reliably maintained under the specified 

conditions. The required service life of a supplier 

product is determined together with Heidelberg based 

on the product’s properties and intended use. Supplier 

products should be able to resist fatigue. If a fatigue-

resistant design is technically impossible or does not 

make sense economically, information on the projected 

service life is required for the design of com-ponent 

parts and product components. 

Unless otherwise agreed in the specifications for the 

product or its components, the service life of supplier 

products for printing presses must be as shown in  

table 1.1. The table distinguishes three types of stress 

applied to the product: 

Cyclical stress, i.e. stress that depends on the •	

number of rotations of the press,

Temporal stress that is applied from the moment •	

the press is switched on

Natural aging, which occurs irrespective of press •	

operation

key data on the projected service life of 

products 

Stress Minimum  
service life:

Example

Cyclical 200E6 sheets levers, bearings, 
bushes

Temporal 20,000 h sensors, drives,  
electronic systems 
(not for structural  
elements etc.)

Natural aging 10 years plastics, hoses
 
Tab. 1.1: Service life for fatigue-resistant component part design

The supplier must provide information on the proba-

bility of failure until the end of the minimum service 

life (part 2. 1.2.2 Service life verification). Any mainte-

nance intervals required to achieve this target must be 

reduced to a minimum. Also, the consumables and 

wear parts required for this purpose must be accurate-

ly specified in the supplier’s specification book (part 2, 

1.3.2) for the supplier product.

The following are average production data of a press:

250 days/year, 6 hours/shift, 3 shifts/day•	

(equals 4,500 operating hours/year)•	

12,000 impressions/hour.•	

The service life verification for electronics hardware 

should be performed according to IEC 61709, and the 

basic failure rate should preferably be determined as 

described in the Siemens standard SN 29500.

consumables and wear parts • Consumables are 

substances, materials, parts etc. that are consumed 

by a machine/device or its subsystems in the course 

of processing. The consumption periods are determined 

mainly by the type of processing and the handling of 

the materials, i.e. they are determined primarily by 
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the user. The customer accepts this consumption and 

supplements or exchanges these products himself.

Wear parts are parts that become worn, and hence 

unusable, before the end of the machine’s, device’s or 

subsystem’s service life and that must therefore be 

replaced after a certain time in operation. This time is 

usually determined by 

the type of application; or •	

the operating data of the machine, device or sub- •	

system; the service life of wear parts is often defined 

by Development based on appropriate calculations. 

The customer must know which parts of his machine 

are wear parts. The parts should be easily accessible 

to allow the customer to replace them himself. Usually, 

however, such parts are replaced by a Heidelberg  

service engineer. Automatic prompts by the control 

system of the press or device on required replacements 

or checks would be welcome.

The supplier must keep consumables and wear parts 

available for the service process, i.e. as service parts 

(part 2, 5.3).

allowance for environmental stress in the 

definition of a product’s service life • The  

supplier must allow for the impact of relevant environ-

mental stress (part 3, 2) when defining the service  

life of a supplier product. The environmental simula-

tion is a costly step in the qualification of a product, 

but to forego it means incurring an incalculable  

risk. Heidelberg uses various test methods, test rooms 

and climatic test cabinets to simulate environmental 

stress factors such as powder, humidity etc. Heidelberg 

Development can provide help and advice on how to 

test the impact of environmental factors. 

special points to consider for plastics •  

If supplier products contain plastics whose data sheets 

do not provide adequate evidence that the plastics 

are resistant to the chemicals used in the press/at the 

site (see Appendix 31_INT), an appropriate resistance 

test must be performed. Heidelberg Development can 

provide additional help and advice.

A common instance of product failure is the occurrence 

of stress cracks in the plastic as a result of the con-

tact with printing chemicals. To avoid such failures, a 

resistance test against environmental stress cracking 

(ESC) must be performed. The test methods include 

bending tests with constant bending force/bending 

elongation. The following methods may be used:

Three-point creep bending test in accordance with •	

DIN EN ISO 899-2. 

Bending test with multipurpose test specimens in •	

accordance with DIN EN ISO 3167 using a bending 

template with a constant bending radius following 

DIN EN ISO 22088-3 (bent strip test).

In both methods, the test specimens are put into  

contact with relevant chemicals during the test.

2 Stress – environment
Besides the function-related stress, supplier products 

are also subjected to environmental stress factors, 

both during production, storage and transport and 

during the operation of the product on the Heidelberg 

customer’s premises. The supplier must consider 

these factors in the design and qualification of the 

product. Environmental stress factors are 

mechanical action (static and dynamic), such as•	

oscillation and vibrations (part 3, 3); and•	

shocks and impacts (part 3, 4), especially due to •	

transport and operation; 

climatic influences (part 3, 5); and •	

stress relating to the height at which the device is •	

installed (4,000 m max.).  

All product properties required by the customer’s 

specification book up to an installation height of 

2,500 m are obligatory. For product specifications 

that depend on physical parameters of the installa-

tion height (e.g. atmospheric pressure), the func-

tional deviations that may be permissible up to this 

installation height (e.g. air volumes) must be set 

down in the supplier’s specification book. For 

installation heights above 2,500 m, the relevant 

limitations to specifications and functions must also 

be documented in the supplier’s specification book. 

By reason of their application in the graphic arts  

industry, Heidelberg products are also exposed to  

a wide variety of special environmental influences. 

The most important of them are 

physical influences due to •	

paper dust;•	

powder dust;•	

IR and/or UV radiation;•	

static electricity; and•	

water with decreased surface tension, e.g. •	

through addition of alcohol;
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chemical influences due to the use of printing •	

chemicals (Appendix 31_INT) such as

solvents;•	

acids;•	

lyes;•	

mineral oils; and•	

starch; and•	

the occurrence of•	

microorganisms and•	

ozone (e.g. during UV printing).•	

Supplier products that are exposed to such environ-

mental influences due to their application or place  

of use must be resistant to these influences for the 

duration of their service life. These factors must not 

impair the function and safety of the supplier product 

or system over the entire life cycle of the product.

When supplier products are used in a printing press or 

in its surroundings, for instance, it is impossible to 

shield them completely from environmental influences. 

Moreover, the influences differ from one subassembly 

to the next. The supplier must form an idea of the  

potential influences and damage, and compare it with 

Heidelberg Development if needed. 

The stress to which products are subjected is also  

frequently determined by the environmental and  

operational conditions that are specific to the applica-

tion and the customer. Observance of care and cleaning 

instructions is one relevant point. The supplier must 

communicate care and cleaning requirements to 

Heidelberg Development in the course of the adoption 

of the supplier’s specification book (part 1, 4) and  

include them in the product documentation for design 

approval (part 1, 6).

3 Stress – vibrations
The following stress parmeters are used to check the 

printing press, and hence all supplier products and 

their components, as well as accessories for the press. 

In individual cases, stress parameters may be adapted 

in cooperation with Heidelberg Development if this is 

necessary due to the place of installation, the connec-

tion of a component to the overall system and the  

specific transport conditions. The table below shows 

corresponding stress tests for prepress products.  

If necessary, additional adequate stress tests for  

other Heidelberg products that are not listed here  

must be specified in the appropriate customer’s  

specification book. 

vibration test for operation (press, press 

components and accessories) • During operation, 

the equipment may be subjected to vibrations of up  

to 2,000 Hz with accelerations of gmax = 2 g. The  

vibration test for operation must be performed with 

the parameters listed in table 3.1.1/2, according to 

DIN EN 60 068-2-6 “Test Fc: Vibration (sinusoidal)“:

parameters for vibration tests according to 

din en 60 068-2-6

Stress 

Continuous stress with variable frequency

Number of axes 

3 x, y, z

Amplitude of acceleration 
(Amplitude below the crossover frequency 58 … 62 Hz as excursion, 
above the crossover frequency as acceleration)

0,15 mm or 2 g

Frequency range  

10 to 2,000 Hz

Number of measuring cycles/sweeps per axis  

10 measuring cycles/20 sweeps

Speed

1 octave/min

Tab. 3.1.1: Operation 1

Stress

Continuous stress with constant frequency

Number of load changes  

107 load changes for the frequencies found during the resonance 
search

 

Tab. 3.1.2: Operation 2 

vibration test for transport and storage  

(press, press components and accessories) 

During transport and storage, the component parts 

may be subjected to vibrations of up to 150 Hz with 

accelerations of gmax = 5 g. The vibration test for 

transport and storage must be performed in suitable 

transport packaging and with the parameters listed  

in table 3.2, according to DIN EN 60 068-2-6 “Test 

Fc: Vibration (sinusoidal)“:
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parameters for vibration tests according to 

din en 60 068-2-6

Stress 

Continuous stress with variable frequency

Number of axes 

3 x, y, z

Amplitude of acceleration
(Amplitude below the crossover frequency 58 … 62 Hz as  
excursion, above the crossover frequency as acceleration) 

0.35 mm or 5 g

Frequency range 

10 to 150 Hz

Number of measuring cycles/sweeps per axis  

20 measuring cycles/40 sweeps

Speed

1 octave/min
 
Tab. 3.2: Storage/transport 

vibration test for transport and storage 

(prepress devices, e.g. platesetters) • During 

transport and storage, the component parts may be 

subjected to vibrations of up to 150 Hz with accelera-

tions of gmax = 1 g. The vibration test for transport  

and storage must be performed in suitable transport 

packaging and with the parameters listed in table 3.3, 

in accordance with the Siemens standard 29010 on 

“Mechanical testing stress for the electrotechnology”:

parameters for the vibration test according 

to siemens standard 29010

Stress  

Continuous stress with variable frequency

Number of axes 

3  x, y, z

Amplitude of acceleration

5 mm  (in the frequency range of 5 … 10Hz) 
1 g  (in the frequency range of 10 … 150Hz)

Frequency range   

5 to 150 Hz

Number of measuring cycles per axis   

10
 
Tab. 3.3: Storage/transport 

4 Stress – shock
The following tests are used to check the printing 

press, and hence all supplier products and their com-

ponents, as well as accessories for the press. In  

individual cases, stress parameters may be adapted  

in cooperation with Heidelberg Development if this is 

necessary due to the place of installation, the connec-

tion of a component to the overall system and the 

specific transport conditions. If necessary, adequate 

conditions for other Heidelberg products, e.g. prepress 

systems, must be specified in the respective custom-

er’s/supplier’s specification book.

shock test for operation • During operation, the 

equipment may be subject to shocks up to gmax = 15 g. 

The shock test for operation must be performed with 

the parameters listed in table 4.1, according to DIN EN 

60 068-2-29 “Test Eb and guidance: Bump“:

parameters for shock tests according to  

din en 60 068-2-29

Stress  

Acceleration and duration of the shock

Number of axes  

3 

Max. amplitude of acceleration (gmax)

15 g

Shock duration  

6 ms

Pulse form  

Half-sine

Number of shocks per axis and direction

4,000 pos. + 4,000 neg.
 

Tab. 4.1: Operation 

shock test for storage/transport • During 

transport and storage, the equipment may be subject-

ed to shocks up to gmax = 30 g. The shock test for 

transport and storage must be performed in suitable 

transport packaging and in accordance with DIN EN 

60 068-2-27 “Test Ea and guidance: Shock”, with  

the parameters listed in table 4.2:
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parameters for shock tests according to  

din en 60 068-2-27

Stress 

Acceleration and duration of the shock

Number of axes 

3  x, y, z

Max. amplitude of acceleration (gmax)

30 g

Shock duration  

6 ms

Pulse form  

Half-sine

Number of shocks per axis and direction  

3 pos. + 3 neg.

 
Tab. 4.2: Transport/storage   

5 Stress – climatic factors
The temperature and humidity of the environment in 

which the product is placed or integrated are the  

parameters that define the stress due to climatic in-

fluences. The operating status is also decisive in  

determining the applicable limit values. The values 

listed in table 5.1 apply to an installation site up to 

1,000 above MSL (see part 3, 2) and reflect the condi-

tions for the printing press.

Climatic conditions/ 
Operating status 

Temperature Humidity

Ambient climatic 
conditions during 
operation (press  
is switched on)

+10 °C to +40 °C max. 93 %
relative humidity

Ambient climatic 
conditions out of 
operation (press  
is switched off)

+0 °C to +55 °C max. 93 %
relative humidity

Climatic conditions  
at the place of 
installation (press/
control cabinet)  
during operation

+10 °C to +60 °C max. 93 %
relative humidity 
(Depending on the 
place of installation, 
other climatic condi-
tions may be possible 
during operation)

Climatic conditions 
during transport and 
storage

–25 °C to +85 °C max. quantity of  
moisture 25 g/m3

(max. 6 weeks during 
transport, max. 2 
years during storage, 
always in transport 
packaging)

 

Tab. 5.1: Stress – ambient climatic conditions 

Inside the transport packaging is a microclimate with  

a constant absolute air humidity. When outside temper-

atures are low and the air inside the packaging cools 

off, condensation water may be formed. After trans-

port, the equipment is left standing for a day before  

being unpacked so that it can acclimate. This way, the 

formation of condensation water can be largely pre-

vented. See the Appendix “Standards, Directives, Guide- 

lines“ (Appendix 3_INT) for more information on  

relevant standards.

warm-up time for peripheral equipment of 

printing presses • For peripheral equipment of 

printing presses, the environmental and/or climatic 

conditions must be maintained within defined toler-

ances for commissioning or tests. That is why a 

warm-up time of at least 15 min. must be observed. 

“Warm-up time” is defined as the time between  

the activation of the main switch and the start of  

production. This means that all cooling-down and 

heating-up processes must not exceed this time limit. 

In a worst-case-scenario, the temperature at the  

time the main switch is activated may be the “ambient 

temperature out of operation“. At the time of “pro-

duction”, i.e. the test, the conditions must have 

reached the “ambient climatic conditions during  

operation”.

6 Product design – sound emission
The average sound pressure level of systems must not 

exceed 65 dB(A) at a distance of 1 m from the equip-

ment. Individual one-third-octave band levels must not 

be more than 6 dB(A) louder than adjacent one-third-

octave band levels in the spectrum (i.e. there must be 

no noticeable individual sounds).

7 Product design – surface protection/ 
corrosion protection 
At the time of their delivery, all supplier products 

must have surface/corrosion protection suitable for 

their final use at Heidelberg or at the end customer‘s. 

This protection  

is defined in terms of its design and type in the •	

purchased part specification (part 2, 1.4.1)/purchased 

part drawing; and
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must be designed by the supplier to withstand the •	

stress due to environmental influences and climatic 

conditions as stated in the customer’s specification 

book and in part 3, chapters 2 and 5 of this docu-

ment. In case of electrical and electronic products, 

for instance, the supplier must also apply the 

design specifications for technical products as 

stated in IEC 60721-2-1.

Or the supplier must provide temporary corrosion •	

protection, e.g. if the product will be further 

processed by Heidelberg. 

 

When designing and implementing the surface protec-

tion/corrosion protection of products, the supplier 

must both apply the relevant guidelines, standards 

and implementation rules and observe the require-

ments for environmental protection, safety at work 

and health protection. If, for instance, anti-corrosive 

oil is used, the supplier must ensure that the oil  

adheres adequately to the part – it must not drip off. 

The type, scope and implementation of corrosion  

protection can be coordinated with Heidelberg Develop-

ment or Heidelberg Quality in individual cases. 

temporary corrosion protection for pro-

ducts during manufacture, storage and 

transport • In some cases, the supplier may deliver 

products without surface protection/corrosion protec-

tion or without the protection required for the final 

product, e.g. if the products will be further processed 

by Heidelberg and/or permanent corrosion protection 

is only generated in the final processing step. In such 

cases, the supplier must provide adequate temporary 

corrosion protection for his products. The temporary 

corrosion protection provided by the supplier must  

ensure adequate corrosion protection even after •	

transport and delivery to Heidelberg for a limited 

time (6 months); 

take into account the general conditions of further •	

processing and assembly steps at Heidelberg; and

comply with the requirements of environmental •	

protection, safety at work and health protection. 

corrosion protection for electrical/ 

electronic products • The standard IEC 60721 

T2-1 defines the implementation rules for electrical 

and electronic products with respect to climatic 

zones, groups and classes. The standard also defines 

additional conditions for storage, transport and opera-

tion of equipment. Factors to be considered are

heavy air pollution by dust, smoke, corrosive or •	

radioactive substances, steam and salt;

corrosion due to detergents and cleaners;•	

exposure to dampening solution;•	

effect of microorganisms (plants and animals);•	

radiation  •	

(e.g. sunlight, radioactive radiation); and

UV radiation.•	

functional surfaces • If products will be subjected 

to extreme corrosion and wear in their intended use, 

special surface coatings are required. The design and 

implementation of such coatings is defined in the  

customer’s specification book and documented in the 

purchased part drawing (Appendix 3_INT, SN 671).

The resistance to corrosion is verified by Heidelberg-

specific tests. These are some of the tests that are 

performed::

Static tests with dummy cylinders•	

Corrosion tests in a plastic box•	

Corrosion tests with a piece of cotton wool•	

Electrochemical tests  •	

(performed by material testing institutes)

Wear tests similar and dissimilar to the intended  

application are performed individually at test rigs or 

at endurance run test stations. More information on 

the various tests is available from Heidelberg  

Development/Technology Consulting. Besides the 

general requirements for functional surfaces,  

more specific definitions may be applicable in indi-

vidual cases, e.g. “macrocrack definitions“ for 

chromeplated surfaces.

requirements regarding the appearance of 

product surfaces  • There may be special require-

ments regarding the appearance of the surface coat-

ing if the product in question will be visible to the  

operator at its final place of installation. These require-

ments relating to the implementation and quality of 

the coating cannot always be clearly described in the 

purchased part specification (part 2, 1.4.1) or the  

purchased part drawing. In such cases, the require-

ments are defined and documented by means of 

boundary samples whose characteristics are either 

described on paper or illustrated by means of compo-

nent parts. To prevent an impairment of the appear-

ance of such surfaces during transport, delivery and 

handling, the surfaces may have to be protected by 

special means and/or the parts transported in special 

containers (Appendix 32_INT).
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surface quality/coated (lacquered) surfaces • 

The surface quality of a coated product/lacquered 

surface in terms of the design and color is determined 

by the quality   

of the uncoated surface;•	

of the pretreatment and coating process; and•	

of the coating. •	

That is why special quality requirements apply to 

coated and lacquered surfaces. These requirements 

are described in the Heidelberg standard SN 669 

“Surface coating with lacquer” (Appendix 3_INT). This 

standard also lists the visual and measuring methods 

used in the respective qualification process. If the 

supplier is not able to meet the desired requirements 

regarding the surface/lacquer with the usual means 

(cost-effectively), he must consult with Heidelberg 

Procurement. 

8 Product design – normative requirements
declaration of conformity, manufacturer’s 

declaration, ce marking (under european law) 

According to European and national legislation,  

only safe devices may be distributed and operated. In  

Germany, the primary laws to be observed are the  

device and product safety act (Geräte- und Produkt-

sicherheitsgesetz, GPSG) and the EC directive “Use of 

Work Equipment“ (Arbeitsmittelbenutzerrichtlinie). 

The person placing a product into circulation is the 

one responsible for observing the legal requirements. 

Consequently, all manufacturers operating under  

European law whose products fall under a regulation 

similar to the GPSG or the EC directive must provide 

a manufacturer’s declaration or a declaration of con-

formity. This declaration is also prerequisite to the 

awarding of the CE mark if this is stipulated by the  

directive concerned. All Heidelberg suppliers must 

therefore provide such declarations for their products 

and make them available to Heidelberg in written 

form (part 2, 1.4.2).

The manufacturer’s declaration/declaration of con-

formity must be drawn up in accordance with the  

directive that is applicable to the product. Below, you  

will see some examples of directives and standards 

that apply primarily to the construction of printing 

presses and that are listed by Heidelberg in the decla-

ration of conformity of the press (Appendix 15*):

Machinery Directive 98/37/EC*•	

EMC Directive 2004/108/EC*•	

Low Voltage Directive 2006/95/EC*•	

Pressure Equipment Directive 97/23/EC* •	

Safety of machinery – Safety requirements for  •	

the design and construction of printing and paper 

converting machines** EN1010 parts 1 and 2

Electrical equipment of machines** EN 60204•	

The supplier must ascertain for himself which EC direc-

tives apply to which supplier product; this cannot be 

specified by Heidelberg. All valid standards listed under 

these directives must then be observed if they apply to 

the product. Please note that all changes to directives 

must be observed during the product’s service life; the 

supplier is responsible for ensuring compliance at all 

times. This means that the design of a product may 

have to be changed during the product’s life cycle due 

to subsequent changes. The supplier must continuously 

check the products delivered to Heidelberg for compli-

ance with the applicable legal requirements.  

To ensure a reliable and fast worldwide supply of  

service parts, the information provided by the manu-

facturer on declarations of conformity and manufac- 

turer’s declarations should meet the requirements  

for imports into Ghofra countries (part 2, 5.3.3).

Declarations of conformity and manufacturer’s decla-

rations, as well as specific verification, are part of the 

product documentation (part 2, 1.4) and must be 

made available to Heidelberg Procurement without 

prompting in written form as separate, archivable 

documents. If the directives and standards applicable 

to a serial product of the supplier’s are changed, the 

corresponding declaration of conformity or manufac-

turer’s declaration must be updated and made avail-

able to Heidelberg Procurement without prompting. In 

addition, a declaration must be added to the techni-

cal documentation (part 2, 1.4.3) of the product if this 

is mandated by the body of rules concerned.

gs mark • For complex supplier products, such as 

peripheral equipment used as accessory at printing 

presses or available as option (e.g. central dampening 

solution supply systems, dryers, powder sprayers, 

washup devices), Heidelberg demands a verification 

of product safety in the form of the GS mark (prefer-

ably issued by the German trade association of  

the printing and paper processing industry BGDP –  

http://www.bgdp.de).

admission to the north american market (usa 

and canada) • All supplier products, such as peri-

pheral equipment, CtP devices etc., must be admitted  
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*  Directives in force at the time this brochure was printed. These directives 

can be downloaded from the Internet free of charge at http://www.eur-lex.

Note on the Machinery Directive 98/37/EC: On December 29, 2009,  

Directive 98/37/EC will be replaced by Machinery Directive 2006/42/EC 

of May 17, 2006. With this new Directive, the manufacturer’s declaration 

according to the Machinery Directive 98/37/EC will be replaced by a 

declaration of conformity for partly completed machinery. For information 

on the specific requirements for this declaration, please see Machinery 

Directive 2006/42/EC. 

**  Standards in force at the time this brochure was printed. Theses standards 

can be ordered in printed form or downloaded from the Internet,  

both at a charge. The Beuth publishing house offers a download at  

(http://www.beuth.de).

to the US and Canadian market (ATM declaration – 

Authorization To Market) if they are subject to the  

respective regulations. An admission for just one of the 

two markets is not sufficient. This requirement usu-

ally applies to all supplier components with electrical 

and electronic parts that are used as printing press 

components, for instance. However, supplier products 

without electrical parts, e.g. plastic parts such as side 

frame guards etc., may also be subject to these regu-

lations. 

All relevant products must be listed in the appropriate 

product directory upon delivery (part 1, 11), i.e. they 

must have been tested by an authorized certification 

institute. The following are examples of UL regulations 

that must be observed in the construction of printing 

presses:

UL775 Graphic Arts Equipment**•	

UL508 Industrial Control Equipment**•	

other requirements for international markets 

If the standards and directives listed above are ob-

served, the products can usually be exported to inter-

national markets. Still, some countries may impose 

further demands on the products due to national  

requirements. Heidelberg therefore reserves the right 

to request further approvals. These are documented 

in the customer’s specification book (part 2, 1.3.1) by 

Heidelberg Development, and they must be submitted 

in the same manner as the other declarations cited 

above (part 2, 1.4.2).

electromagnetic compatibility • All supplier pro-

ducts with electrical and electronic components are 

subject to the EU laws, directives and standards on 

EMC (Appendix 3_INT). The applicable and valid stan-

dards for EU conformity assessment are listed in the 

current version of the EU’s Official Journal (harmonized 

standards). On the list of harmonized standards, only 

those versions of standards may be applied whose date 

of validity for the cessation of the presumption of con-

formity is not yet stated. These minimum requirements 

are also valid for countries outside of Europe. 

The requirements must be adapted to the individual 

products (printing press, prepress products etc.).  

For more information, see the “Procurement“ section 

of the Heidelberg website (www.heidelberg.com). 

The area of application (areas reserved for private 

homes, business and commercial areas, and industrial 

areas) is determined by Heidelberg Development.  

Besides the general requirements of the standard, 

Heidelberg reserves the right to impose more stringent 

demands in individual cases. This is decided on a 

case-by-case basis; such demands are written into the 

customer’s specification book (part 2, 1.3.1) and  

documented in the product specification.

In addition to the general declaration of conformity/ 

manufacturer’s declaration, the product’s conformity 

with EMC requirements must be demonstrated credibly 

(e.g. by means of a test report). Moreover, a corre-

sponding statement/description must be provided in 

the technical documentation (part 2, 1.4.3), if this is 

required by the individual standards.

electrical and electronic equipment act – 

elektrog/eu rohs directive • Based on our current 

state of knowledge, the products placed into circula-

tion by Heidelberger Druckmaschinen AG are not sub-

ject to the electrical and electronic equipment act 

(ElektroG). However, due to the legal situation that we 

expect to develop over the next few years on the 

worldwide market, it seems wise to voluntarily elimi-

nate the “RoHS substances” (lead, cadmium, mercury, 

hexavalent chrome, PBDE and PBB) from our pro-

ducts early on, if this is possible from a technical and 

economic standpoint. 

In accordance with its voluntary agreement, Heidelberg 

has decided to ensure that new products launched 

from 2011 onward comply with the RoHS requirements. 

This means that suppliers must also discontinue the 

use of substances that are prohibited according to  

the EU RoHS Directive (2002/95/EC – see Appendix 

14_INT List of Banned Substances). If the supplier  

is not yet able to eliminate RoHS substances from his 

products, he must declare the substances for the  

purpose of identification and preparation of RoHS 

conformity. The declaration of such substances must 

be in writing, include the Heidelberg part number of the 
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product and/or the part number of the product compo-

nent and be addressed to Heidelberg Procurement.

prohibited substances • Supplier products may 

not contain any legally prohibited substances.  

Heidelberg has drawn up a list of substances that,  

according to valid legal requirements, may not be 

used in products placed into circulation by Heidelberg 

(Appendix 14_INT). This list is based on the current 

worldwide legislation. The list is revised semiannually 

on April 1 and October 1 and is available for download 

on our website www.heidelberg.com under “About Us” 

> “Environment” or directly in the Download Center. 

The supplier undertakes to observe the “List of Pro-

hibited Substances” in its latest, valid version.  

If the supplier knows of “prohibited“ substances that 

do not appear on the Heidelberg list, and if such a 

substance is used in the supplier’s product, he must  

notify Heidelberg of this fact. The declaration of such 

substances must be in writing, include the Heidelberg 

part number of the product and/or the part number 

of the product component and be addressed to 

Heidelberg Procurement. 

handling critical substances • The  

“Declaration List of Notifiable, Critical Substances“ 

(Appendix 14_INT), which is also available at our 

website www.heidelberg.com, names substances that 

Heidelberg believes are likely to be prohibited in the  

future. Consequently, these products should not be 

contained in Heidelberg or supplier products. If a  

supplier product does contain such a substance, the 

supplier must notify Heidelberg of this fact. The  

declaration of such substances must be in writing,  

include the Heidelberg part number of the product 

and/or the part number of the product component 

and be addressed to Heidelberg Procurement.

9 Product design – power supply 
The supplier must observe all relevant EU directives 

and terms for the design of electrical products/the 

power supply of products (Appendix 3_INT). The tech-

nical standards regarding flickers, power drops and 

harmonic currents must be observed. Verification of 

the connected loads must be produced at Heidelberg’s 

request. If the product design differs from these specifi-

cations or from the specifications defined subsequently 

by Heidelberg for the power supply, these deviations 

must be documented in the customer’s specification 

book for the product in question. 

Heidelberg expects electrical equipment to function 

safely at all times without endangering persons,  

machines or the building. Please note that terminals 

cannot be tightened when the product is commis-

sioned on site by Heidelberg or the end customer. 

Signs with instructions to this effect are not accepted 

by Heidelberg. That is why, whenever possible, termi-

nals without screws (spring-type terminals) are to be 

used to connect equipment to the power supply.

The following power supply systems must be consid-

ered in the design of the various supplier products, in 

accordance with the specifications below:

The customer’s mains power supply •	

The power supply rails after the main switch in the •	

printing press, distinguishing between  

AC power supply and •	

DC power supply  •	

Electrical supplier products or electrical components 

of supplier products must be designed to work reliably 

under normal conditions of the mains power supply. 

All supply systems (TN, TT and IT) and all grounding 

systems (including by external conductor) are permitted. 

Please note that in systems with a grounded external 

conductor especially, nominal voltages of 500 V (L-PE) 

during operation and of up to 600 V (L-PE) in case  

of a fault (two fuses triggered) may occur at the power 

supply rails ≤ 400 volts that are connected to an  

autotransformer.  

connection to the customer’s mains power 

supply • If supplier products are designed for direct 

connection to the customer’s mains power supply, 

they must be suitable for nominal mains voltages of 

200 V … 600 V, three-phase (rotary current consumers) 

and of 100 V … 240 V, two-phase (alternating current 

consumers). Tables 9.1 and 9.2 show the voltages of 

the mains power supply that must be considered with 

respect to the mains frequency and the number of 

phases:
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Direct current (nominal DC voltage level):•	

d) 370 V: –10 %/+4 %

e) 24,7 V: –10 %/+2 % 

Supplier products that are connected to a voltage 

level of 24.7 V must be designed for a voltage level of 

24 V: –15 %/+10 %.

Differing requirements regarding the power supply and 

requirements regarding the functional capability of the 

power supply in case of a power failure (bridging time) 

must be defined for each product in the customer’s/

supplier’s specification book. 

mains frequencies • The frequency-dependent 

power sources have a mains frequency of 50 Hz  

or 60 Hz. Products connected to these power sources 

must always be frequency-independent (suitable for 

both 50 Hz and 60 Hz). If such a product design is not 

viable from a technical or economic stand-point, the 

50 Hz version is the standard version. A 50 Hz/ 

60 Hz variant must be designed as an alternative for a 

60 Hz supply. This variant must always be agreed on 

when the supplier’s specification book is adopted. 

The permissible frequency fluctuation in the mains is 

+/–1 %. In some mains, the frequency fluctuations 

may be +/–5 % of the rated frequency, with a reduced 

tolerance of the rated voltage (by +/–5 % of the rated 

voltage in case of an AC power supply a) to c) and in 

case of a DC power supply a)).

electric strength in the low voltage range • 

All electrical supplier products in the low voltage 

range (≤ 50 volts AC, ≤ 65 volts DC) must have an 

electric strength of at least +100 volts DC between the 

short-circuited external conductors and the PE con-

nection at the housing.

10 Product design – electronic hardware
Besides the quality of the elements used, the reliability 

of an electronic subassembly is determined by the 

electric and thermal load and the design of the subas-

sembly and circuits. Pay attention to the following 

points in particular:

Observe the recommended load factors for general •	

elements (Tab. 10.1 – Elements for power electronics 

are excepted) 

Subassemblies must be designed according to the •	

globally recognized guideline IPC-A-610, Class 2 and 

the cited directives/standards  

Circuits should be designed according to worst-case •	

Frequency 50 Hz 60 Hz

Voltage 200 V 200 V

208 V 208 V

220 V 230 V

230 V 240 V

350 V 380 V

380 V 400 V

400 V* 440 V

415 V 480 V*

440 V 600 V

*preferable voltage (see IEC 38)

 
Table 9.1: Nominal mains voltages – rotary current, 3-phase

Frequency 50 Hz 60 Hz

Voltage 100 V 100 V

115 V 115 V

200 V 200 V

220 V 220 V

230 V* 230 V

240 V 240 V

*preferable voltage (see IEC 38)
 
Table 9.2: Nominal mains voltages – alternating current, 2-phase 

If Heidelberg request measurements to verify con-

nected loads, the supplier must determine the follow-

ing values:

Power measurement (I1,I2,I3 cosphi1,2,3, P•	 total, Stotal) 

rotations per minute, pressure etc. in the permis-

sible voltage range (steps of 5 %)/frequency range

Temperature difference (delta theta) of the winding •	

in Kelvin at an unfavorable voltage/frequency

Harmonic currents must be determined in accor-•	

dance with EN 61000-3-2/12

Flickers and voltage drops must be determined in •	

accordance with EN 61000-3-3/11

Pull power (I•	 eff) according to EN 60034-1 of each 

motor

connection after the main switch • Heidelberg 

provides five power supply rails for applications with a 

connection after the main switch of the press:

Alternating current:•	

a) AC 3-phase 400 V +/–15 % 50/60 Hz, indepen-

dent of the mains frequency, e.g. converter

b) AC 3-phase 400 V +/–15 % 50 Hz or 3-phase 

480 V +/-15 % 60 Hz, dependent on mains 

frequency, e.g. rotary current motors

c) AC 2-phase 230 V +/–20 % 50/60 Hz  

(includes: uk transformer)
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guidelines. That means that the circuit must function 

reliably even if all relevant minimum/maximum 

parameters are varied.

Component part Output Current Voltage Frequency

Resistors 0.6

Film capacitors 0.6

Electrolytic 
capacitors

0.8

Tantalum  
capacitors

0.6

Diodes 0.6 0.7

Transistors 0.6 0.7 0.6 0.1

Optoelectronics 0.6 0.2 0.8

Linear ICs 0.8 0.8 0.9

Voltage regulators 0.7 0.8

Digital ICs 0.8 0.9

Switches, relays 0.4 – 0.7 0.5

Plugs 0.6 0.7 0.5
 

Tab. 10.1: Load factors for electronic elements  
(Source: Zuverlässigkeit von Geräten und Systemen, A. Birolini)

11 Product design – general electrical  
engineering 
pe conductor design • The equipotential bonding 

must conform to IEC/DIN EN 60204-1. Pay attention 

to the following points in particular:

The power supply connection of the device must be •	

marked “PE“.

All connections for PE conductors at electrical •	

equipment must be marked with the symbol  

60417-IEC-5019.

Bonding without protective function must be •	

marked with the symbol 60417-IEC-5020.

The removal of a component part must not inter-•	

rupt the grounding system for the other parts.

Connections must be secured against coming loose. •	

Connecting points must be designed in such a way 

that their current carrying capacity is not impaired 

by mechanical, chemical or electrochemical 

influences.

Connections for PE conductors may not be used as •	

fastening or connecting points for any other than 

their intended purpose.

protection classes for electrical equipment  

According to IEC/DIN EN 60204-1, switchgear must  

be adequately protected against the penetration of  

solid foreign bodies and liquids, taking into account 

the operational conditions of the machine.

Electrical equipment, devices and components of 

electrical equipment delivered to Heidelberg should at 

least be protection class IP54 (protected against  

damaging dust deposits and against splash water). 

Deviations from this rule must be coordinated on a 

case-by-case basis with Heidelberg Development.  

Additional protective measures may be necessary to 

reliably protect electrical equipment against the  

penetration of oil and other environmental effects 

(part 3, 2). 

IEC/DIN EN 60529 (Degrees of protection provided by 

enclosures) contains more information on protection 

classes. Please note that the printing industry uses 

water with additives, so that water with 3 % alcohol, 

for instance, must also be included in the definition  

of protection.

12 Product design – other properties 
assembly- and service-friendliness • The as-

sembly- and service-friendliness of equipment must 

be considered as early as the design stage. When  

the operator must replace wear parts, he should be 

able to do so without tools. It must be possible to 

mount and service individual components with stan-

dard tools (Appendix 33_INT). If special tools are  

required, their availability must be determined early 

on with the Heidelberg Service. As a rule, special 

tools should be available on site for the initial instal-

lation or provided for service purposes.  

The fastening elements, e.g. screws, on products that 

are to be mounted below a guard or above the paper 

path should be virtually impossible to lose. Screws 

above the paper path must be secured against com-

ing loose. When selecting the screw retaining devices, 

make sure that high-quality component parts cannot 

be destroyed when the retaining devices are loosened 

for service. If the tightening torque of a screw that 

must be loosened for service deviates from the per-

missible values in Appendix 34_INT, the torque must 

be documented in the purchased part specification or 

in the service manual. 

Screwed joints that ensure the product’s setting,  

functioning or quality at the time of delivery, and that 

may therefore not be changed, must be marked  

as such, e.g. by thread lock varnish, or they must  

be impossible to open without special tools. The 

thread lock varnish used to identify screwed joints 

must be red. 
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Specially made assembly aids may not be used.  

Component parts, subassemblies and systems weigh-

ing more than 25 kg that must be handled during  

assembly and service must offer the possibility of using 

hoists.

general product design • The following points 

must also be considered in the design of products:

Points, burs and sharp edges that are accessible to •	

the operator must be blunted.

At recessed grips especially, there must be no •	

fittings or burs that may injure the operator.

Cable ties must be shortened after tying to prevent •	

injuries due to the sharp ends.

Products with warm surfaces must be designed so •	

that the parts being handled do not grow warmer 

than 60 °C. Any other surfaces whose temperature 

exceeds 60 °C must be identified with a warning 

sign. The product’s place of installation must be 

considered.

13 Product design – sheet metal parts
For all products delivered as sheet-metal and/or diecut 

part or subassembly, the following points must be  

observed in addition to the specifications on the 

drawing:  

Particular information in the text of the purchase •	

order

Coating specifications according to SN 669_1 •	

(Appendix 3_INT) 

Welding and soldering specifications according to •	

Appendix 35_INT

Specifications on general tolerances according to •	

Appendix 36_INT.

In addition, the specification of the edge design  

according to SN 116 (Appendix 3_INT) is part of every 

purchased part specification for sheet-metal parts  

(in the header of the Heidelberg purchased part  

drawing).

The housing of complex supplier products, such as 

devices that supply powder, varnish, air etc. to the 

press, often consists of sheet metal. The supplier  

is responsible for the design and quality of the sheet-

metal construction and all installed sheet-metal  

components. 

If sheet-metal constructions are part of complex prod-

ucts (e.g. peripheral equipment), Heidelberg waives 

the control test of specific quality requirements, e.g. 

regarding welding and soldering according to SN 731 

(Appendix 3_INT). In these cases, only the properties 

listed in the customer’s specification book/the pur-

chased part drawing will be checked.

If, in the course of a launch especially of complex pro-

ducts (systems), only the supplier’s drawing is available 

at the time of the product’s delivery to Heidelberg’s 

incoming goods department, this drawing will always 

be included in the Heidelberg scope of testing (part 2, 

3.3).

14 Product design – rotables in the rotables 
repair process 
Once they have been repaired, products that are part 

of the rotables repair process (part 2, 4.6.2) must 

conform to Heidelberg’s purchased part specification 

for the new product. Deviations are only permitted as 

described below (signs of wear) and as specified in 

DIN EN 62309. If any properties and/or requirements 

in these descriptions differ from or contradict the cor-

responding descriptions in the GCS, the GCS shall  

be used as reference. Deviations from the properties 

required of new products are only permitted if the 

supplier and Heidelberg Quality deem them inevita-

ble, e.g. for functional, economic or technical rea-

sons, and if such deviations are agreed on in writing 

with Heidelberg Procurement when the parts are  

ordered. As a rule, products in the rotables repair  

process must have the same technical and functional 

properties as the new product.

Requirements regarding signs of wear:  

The appearance of the rotable should be identical  •	

to that of a new part. This applies in particular to 

visible components. 

Minor signs of wear resulting from the usual condi-•	

tions of use (operation and service) are acceptable. 

Soiling (e.g. ink, varnish and powder) must be •	

removed completely.

If such substances cannot be removed for technical •	

reasons, the parts may be coated. This applies as 

well to non-technical surfaces made of aluminum 

and VA steel. The color must be similar to that of the 

new part.  

As service parts, rotables in the rotables repair pro-

cess are part of a separate logistics system and must 

therefore be identified (see part 3, 15) and packed 

(see part 3, 16) separately. The date of the rework 

(see part 3, 15) must be no more than 3 months prior 

to delivery.
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15 Product design – labeling  
The purpose of any identification or label provided by 

the manufacturer on a product is to assign identifying, 

descriptive and/or classifying data to the product and 

to indicate specific properties of the product, for in-

stance. The supplier is responsible for labeling and/or 

designing a product according to legal requirements 

(e.g. on product safety, handling hazardous substanc-

es, recycling etc.), the regulations of supervisory insti-

tutions or the rules of the industry.  

In order to ensure a high process reliability in order 

processing and logistics, be able to identify products 

at and after delivery, and ensure effective communi-

cation and good traceability in the service, Heidelberg 

needs clear, directly assignable, uniform and perma-

nent labeling on the product. That is why products 

delivered to Heidelberg must carry at least the follow-

ing information: 

Heidelberg part number •	

Batch indicator•	

Heidelberg logo (only if so stated in the purchased •	

part specification).

The type and location of the labeling must be specific 

to the product and comply with legal, logistic and 

process requirements; if necessary, the supplier must 

consult Heidelberg Development. Possible types of  

labeling:  

Imprint/inscription directly on the product•	

Sticker, frequently with a bar code (Appendix 37_INT), •	

Type plate, e.g. due to legal requirements, •	

Cast name/logo (frequently found on cast parts). •	

The Heidelberg part number and batch indicator 

should be (additionally) provided in machine-readable 

form, i.e. as bar code (e.g. by means of an imprint or 

sticker). Electronic subassemblies in particular that 

were developed by the supplier must be labeled with 

bar codes. For more information on bar coding see 

Appendix 37_INT. 

The product labeling must be 

clearly assignable; •	

permanently visible; and •	

resistant against common cleaners and solvents,  •	

if possible (Appendix 31_INT).  

If the part will not come into contact with solvents 

at its place of installation, resistance to solvents is 

not required. Coatings that dissolve plastics may 

not be used.

The labeling requirements apply not only to service 

parts (part 2. 5.3), but also to individual components 

and component parts of complex products that are to 

be available as service parts. 

Moreover, the Heidelberg-specific labeling is also re-

quired for products, especially electrical and electronic 

component parts and subassemblies, which carry in-

ternal, supplier-specific labeling. If such products

are developed specially for Heidelberg; and/or •	

are part of a serial product of the supplier’s and •	

adapted for use in a Heidelberg application,

the supplier‘s internal product labeling may only  

remain on the product – after consultation with 

Heidelberg Development – if 

it does not permit conclusions to be drawn about •	

similar products (especially catalog parts) of the 

supplier’s; or

a removal of the internal product labeling is not •	

viable. 

These requirements on labeling do not apply to

products that are not usually labeled as described •	

herein. This is often true for standard and catalog 

parts or other parts that are produced in bulk 

quantities.

products for which an agreement of exemption has •	

been made with Heidelberg. This is often the case 

with coated mechanical component parts, as 

labeling of such parts is either impossible or not 

viable due to their manufacturing process. 

In these cases, labeling on the packaging is usually  

sufficient unless otherwise specified in the purchased 

part specification. 

Other deviations from the labeling requirements are 

only possible in exceptional cases. Such may be the 

case if labeling is impossible or does not make sense 

for technical or economic reasons, or if there is simply 

not enough space on the part. The labeling of such 

parts must be agreed on with Heidelberg Development 

and documented in the purchased part specification.

The following describes the labeling that Heidelberg  

expects on supplier products and/or their components. 
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heidelberg part number • The Heidelberg part 

number consists of a maximum of 15 ASCII characters 

and includes an index, e.g.: 12.345.6789/12A. 

Part numbers are assigned to the products by Heidel-

berg Development, while Heidelberg Documentation 

assigns numbers to the technical documentation  

(part 2, 1.4.3). 

batch indicator • The supplier/manufacturer must 

provide a possibility of identifying the batch to which 

the product belongs by means of suitable labeling/

coding. That is why supplier products should be marked 

with their production date or a production code. The 

production code includes the production date, thereby 

permitting an identification of the product’s batch. 

Other types are 

lot number;•	

serial number; and•	

production date (month/week).•	

The code must be communicated to Heidelberg Quality.

heidelberg logo • Only the logo styles released by 

Heidelberg may be used to label parts. The layout of 

the Heidelberg logo can be requested from Heidelberg 

Procurement.  

Labeling of rotables in the rotables repair 

process • Rotables in the rotables repair process are 

part of a separate logistics system (part 2, 4.6.2) and 

must therefore be labeled separately:

Such rotables are given a new type plate.•	

The type plate must show the Heidelberg part •	

number and the reference/Uxx. 

The date of rework must be indicated at a suitable •	

place in the format week/year (WWYY, no slash).

The manufacturer’s serial number must always be •	

indicated on the product.

16 Product design – packaging 
product packaging • Supplier products must be 

packaged according to valid EU directives. The packag-

ing must comply with the new, stricter version of  

Directive 94/62/EC on packaging and packaging waste. 

This means that at least 90 percent of the packaging 

must be recoverable and at least 60 percent must be 

recyclable. The total concentration of lead, cadmium, 

mercury and hexavalent chrome in the packaging must 

not exceed 100 ppm. (Based on: 94/62/EC, German 

packaging ordinance [VerpackV] in their currently  

valid form). 

The shipping materials (Appendix 38_INT) approved 

by Heidelberg must be taken into account in the  

design of the packaging. Appendix 39_INT contains 

process-specific requirements for the packaging of  

service parts. Please include only the required docu-

ments, e.g. instruction leaflets, in the package. Other 

documents such as data sheets, specifications, verifica-

tion etc. do not belong in the product packaging. 

packaging service parts • Products used exclu-

sively as service parts (part 2, 5.3), e.g. products in 

the rotables repair process (part 2, 4.6.2) must be  

individually (pre)packaged prior to delivery. This does 

not apply to non-sensitive packaged goods and bulk 

goods, small and standard parts such as screws, nuts 

or springs. The supplier must develop and carry out 

the packaging based on his specific knowledge of the 

service part (e.g. max. g values, ESD protection,  

corrosion protection or surface protection). Whenever 

possible, the transport packaging should be suitable 

for the product’s transport to the end customer. Other 

types of packaging, such as storage packaging or bulk 

packaging are only permitted after consultation with 

Heidelberg Procurement.  

Factors to be considered in the design of transport 

and storage packaging include stress caused by  

tilting, shocks and vibrations, climatic conditions,  

requirements due to the means of transport, world-

wide storage conditions, country-specific legal  

requirements for transport and storage and labeling 

requirements. In the case of transport and reused 

packaging, only the following requirements apply:

Wood packaging according to IPPC, treated against •	

Sirex woodwasps

Corrugated board cartons (board of the types 1.10 to •	

1.50 and 2.20 to 2.70) with bursting strength, 

puncture resistance and edge crush resistance 

according to DIN 55468-1 

and in case of storage packaging:

PE foils•	

Corrosion protection foils•	

Corrugated board cartons (board of the types 1.01 to •	

1.05 and 2.02 to 2.06) with bursting strength, 

puncture resistance and edge crush resistance 

according to DIN 55468-1
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On reused packaging, old labeling and stickers must be 

removed completely. If reused packaging is damaged,  

it must be repaired or disposed of by the supplier. The 

supplier must ensure that the packaging of rotables 

(part 2, 4.6.2) contains no dismounted defective 

parts, repair reports or other references to the repair 

or the original use.

At Heidelberg’s request, the serial number of the  

service part must be indicated on the packaging. At 

the initial delivery of (pre)packaged service parts,  

the parts must be accompanied by a test certificate 

(part 2, 1.4.2) verifying their passing of the vertical  

impact test according to DIN EN 22 248. For more  

information on the type and execution of packaging 

for service parts, see Appendix 39_INT.

packaging of electronic component parts  

and components • The supplier is obliged to handle 

and package electronic component parts according  

to the manufacturer’s instructions and as specified in 

the Heidelberg purchase order, e.g. “Dry Packing“, 

trays, tubes or reels.

labeling on the packaging of prepackaged/ 

individually packaged parts • If products are  

delivered in prepackaged or individually packaged 

condition, e.g. products that are used exclusively  

as service parts (part 2, 5.3) or electrical and elec-

tronic component parts, the packaging must be 

marked neutrally or with the Heidelberg logo (no data 

or logo of the supplier’s), but preferably with the 

Heidelberg material label (Appendix 39_INT). At 

Heidelberg’s request, the serial number of the service 

part must be indicated on the packaging. 

If the packaging includes an instruction leaflet, which 

is the case especially with electrical and electronic 

component parts, this leaflet should also be labeled 

in a Heidelberg-specific manner. This applies in par-

ticular if products 

are developed specially for Heidelberg; and/or •	

are part of a serial product of the supplier’s •	

(catalog part) and adapted for use in a Heidelberg 

application. 

The instruction leaflet must be labeled in the same 

manner as the product itself, i.e. with 

the Heidelberg part number; •	

a batch indicator; and •	

the Heidelberg logo, if so stated in the purchased •	

part specification.

The supplier‘s internal product labeling may only  

remain on the packaging/instruction leaflet – after 

consultation with Heidelberg Development – if 

it does not permit conclusions to be drawn about •	

similar products (especially catalog parts) of the 

supplier’s; or if 

a removal/blackening of the internal product •	

labeling is not viable.

17 Product design – transport and storage
For the transport of products between Heidelberg and 

the supplier, the following means of transport approved 

by Heidelberg must be used in a manner appropriate 

to the products:    

Shipping containers (Appendix 32_INT)•	

Heidelberg KTL plastic shipping containers•	

Heidelberg standard shipping containers•	

Heidelberg Europool containers•	

Crate bottoms according to Heidelberg specifica-•	

tions (Appendix 40_INT), e.g. to transport complex 

products or systems 

If other transport containers are used, the supplier 

must consult with Heidelberg Procurement first. For 

safety-related reasons, individual containers that  

are to be handled manually must not exceed a weight 

of 25 kg. If a unit is heavier, it must offer the possi-

bility of using a hoist. 

If the maximum storage time in the transport packag-

ing is less than two years (under the environmental 

conditions on site), the supplier must inform Heidelberg 

Procurement of the maximum storage time. The  

supplier must specify measures that will extend the 

product’s storage time as well as special storage  

conditions. Such information must be in writing and 

addressed to Heidelberg Procurement.

All shipping braces must be marked in the color  

“RAL 3000“. Shipping braces that cannot be marked 

in this manner or that cannot be detected must be 

identified by a red sticker. 

If technical issues arise in connection with packaging, 

storage and transport, e.g. the design of shipping 

braces etc., the supplier must consult with Heidelberg 

Development. Otherwise, Heidelberg Procurement is 

responsible for coordinating and approving packaging 

and shipping braces as well as means of transport 

and storage conditions.
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GCS Part 4 – Appendix

Content

Appendices marked “Appendix nn_INT“ are only 

available on the Internet (www.heidelberg.com) in  

the section „About us/Company/Procurement“. 
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Heidelberg customers 
expect top quality. So do we.

What our customers want:

The goal of our efforts is to meet our customers’ 

expectations. We must continue to be the preferred 

partner of our customers and set the standards for 

top performance.

To use our products and services to increase their 

performance and productivity.

So we will: Rapidly carry out all necessary developments 

Supply cutting-edge, integrated and environmentally-sound

solutions designed to provide maximum benefits

Meet all promised deadlines 

Provide competent advice and consulting in all situations

Make sure the delivered solutions run reliably at all times

Our most important task is:

We gladly take 
this responsibility:

To continue systematically improving ourselves, 

our suppliers, our business processes and especially 

our cooperation at all levels.

For our customers and ourselves, a decision 

for Heidelberg is always a 

Decision for Quality.

The Heidelberg Group’s Commitment to Quality

Bernhard Schreier
Chief Excecutive Officer

Herbert Meyer
Chief Financial Officer

Jürgen Rautert
Management Board Member
Engineering and Manufacturing

Heidelberger Druckmaschinen AG
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Appendix 04

Quality Management
Quality Commitment Heidelberg Group

version: january 2008, page 1 of 1
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Project Plan – Development
Example

version: january 2008, page 1 of 1
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Project Plan – Documentation
Example

version: january 2008, page 1 of 1
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Project Plan – Production
Example

version: january 2008, page 1 of 1
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Appendix 12

Project Plan – Quality
Example

version: january 2008, page 1 of 1
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Appendix 13

Components Testing
Process description – Service life test at the supplier’s

version: january 2008, page 1 of 1
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Manufacturer 
(Name and address manufacturer) 
 
 
affirms, that the machinery spezified as below 
(Product, typ, serial number) 
 
 
aggree with the regulations of EC guidlines: 

• Machinery Directive 98/37/EC* 

• Low Voltage Directive 2006/95/EC 

• EMC Directive 2004/108/EC 

• (as well as if necessary further, applicable directives) 

 
Applied standards and technical specifications: 

• EN 12100-1, issue date: 2004-04  
Safety of machinery – Basic concepts, general principles for design – 
Part 1: Basic terminology, methodology (ISO 12100-1:2003); German version EN ISO 12100-1:2003 

• EN 12100-2, issue date: 2004-04  
Safety of machinery – Basic concepts, general principles for design – 
Part 2: technical principles (ISO 12100-2:2003); German version EN ISO 12100-2:2003 

• EN 954-1, issue date: 1997-03  
Safety of machinery – Safety-related parts of control systems – 
Part 1: Generell principles for design; German version EN 954-1:1996 

• EN 60204-1, issue date:2005-10  
Safety of machinery – Electrical equipment of machinery – 
Part 1: General requirements; German version EN 60204-1:2005 

• (as well as if necessary further standards, technical specifications) 

 
 
 (Address) – (date) 
 
 
Name of signee (with specifications of signee) 
 
 
Signature 
 
*Note to Machinery Directive 98/37/EC:  
Machinery Directive 98/37/EC is replaced at 29.12.2009 by Machinery Directive 2006/42/EC, issue date: 17.05.2006. Therewith instead of a 
Manufacturer’s Declaration according to Machinery Directive 98/37/EC a Declaration of Conformity for Partial Machinery is coming into effect. 
The therefore effective particular specifications have  to be extracted of Machinery Directive 2006/42/EC. 
 

Appendix 15

Declaration of Conformity
Example – Declaration of Conformity for a Heidelberg printing press

version: january 2008, page 1 of 1

Declaration of Conformity according  
to EC Machinery Directive (98/37/EC*)
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Appendix 18

Supply Approval 
Flowchart procurement

version: january 2008, page 1 of 1

Process for supply approval
in case of a change of index
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Name Content/Aim 

1. Framework Contract on Supplies and 
Services for Production Material 

• Stipulates general rules for the 
cooperation between Heidelberg and its 
suppliers. 
 
** see Appendix 19.1INT for details  

2. Quality Management Agreement (QMA) • Specifies quality management processes 
of the supplier's with the aim of supporting 
the customer’s supply with defect-free 
products, and permitting and establishing 
the legal foundations for an omission of 
the incoming goods inspection. 
 
** see Appendix 19.1INT for details 

3. Target Agreement • Common stipulation of the cooperation 
targets for the coming period 

4. List of Substances and Declaration 
List of Notifiable Critical Substances  

• Product-specific amendment of a contract 
that prohibits/regulates the use of 

 and critical substances in 
products for Heidelberg. List of 
substances that must not or should not be 
used, as part of the contract. 

5. Development Contract 
o Framework contract on development 
o Individual order within the scope of the 

framework contract on development 

• Contractual agreement on rights and 
duties of Heidelberg and its development 
partners during the development of new 
products for Heidelberg  
 
** see Appendix 19.1INT for details 

6. Confidentiality Agreement 
o Development order 
o Joint development 

• Contractual obligation to refrain from 
disclosing confidential information (in the 
widest sense) to third parties. 

7. General Terms of Purchase  • General rules for supplies and services 
provided to Heidelberg in the form of 
general Terms and Conditions. 

8. Tooling Cost Agreement • Stipulates Heidelberg’s ownership and 
handling of tooling at the supplier's. 

9. (Annual) Price Agreement • Stipulates prices for a defined range of 
supplied goods and a defined time period  

10. Purchase Order Document 
o Blanket purchase order (contract) 
o Call for delivery (delivery schedule) 
o Purchase order 

• Purchase contract documents in various 
forms, for one-time deliveries and/or serial 
deliveries  

Prohibited 

prohibited

Appendix 21

Contracts/Agreements
Overview of customer and supplier agreements with Heidelberg
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Name Content/Aim 

11. JIT Supply Contract • Contract on products that are delivered 
directly to Heidelberg production facilities.  

12. Framework Contract on Systems Supply 
(consignment storage) 

• Contract on the storage of products 
owned by the supplier on the Heidelberg 
premises. 

13. Shipping Instructions for Suppliers • Stipulates rules for deliveries to 
Heidelberg, including a list of forwarding 
companies authorized by Heidelberg. 

14. Licensing Agreement 
o Standard administration and business 

software  
o Standard product software 
o Special software 

• Rules for handling/using software. 
These agreements must be concluded 
individually in some cases. 

15. Terms of Purchase for Devices and Services 
at HDM Customers* 

•  

16. Terms of Purchase for Machines and Units* •  

17. Terms for Construction Work* •  

* Contract outside the scope of serial delivery 
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Objectives and subjects of the Target Agreement  

The purpose of the Target Agreement is to continually improve the trusting and efficient cooperation 
between suppliers and Heidelberg. The Agreement specifies objectives that must be optimized by 
Heidelberg and the supplier for immediate reasons and/or due to basic concerns. 

The Target Agreement is concluded for the period of one year and signed by both parties. 

In the course of the annual supplier talk, the Target Agreement is reviewed and discussed to analyze 
activities and trends and take appropriate measures. 

 

The following subjects should be discussed, among others: 

• Rate of complaints for the period in question in parts per million 
• Reliability of supply for the period in question 
• Measures to optimize individual points in the process of PSB supplier selection (Appendix 20_INT) 
• Individual measures as indicated. 

 

Appendix 22

Target Agreement
Objectives and subjects

version: january 2008, page 1 of 1
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Deadline 

 
Task 

target 
 

actual 

 
Assemble and organize characteristics. 
 

  

 
Select inspection characteristics. 
 

  

 
Classify inspection characteristics 
according to importance. 
 

  

 
Define the inspection method, 
equipment and location for each 
inspection criterion. 
 

  

 
Decide whether to use sampling or a 
100 % inspection  
 
 

  

 
Select a sampling plan for the individual 
inspection criterion. 
 

  

 
Define characteristics for statistical 
process control. 
 

  

 
Draw up control charts. 
 

  

 
Define inspection data processing and 
documentation for each inspection 
criterion. 
 

  

 
Coordinate inspection with other 
departments 
 

  

 
Draw up the inspection plan 
 

  

 

Appendix 24

Testing Schedule
Working schema

version: january 2008, page 1 of 1

Working schema for inspection planing
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Features Content/Definitions 

 
Inspection plan head 

 
• Part number 
• Designation 
• Testing location 
• Dynamization 
• Specification documents 

 
 
Inspection characteristics 

 
• Identification on the packaging 
• Identification on the part 
• Inspection dimensions/Functional dimensions 
• Mechanical properties 
• Electrical properties 
• Pneumatic properties 
• Function 

 
 
Inspection level selection 

 
• Number of test specimens in relation to the criteria 

 
 

 
Measuring equipment 

 
• Measuring accuracy 

(Note: The measuring accuracy must be within tolerances) 
 
 

 

Appendix 25

Inspection Agreement/Master Inspection Plan
Features and content

version: january 2008, page 1 of 1

Features of a Master Inspection Plan 
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Complaint within 
warranty period

Ship parts with 
test report /  

shipping note

Debit

Perform fault 
analysis

Remains at 
supplier's

Use for series /  as  
service part

Generate and 
transfer credit note

Repair*
(see flowchart 

"Repair")

Fault 
caused by 
supplier

Part without 
faults

Fault 
caused by 
Heidelberg

S
up

pl
ie

r

Q
ua

lit
y

RII

I R

R I

R P

RI

P R

* If a warranty case involves 
a Heidelberg end customer, 
the supplier and Heidelberg 
Procurement must decide on 
the future use of the product

I = Information
R = Responsible
P = Participation

P
ro

cu
re

m
en

t

Appendix 28

Complaint/Warranty
Flowchart – Complaint within warranty period

version: january 2008, page 1 of 1

Warranty
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Ship product with
shipping note

Send repair order

Check cost
effectiveness

Send order
confirmation to

Heidelberg

Issue approval for
scrapping

Perform repair

S
up

pl
ie

r

P
ro

cu
re

m
en

t

Q
ua

lit
y

R

I R

R

R

R

R I

Create cost
estimate

Arrange for
delivery

Specify (if different
from order):

Deadline
Price

P

I

I R

I

Issue repair
approval

R I

I = Information
R = Responsible
P = Participation

Appendix 29

Repair
Flowchart

version: january 2008, page 1 of 1
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